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By ARNOLD JOHNSON

Evsnv Arr.rnnrcew would do well to
read the Declaration of Independence
again this July 4th. Valuable lessons
can be drawn from that great revo-
lutionary document, and the historic
circumstances which made it neces-
sary, that can stand us in good stead
in the fight for freedom against to-
day's Tories 

*and 
economic royalists.

The Declaration of Indepen-
dence gave a new purpose and
character to the years of struggle of
the people against the English Tories
and their colonial lackeys. Many a
battle had been waged by the oppres-
sed colonies in an effort to solve their
grievances within the bounds of
colonial status. With the Declaration
of Independence; all such battles
acquired new meaning. The Decla-
ration set the colonies on the path of
true revolutionary struggle for com-
plete independence. That is why in
"A Letter to American Workers,"
Lenin, founder of the great Soviet
State, declared that in the War for
Independence, the American people
"set the world an example of how to
conduct revolutionary war against
feudal subjection."

It was the impact of the Declara-
tion of Independence that stirred the

masses of artisans and farmers, the
common people, and inspired them
to struggle and sacrifice. The mer-
chant, commercial 'and industrial
bourgeoisie, who at first resisted,
finally took the helm of revolurion.
The war against England was, after
all, their fight for the right to inde-
pendent existence and development
as a capitalist class, and at long last
they had to abandon the path of
vacillation. Further, the merchant
class was forced to a firmer stand by
the revolutionary fervor and the re-
soluteness of the farmers, artisans,
dock-workers. The masses of people
found their best representative, in the
revolution, in the persons of George
Washington, Beniamin Franklin,
Thomas |efferson, and Samuel
Adams. It was the revolutionary zeal
and initiative of the common people,
their willingness to bear incredible
hardships and fight against in-
credible odds, that made the \Mar of
Independence, in the profound
words of Lenin, "one of the first and
greatest wars in the history of
humanity which was really emanci-
pating, and one of the few wars in
the history of humanity which was
really revolutionary." 

*
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lnilcpenJcncc l)ay is rherelore a
symbol oi thc rnosi cherished rev-
ol.utionary and democratic tradition
ol fr.".American people; it is a day
of celebration to bc honored iu rvord
and in deed by ail Americans to
whom democracy is dear.

By our daily activity for a better
and happier America today and for
the great Socialist future of our

dependence into being and who
waged war to give it life.

Through study we srrive con-
stantly to deepen our understanding
of the Declaiation's historic meeri

- 
That is,why we Communist srudy,

along with the rvritings of Commu-
nist leaders, also those of such re-
volirtionary leaders, in a qualitatively
different historical epoch.'as Thomes
/efferson, the author of the Declara-
tion, and Thomas Paine, the author
tLf Cotnmon Sense.

Thi: true inheritor of the demo-
cratic tradition of '76, in this epoch
of imperialism, is the rvorking class
;mci its vanguard, the Communist
Parry. Big capital in the period of
the decline ancl decay of capital-
ism, is inhere nlly reactionary. The
hourgeoisie is incapable of maintain-
ing bourgeois democracy and ad-

vancirg the weli-being of the nation.
Caught in the throes of the world
crisis of capitalism, big capital fears
the people and hates democracy; it
turns to fascism and strives to abolish
the democratic principles of the De-
claration and tear up the Bill of
Rights.

Thc most consistent continuators,
under present conclitions, of the re-
volutionary traditions and demo-
ciatic struggles of Washington and
]efferson, of Tom Paine and Ben
Franklin, are the working class and
its vanguard, the Communist Party.
And that is why the monopoly pro-
fascist forces would outlaw the Com-
munist Party. Those who would
suppress the Communist today also
dishonor the proudest traditions of
America, betray and trample under
foot the Declaration of Independence
and the Bill*of Rights.*

From the struggle against the
Stamp Act of 1765 through fuly 4,
1776, the common people were en-
gaged in numerous skirmishes
against the British appeasers and
their tory flunkies.

Minute Men and Sons of Liberty
were organized by artisans and
farmers. Crispus Attucks, a Negro
seaman, was one of the first to give
his life for freedom in the Boston
Massacre of q7o. On April 18, 1775,
the battles of Lexington and Con-
cord started a year of ever: more de-
cisive battles and struggles for the
principles of the Declaration.

Thus, IndepEndence Day is truly
a day of struggle, a day of conflict
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bet,rveen those who stand with the
Declaration-and this today inclucles
Communists side by side with non-
Communists-and those who would
betray the Declaration-the mon_
opoly capitalists and pro-fascist ad_
vocates of American imperialist
world domination.

rt it iF

Those who would suppress the
rights of Communists at irome are
the same forces who advance Wall
Street's program of world domina-
tron.

The rising capitalist class which
Ied the Revolution of ry76 was his_
torically progressive in'that revolu-
tion, expressing its own interests and
those. of the toiling people in the
colonies. It could tf,erefoie frame a
Declaration of Independence, could
express the real interests of the na_
tion as a whole, and could inspire
other peoples in their striving'for
democracy and r ational inde"pend-
ence. But since that time, as Lenin
stated in rgr8:

Bourgeois civilization has borne all
its luxuriant fruits. . . The Ameri_
can people, who have set the world
an exarnple of how to conduct a re_
volutionary war against feudal sub-
,rctlon, now find themselves in a state
of capitalist wage slavery to a handful
ofbillionaires....

- Fo1, since g76, capitalisrn has
developed inro monopoiy capitalism,
imperialism; and the:'h"r,dful of
billionaires," w,ho today dominate
the life of our country and would
dominate the world, do not and can

not represent the real interests of the
nation, They are traitors to the very
document which, on July 4, they
profess to honor. They use the
American flag to cover up their be-
trayal, to cloak their {ascist souls.

The forces o[ American monopoly--
counterparts, under conditions of to-
day, of the British Tories and feudal
overlords of the eighteenth century-
seek to fill the shoes of the Hitlerite
German imperialists. They oppress
the American people and seek to im-
pose a fascist regirne upon them.
They use Hitler's methods. They are
the ruling class today which seeks to
make luly 4 into a day of jingoistic
nationalism for its own ulterior and
aggressive purposes. The monopolies
would destroy the independence of
other nations, heedless of the fact
that in the process they would bring
disaster to the American people.
Their course leads to war. They
strive to clear the path in that fatal
direction by attempting to devitalize
the labor movement through Taft-
Hartley laws and through Mundt
bills for outlawing the Communist
Party-in a word, to destroy the Bill
of Rights, in order to suppress the
people's forces for peace.

tion and of world peace by preparing
war against the Soviet Union. Those
who would fight against the im-
perialist war program, those who
would battle for democratic rights,
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those who would honor our revolu-
tionary forefathers, must stand up
and be counted. With them will be
the great majority of the American
people. 

i( *( ,(

Karl Marx saw the relation of
events in America to events in other
lands. He declared: "As in the
eighteenth century, the American
War of Independence sounded the
tocsin for'the European middle class,
so in the nineteenth century, the
American Civil War sounded it for
the European working class." The
winning of national independence
made it possible for the United
States to influence world politics in
a democratic direction. The Declara-
tion of Independence itself, trans-
lated into many language, was cir-
culated in Europe, often through
underground channels, and, through
it, hundreds of thousands of people
became familiar with this, the sim-
plest and most popular proclamation
of the principles of bourgeois democ-
racy.

What a strange contrast we find in
today's scene! American capitalism
today is imperialist and decadent.
The ruling class, through the Mar-
shall Plan, gives strength to the
decadenf and reactionary elements
everywhere. Its hands drip with the
blood of heroic anti-fascists who
have been brutally murdered bY

American bullets fired by Greek
government execution squads and
Chiang Kai-shek assassins. It brings
shamJand disgrace to America, and
violates our traditions of q76.

It is in the true spirit of the Amer-

rade Benjamin J. Davis vigorouslY
denounced that committee earlier
this year in a legislative hearing, he
carriid forward the traditions of
Salem Poor and Deborah Gannett,
valiant Negro fighters in the Revolu-
don, and demonstrated in life the
struggle against tyranny todaY.

When Comrades William Z. Foster

Rights.
As Comrade Foster made clear to

the people through the forum of the
Senite Committee, a ruling class

which outlaws the Communist
Party will immediately use that same

power to force all others into sub-

mission. That is why the trade
unions, the mass organizations, the
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measures as registration bills, is to
speed up the drive toward war and
fascism. It is no accident that a
Mundt Bill was on the same Congres-
sional calendar as the draft, Univer-
sal Military Training, the all-time-
high military budget and armament
program. On this basis, the forces for
peace will defend the rights of Com-
munists.

To defend the rights of Commu-
nists is to defend American democ-
racy. Failure to defend those rights
is to aid those who advocate a fascist
program. That is why Congressman
Vito Marcantonio stands on firm
ground in Congress and in the
Senate hearings and in public meet-
ings when he declares:

The defense of the rights of Com-
munists and of the Communist Party
is the first line of defense of democracy
for all Americans.

It is significant that nobody has
succeeded in refuting this argument
by the Congressman. His forthright
declaration has also exposed the fact
that those who advocate any step to
outlaw the Communist Party always
use every form of deceit or slander.
And those antifascists who refuse to
take a clear-cut and definite stand
against outlawing the Communist
Party soon slide into the camp of
reactlon' 

,r ,r ,F

Throughout the Revolutionary
War, the Tory agents of the British
tried to split the colonists by repres-
sing democratic rights. They con-
tinued their ruthless struggle after

the defeat of the British against the
people. k required an intensive mass
struggle to include the Bill of Rights
in the Constitution. Those who
sought to rob the people of the vic-
tory by foisting a monarchy upon
them fought the Bill of Rights as an
un-American (French) importation
and slandered Jefferson as a foreign
agent.

Thus, the false charge of "foreign
agent" is an old one in American
life. It was the basis for the hateful
Alien and Sedition Laws of 1798.
Those laws are comparable to the
Mundt Bill today. They created ter-
ror and havoc in the country. They
destroyed freedom of the press.
Editors who supported or who
merely publicized the program of
Jefierson were harassed and jailed.
Two outstanding editors, Thomas
Adams of the Independent Chronicle
of Boston and Beniamin Bache of
rhe Auroru of Philadelphia, died
while under indictment for sedition.
Matthew Lyon, Congressrnan and
publisher, gained ever-greater sup-
port from'the Vermont farmers as

he served time in jail because of his
published views in opposition to the
Adams Administration. This strug-
gle against Hamilton and the Tories
hardened the democratic forces and
helped feflerson win in* r8oo.

These living facts from our history
reveal the rich traditions of struggle
associated with our Independence
Day. That is why the spokesmen of
American imperialism try to falsify
this whole period of history.
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It would be a good custom on /uly
4 to honor, not only the name of
Jefferson, but also the names of
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick
Douglass, whose contributions to
American democracy and freedom
are well known but badly heeded
by the ruling class today. On this
luly 4, it would be well for ail Amer-
icans to consider also the words of
Lincoln:

All that serves labor, serves the nation.
AII that harms labor is treason to
America. No line can be drawn be-
tween the two. If any man tells you
he loves America yet hates labor, he is
a liar. If any man tells you he trusts
America yet fears labor, he is a fool.
There is no America without labor.

On the basis of this profoundly
American declaration, the Thomas-
Rankin un-American Committee,
AttorneyCeneral Clark, the Mundts,
and the Taft-Hartleys are t}re real
subversives today. On the other hand,
the real patriots, serving labor and
the nation, are people such as Leon
fosephson-the now imprisoned Com-
munist underground fi.ghter against
Hitler in Germany-and Dr. Ed-
ward Barsky, Howard Fast, Profes-
sor Lyman Bradley, fames Lustig,
Dr. Jacob Auslander, Dr. Louis Mil-
ler, Marjorie Chodorov, Ruth Lei-
der, Harry M. ]ustiz, Charlotte
Stern, and Manuel Magana of the

foint Anti-Fascist Committee, who
now face jail following the cowardly
shirking of responsibility of the
Supreme Court. Together with them
are Eugene Dennis, who first led the

AFFAIRS

Iight against the un-Arnerican C,om-
mittee, Gerhart Eisler, and, likewise,
the Hollywood Ten, George Mar-
shall, and ltrichard Morford, all of
whom have defended the Bill of
Rights against the Rankin-Thomas
rnqulsrtlon' 

* rr rF

The Communists aie the most
steadfast fighters for democracy be-
cause the Communist Party is the
vanguard of the working class. The
very historical development which
brought the United States to the im-
perialist, declining stage of capital-
ism also matures and prepares the
American working class for its his-
toric role. Notwithstanding present
ideological confusion and organiza-
tional division, the working class
remains the only class that has no
stake in the system of exploitation,
the only class that has nothing to
lose but its chains, the only class that
must emancipate society as a whole
in order to liberate itself. Conse-
quently, it is this class which today
can most consistently defend our
country's democratic heritage and
perform the role of reliable leader of
the gathering people's coalition
against the enemies of peace, pro-
gress, and economic security. And
the very same historical process of
the class struggle that created the
working class inexorably brought into
being, from the native soil of our
country, the political leader of that
class, the Communist Party, the
party of Socialism. It is because ours
is the party of Socialism that our at-
titude toward the defense and ad-

THE TRADITION

vance of democracy is always positive
and unshakeable. Being the party
of the working class, nothing- thai
oppresses and degrades the working
class and the people can be outsidE
of its concern. Constituting flesh of
the flesh of all who toil, the Com-
munist Party is by irs very naLure
dedicated in theory and practice to
resist every encroachment on thp
rights and social gains of the r,vork-
ing class and all oppressed, and to
struggle for the extension of these
rights and gains. In the struggles of
the present, basing itself on the sci-
ence of Marxism, the Party promotes
the glorious Socialist future for the
working class and the entire Amer-
ican people.

This is why we Communists, in
principle and practice, are working
in the basic interests of our country
and nation.

When the bourgeoisie does not
slander us as "crass materialists," it
scoffs at us as vain visionaries.
We Communists dre idealists and
dreamers, if by that is meant that
we have a vision, a dream, for a

stronger, a more humane, a happier
United States; but our dream is in
accord with the historical process
and the fundamental aspirations of
the people. We, who have demon-
strated our readiness to fight for and
die, if need be, in the true interest
of our country, cannot accept as

permanent a social system in which
people suffer want in the midst of
plenty, where freedom is denied to
citizens because of race, creed, color,
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religion, or political opinion. We are
convinced that the inevitable strug-
gles of the people for their basL
needs will inevitably lead the Amer-
ican working class to the realization
of socialism.

But we are not dreamers in the
vulgar sense of being unconcerned
with reality in the practical struggle
of the people today; and we are not
sectarians, who negate the day-today
practical problems and tasks, thus
redt,cing the ultimate objective to
a lifeless phrase. Marxist science
teaches us that the Soc.ialist objective
will be attained when all the condi-
tions for its realization have ripened.
And the realization of the dream
will be hastened to the extent that
we take our place as practical leaders
of the concrete daily struggles of the
people.

IJnswerving allegiance to Amer-
ica's revolutionary and democratic
traditions is a theme which runs
through all the work of the Commu-
nists; it is emphasized in the conrenr
of the Draft Resolution which is
now being discussed in preparation
for our 1948 National Convention
and which presents a program in the
interests of the American people for
today and for tomorrow. Those who
live up to the democratic traditions
are those who fight for the interests
of the mass of the people against the
monopolists, the warmakers. These
traditions fortify us and all Ameri-
cans in the tough battles ahead.
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A NEW STAGE IN TFIE

STR.UG@LE FOR. PEACE

By JOSEPH STAROBIN

A r.rBw srecr in the struggle for
peace was ushered in when the So-

viet Foreign Office made Public the
M"y 4 note from Ambassador
Waiter'Bedell Smith, together with
its own positive reply, and then fol-
lowed up with Premier fosePh Sta-

lin's answer to Henry Wallace's let-

ter.
New strength and new hoPes have

and will determine the whole future
development of the nation.

Since the Draft Resolution for our
Party's 1948 Convention apPears -to
have been formulated Prior to the
Smith-Molotov and Wallace-Stalin

correct
ass and
the im-

mediate moment, as for the entire
coming period.

BEHIND THE AMERICAN NOTE

,What was the signiEcance of
Ambassador Smith's note of MrY 4
and what did it tell us about the

current
Despite
State D
tain a

negotiations. B
represent any
in American
readiness for
nothing else were needed, the con-

tion is involved. Whether the im'
perialist policy-makers can hold on
io their 'iveto" over world Peace in
face of the riew forces released by the
Soviet peace PolicY remains to be

seen.
Two maior objectives were in-

volved in the presentation of the
Smith memorandum, one external,
the other related to domestic calcula-
tions.

First, there was the attemPt to car-

ry forward what Churchill had Pro-
posed earlier in the year, namelY
t'bri.rgi.rg matters to a head" with
the Soviet Union. After the aPParent

586
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setback to the French working class
last winter, the outcome of thi Ital-
ian elections on April 18, the crystal-
lization of the Brussels alliance based
on the de facto partition of Ger-
many, plus the passage of the Mar-
shall Plan in Congress, the State
Department reckoned that the time
was now ripe to consolidate the im-
perialist camp. And it wished to
sound out the possibilities of major
concessions from the Soviet Union
in the face of this consolidation. At
the same time, as Walter Kerr says
in the New York Herald-Tribune
from Paris on May 16:

American officials here say that it
was a diplomatic warning to the Soviet
government that expansion beyond its
present sphere of inflr.n.. .tritd b.
qlder-1ake1 only at a grave risk. Spe-
cifically, they say, the case of Iran was
in the minds of the State Department
and the White House. . . .

The Smith memorandum, there-
fore, had the aspect of an ultimatum
to the Soviet Union not to do any-
thing that might upset the consolida-
tion which the imperialisrs are seek-
ing, and at the same time it was a
feeler for negoriarions which would
take place-as Washington saw it-
on terms set by the United States.

The other maior reason for Am-
basador Smith's note flows from the
difficult position in which the Tru-
man Administration finds itself, as it
enters the electoral campaign and
faces the tremendous dimand for
peace, expressed in the spectacular
advance of the New Party. Our peo-

ple deeply fear the continuation of
the "cold war." They desire nothing
so much as the easing of tensions
and a break-up of the current dead-
lock. To play upon a phrase from
Marx, this fear, having gripped the
masses, has itself become a force
in American life. What the White
Flouse wanted was to place its for-
mal offer of negotiations into the
record, and perhaps even begin such
negotiations in secret although they
were not necessarily to get anywherb.
It would then have been a capital
stroke for President Truman to re-
veal this record at some future stage
of the election campaign, and thus
perhaps snatch victory out of the
jaws of defeat.

THE SOVIET'ANSWER

What was the significance of the
Soviet replyl It was first of all an
estimate that the 'told war" had not
really been called off,'and that the
imperialists were merely making a
tactical maneuver without any basic
strategic change.

By taking the unusual step of pub-
lishing the Smith memorandum and
its own reply, the Soviet Union set
in motion several objectives at once:

First, it checked rhe momentum
of the "cold war," even though the
underlying tensions still remain. The
warmongers were placed on the de-
fensive, and the initiative taken out
of their hands. The defensive can be
seen from the continuous sream of
State Department documents at-
tempting to explain the record to
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This was bound to affect subsequent camp. On the other hand, the easing

PRE.CONVENTION DISCUSSION 589

of the tension not only afiords the
movement for peace new possibilities
but also enables the Soviet Union
and the democratic camp to press
forward for specific sertlimenti on

June r4 that all the major "cold war,'
measures rvere pushed through by
generating fear of the Soviet Union
and fright over the alleged menace
of Communism. "But fear will not
sustain a continuing efiort," Lipp-
man warns. "It will work for a few
ernergencies but not for four years.
It is good for a sprint but not for
a long run." And ,n.l?,irfi, 

{,:;:
t the easing of

mystifications
in the West."

There is some evidence that on a
whole series of problams, the pre-
vious momentum of the "cold war,'
cannot be maintained. The virtual
economic blockade of the Sovier
Union and the eastern European
democracies, which featured Ameri-
can economic policy and which
American influence also etteml,tqd
to impose on relarions betu,een the
Marshall Plan countries and e:lstern
Europe, has begun to dissolve. There
are similar signs like the conference
for a new agreement on Danubian
waterways,, and even in Korea,
Greecc and perhaps Austria.

The Draft Resolution for otrr con-

vention must take this new stage in
the international situation into ac-
count, and make very plain that the
imminence of world war does not
exist, thanks to the tremendous
strengh of the peace forces, in which
the American movement for peace
has played no small role. If *i frll
to signalize this fact, and fail to give
full credit to the world-wide battle
for peace which has efiectively out-
played and perplexed rhe war-
mongers and warmakers, we shall
in fact disorient this movement and
weaken it for the next stage of the
struggle.

Can we speak then of a stabiliza-
tion-a relative and temporar)/
stabilization in relations betwein thl
democratic and react
a world scale? Any
would be equally
misleading. If the
temporary stabilization" are used in

. the sense that they were used in the
'twenties, it should be remembered
that the stabilization of rhat period
rvas based on two factors. Th...
was,a series of sharp deleats for thc
revolutronary movernent outside of
Russia, in Europe and Asia, stretch_
ing from the r9z1 evenrs in Ger-
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regaining its strength and only-be-
ginning its preparations for the First
Five-Year Plan.

The situation today is entirely dif-
ferent. The Draft Resolution em-

phasizes that "the general crisis of
capitalism has reached a new and
rnore advanced stage'" The demo-
cratic revolutionary wave has met
setbacks in western EuroPe, but, as

the decisions of the Nine Party con-

ference indicated, and as the con-

crete situation in Italy and France
and Germany shows, the working
class has retained its strength and
combative power, and led bY daunt-
less Communist parties is preparing
for new advances. CertainlY, the
crest of the democratic revolutionary
advance moves continuously forward
in Asia, as can be seen from the ma-

lestic struggle of the Chinese people

under Communist leadershiP. On
the other hand, in face of raPid and
planned recovery bY the Soviet
Union and the eastern EuroPean
states, the capitalist world confronts
almost insuperable obstacles in re-

covering any kind of economic
balance. At the very infancY of the
Marshall Plan, whose PurPose is

ostensibly to bring about recovery
of a secior of the capitalist world,
there are forecasts of gloom, admis-
sions of inadequacy and predictions
of failure on all sides. Thus, while
an American-Soviet settlement on
specific issues is altogether possible,
and can still take place on the basis

of the Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam
war-time agreements, there is no

over-all stabilization in sight for the
caoitalist world.

it could be said that a certain con-

solidation has set in, but even this,

upon examination, shows that the
c6nsolidation is largely one-sided.

The democratic and socialist forces

are consolidating their positions in
eastern Europe, particularly after

the victories 
-of the Czechoslovak

democracy. But the consolidation of
a 'Western BIoc is largely illusory,
and eflorts in this direction reveal

their inner instability as soon as they

are undertaken. On ]une 8, Walter
Lippman had forebodings. of i
".iirir of enormous dePth and

scoper" and then continued:

It is not possible to discern and de-

fine clearly ihe shape of these-dev-elop-

ments. But it is evident that the finan-

cial position
ERP aid, is
like those

undermine rather than to consolidate
the favorable developments of the past
few months in western EuroPe.

IHE PEOPLE'S RESPONSIBILITY

Thus the coming months, esPecial-

ly after the American election cam-
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paign, will confront the rulers oI

next coming period that the premier
o[ Bulgaria, George Dimitrofi com-
mented during his visit ro Warsaw
recently, on the major responsibility
rvhich l.y on American public
opinion.

For it is possible to bring abour
a situation in which Wall Street,
ready to embark on a further ac-
celeration
be confron
impact of
peace, simultaneously with new

evidence that the entire "cold war"
policy is ending in failure aud
creates absolutely unmanageable
problems for American imperialism.
Given a surprising vote for the New
Party this November, plus a mass

would be a world-historic victory
against reaction and war.

What the present detente ofr.ers,
therefore, is a wider and broader
scope for a peace movement in
which new millions can be rallied
as a result of the new peace initiative
of the Soviet Union.

This is the challenge of the new
stage in the struggle for peace To
meet this challenge is the responsi-
bility oJ the American working
class and its vanguard, the Americai
Communist Party.

V. I. Lenin, Statc and Reaolutioa, p. 3o.



TURN THE FACE OF THE
PARTY TOWARD THE
WORKERS! TOWAR.D
THE 816 SHOPS!

By EMANUEL BLUM

I wish to express my full agree-
ment with the main line of the dralt
resolution. At the same time I wish
to state that it has one major decisive
weakness. Unless this is oyercome,
the correct main line cannot be car-
ried out in life. I know that is es-

pecially true in our district and I am
sure it is true generally.

The resolution deals in a number
of sections with the tasks of Party
concentration among the basic in-
dustrial workers, of expanding its
ties with the masses and developing
the tactic of the United Front, pri-
marily from below.

Nevertheless, it fails to call upon
the whole party to turn its face de-
cisiuely toward dre working class and
particularly toward the big factories.
It fails to place this as a central ques-
tion on rvhich, in the last analysis,
depends the fate of all other ques-
tions.

The reactionary forces of Big Busi-
ness are out to weaken, strangle and
smash the organized labor move-
ment. If they succeed in this, the vic-
tory of fascism is inevitable. The
Wallace movement and the new
Party will be unable to stem the tide
of reaction if the labor movement
is smashed. Therefore, now as al-

/
/

and to euery Party membeq ta turn
their attention first ol all to,the prob-
lems ol gaining influen.ce qrnong the
organized uor\ers.

What is the situation with regard
to the working class today in Amer-
ica? It faces great dangers. The
packinghouse strike was defeated.
The railroad workers were forced tcl

remain on the job, virtually at the
bayonet point. Their leaders lacked
t}re guts to stand up and we lacked
the influence to change the situation.
The steel workers were unable to
break the barrier of Murray's class

collaboration position. Our position,
expressed by Migas, corresponds to
the interests of the workers, but it
did not receive effective mass sup-
port due to our weakness. In the
shoe and textile unions, in Nerv
England, the leadership today is
capitulating without making any de.
mands and we were not prepared to
alter this situation. In maritime, zf
an hour and a fiasco on the injunc-
tion!

But there is a mood of resistance
among the workers. In Chrysler and
U.E., victories were won. A. F. of L.
workers, teamsters, fur workers,
building trades workers, displayed a

militant spirit in many struggles,
won victories even where there were
no Communists,

We are in a period of government
strikebreaking, injunctions, and heavy
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court penalties inflicted on unions.
Many unions are capitulating. Many
leaders are selling out and running
for cover. New antiJabor laws are
being prepared. Yet, in this danger-
ous situaLion for all, the unions go
it alone and are knocked over one
by one.

What will the Wallace movement
be worth if the unions are weakened,
their members demoralized, and
finally their power is completely with-
ered away ?

Some comrades rviil say: "But we
stressed industrial cotrcenlrxtion ever
since the last Convention."

True. But what results can \,ve
point tcr? In owr district uery little.
Arrd the prusenr situation in the Ie-
bor movement reveals clearly our
weaknesses nationally. So we must
rot say that "We DID stress indus-
trial concentration, "but rather, "FIow
is it that we have so little ro show,
so little to wori< with, to meet the
oI{ensive of Big Btisiness?" And the
answer lies in the frct rhat we hmre
not turned thc r.r,ho[c i':rrty towarcl
the working class, especinlly rhe big
factories, rvith a rcat, nationql plttfl to
euarantee results, supplemented by
district plans.

This shortcoming certeinly srands
out iu our o\\/n district. In sharply
self-critical manner v,/e rnust all raise
this decisive qllestion today frorrr the
trip to the bottom in the Party.

Cur District Comrnittee hrs raisecl
this question and crlled upou all
clr-rbs to evaluate criricallv and to
rnahe proposals to improve the lvork
first of all of the clistrict in this re-
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spect, and then of the sections and
oI the clubs.

The main point I wish to make is
that we must shock ourselves out o[
any tendency to discuss our work
in a routine way. Already, in our dis-
trict, people in dif{erent fields ol
work discuss only the section of the
resolution which th.y feel covers
their "field'Lyouth, New Party, etc.
Every quesrion must be related io the
role of the working class, and our
connections with 

*it. .j&

I u,ould like now to discuss more
pects of this ques-
the whoie Party
ng class and the
eyes must be fo-

cussed on the question. F'irst, this
rneans that the Party, as a whole,
must pay major attention to each
major *economic struggle of the
rvorkers. Now the tendency is to
leave the struggle pretty rnuch to the
workers directly involved" This is
one reason why the struggles are
"isol'"Ltec[" aod ofren leacl to defeat.
Only at the last momenr clirl ",ve in
our clistrict make an effort to throrv
every Party member and every branctr
into the Gqht to help rhe pacliing-
house workers win--by rnass door-to-
door c;rnvassir-rg for relief and rness
protests against injunctions. Along
the samr lines, there has been no
rnass campaign or-r the part of the
whole Party aqainst iniunctions
u,hich have beerr the key to govern-
neent strikehreatriing in one sitrration
after another. f{ad rve urade this our
concentration, it u,ould have inevi-
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tably influenced the New Party forces,
all unions and progressive organ-
izations, and there would have been
a mass struggle everywhere against
these vicious acts which break strike
after strike.

This did not develop because the
tuhole Party was not focusged on
labor's life-and-death struggles. The
miners received the biggest and most
brazxn fines in history; yet not a

word to stop this vicious precedent-
that is, in the form of mass organ-
ized resistance. In the case of the
maritime workers, certainly a shame-
ful episode occurred with .the con-
fused position of those who were
"caught in Curran's trapr" on the
question of the injunction. But such
an error was possible only because
the whole Party, including our press,
was not fully turning its face toward
this most important struggle. In my
opinion, the Party press should have
prepared the whole Party, every
branch and every member, for this
struggle, that is, prepared them to
resist the inevitable injunction and
to launch an organtzed campaign
agalnst it, directed to Truman, long
before the June 15 deadline. Then
the Lefts and many progressives
would have already been in a move-
ment against the injunction and Cur-
ran would have had a different kind
of problem facing hirn.

What was also necessary was a

mass campaign for repeal of the Taft-
Hartley Law and against new anti-
labor laws, connected with the elec-
tion campaign; a repeal campaign
brought right into the homes of

millions of workers through neigh-
borhood Communist groups and
through the New Party and mass
organizatioas. Only such a campaign
can hold out hope that the Taft-
Hardey Law will be repealed. In
fact tlat is the differencE berween
the kind of campaign conducted on
the Mundt Bill and the kind con-
ducted against the Taft-Hartley Bill.

Secondly, "turning toward the
working class" will demand much
more attention to the economic prob-
lems facing the workers on the part
of the whole Party. While it is true
that economism is a problem with
respect to many who are active in the
unions, there is another kind of prob-
lem for the bulk of the Party mem-
bership, including many who are in
industry but not active in unions.
The problem is that they are con-
cerned with the peace question, civil
liberties, and many other important
questions, but these comrades have
no connection whatsoever with the
economic struggles of the workers.
This is particularly true of many who
are active in the current election
campaign and has led to charges that
they neglect the economic interests
of the workers for general political
agitation. The workers in France,
also, are conducting the fight against
imperialism and enslavement-but
the front which involves millions in
the sharpest and most direct struggle
against imperialism is the wage front,
the front of strikes struggle. It is here
especially that millions learn best
about Wall Street domination, about
the role of the Schumans and Social-

Democrats and about the war danger.
This front is the major concentration
of the Communist Party of France.
I think that if the resolution makes
a clear call for a complete turn to-
ward the working class and its prob-
lerns, toward the big factories, -we
too will be better able to teach the
workers the key political lessons in
the struggle which they are already
engaged in, the lessons of imperial-
ism and of the Mundt Bill.

Speaking of the Daily Worfrer, I
think that if we are to turn the Party
fully toward the working class, par-
ticularly toward the big shops, our
press has to play a much more active
role in becoming an organizer of
shop activities and struggles. It should
carry stories, not only of resolutions
and general trade union news, but
especially of shop struggles, job ac-
tions and observations on strikes,
their tactics, and strategy (in time to
eflect them in a positive way). The
Daily Worker should, be the linft be-
tueen the Party organization and the
ruorfters in the sltops. It should be
full of material dealing with the big
shops, special material for steel, auto,
textile workers, etc. Then the Daily
Worfrer will begin to get letters from
shop workers on speed-up, "effi-
ciency" engineers, handling griev-
ances; how Communists taught
v,,orkers class lessons in the shops;
the Wallace movement in,the shops;
br-rilding peace movements in the
shops; and the reflection of the
moods of the workers; etc. At pres-
ent, we ar,e overweighted with gen-
eral political letters and, occasionally,

big controversies like L'Afiaire Tins-
ley. It would be better to have let-
ters about conditions of working
women in the shops. Such changes
in our press are needed to help turn
the attention of the whole PartY
toward the shops.

Thirdly, "turning the Party toward
the workers: requires making the
best use of our forces in the street
branches to carry through a concen-
tration policy. It means a systematic
campaign to get many comrades to
go into key industries. Students and
veterans who are floundering, uncer-
tain what to do in life, will be im-
bued with enthusiasm if the Party
places such perspective before them.
Others will change their jobs. But
this can only happen if the meaning
of this problem, in all its theoretical
significance, is placed squarely and
convincingly before the whole Party.
It means using forces in our street
branches for every kind of concen-
tration work, with a clear plan laid
out, and using comrades from larger
cities for shops in srnaller concen-
tration districts. It means discussing
with housewives every connection
they have with workers whor'n they
meet or who serve them, the milk-
man and the store clerk, and making
use of these connections. This can
only happen, if the whole Party, in-
cluding every housewife, is educated
by the Party in the real role of Com-
munists in relation to the working
class. It means payinq nttetltion to
members now in unions but not ac-

tive in their shops. It means that the
street branches of the Party must
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become conscious of the type of in-
dustrial workers in their cbmmuni-
ties. In some communities like South
and East Boston, thousands signed
petitions ro pur Wallace on thJbal-

work must make the question of the
role of the working ilrss a central
question, ancl do it in such a live
ryay a_s to rnake the whole IJarty most
sharply conscious of its tasks in this
connection. Or-rr educational rvork
should revive rhe hisrory of the Party
in giving leadership to the workeri.
It should srudy and bring to the
Party the story of our past successes
in concentration lvork. It should em-
phasize the history of the militanr
struggles of the American workers
and, at the same time, show how the
Farty brought political lessons and
greater class consciousness to the
rvorkers in the course o.[ these strug-
qles, and how, often, it failed to p.i-
form this basic task of Comrnuni.sts.
Ir should revive the trrditions nf our
Party in developing rl.re unired front
from below.

In our district r,ve rnust get a-v/irv
from the purely academic tvpe of
teaching that deals largely u,ith defi-
nitions and little y,irh pr:eparing the
comrades in a lir.e urav for the tasks
facintrl us amons rhe worliers. This
does not me3.n [hat we should ne-
qlect theory; hut the theorv must
reelly ,be "a guide ro ation." Thar

requires teachers who understand the
needs o[ the workers in the struggle,
and not the purely academic type.

Fifthly, turning the Party fully to-
ward the workers demands thai the
National Office of the Party work
out a plan for helping the districts to
carry through decisions on concen-
traLion. It should not be taken ofi
this path itself nor permit rhe dis-
tricts to get ofT this path. It means
that the leading comrades in the
center shoulcl all be involved in some
or another phase of work connected
with industry ancl the big plants, in
spite of any specializarion thar tl.rev
ale concerned with.

All leading comrades in the cen-
ter who go into the field should be
concerned first of ail with the shop
concentration work of the districrs.
They should meer wi[h, and give
guidance and assistance to, the corn-
rades in the big .shops. There are
many cornrades in the nationai olEce
of the Party who are not using the
rich srore of shop work experience
which they accruuulated in the thir-
ties. They must place this valulble
erperience at the disposai of the
\,ounller comrades in the big shop.l.
u,ho rvouid profit greatly by it.

In our district we go into rhe
field a Ereat de.rtr. But not for con,
sistent litenrion to the big shops.
There is still too rnuch ;rn e nriorr
,qiven to top LurioD strategy ,lnd to
tactics belore and ,luring unio!-[ c.)it,
',,enticns, antl much, rrrr-rch too lirrle^
to the tact;c,s :Lnd n-robilization of the
u,orkers in the big shops on a yerr-
r..:und ancl dav-to-cley basis,

This should be the first concern
of all leading comrades. The conven-
tions, are more or less, a culminating
point of the other questions-the
work in the shops. The authority
and the experience of the National
Committee applied consistently in
the field, will do much ro keep the
face of the Party turned tor,vard the
main job, the work in the big fac-
tories. This would inevirabiy be sup-
plemented by articles in Political
Affairs reflecting their experiences,
instead of articles dealing only with
$cneral polirical questions.

Sixthly, "turning the Party fully
toward the workers" means a real
study of methods for developing the
united front from below. This de-
mands a real study of each industry
and a program in the interests of the
workers, developed, first of all, on the
initiative of the vanguard, the Com-
munists. We are particularly weak
in this respect. In New England, for
exarnple, we have failed to make a

real study of what is happening in
the textile industry-the effects of
rationalization, the competitive fac-
tor at home and abroad, a study of
the market-and from this deduce
the plans of the employers and a
prograrn for the workers. Really
turning toward the workers, means
sweating out these questions-with-
out which you are always limited to
conducting rearguard strttgg]es after
things happen, instead of anticipat-
ing events, predicting the bosses'
plans, and giving a vanguard pro-
gram and leadership. Years ago, our
Party produced books and pamphlets
that were good studies of the textile,

shoe, mining, marine, steel, coal, and
auto industries. We have not done
this for a long time. We must get
back to it.

In the same way we must analyze
the situation in specific shops and
lay out our program. Now, too often,
we tend to tail events in the shops.
When things do break, like a pro-
gram of rate-cutting or speed-up, we
develop a rearguard action or, too
often, permit the workers to be sty-
mied by the legal shares of a compli-
cated grievance procedure, under
which major grievances fester for a
year or two without the necessary
militant resistance of the workers.
This has happened in shops whose
unions are led by Left-Progressives.

In the textile industry, in New
Bedford, as is known, progressive
workers, including Communists, led
many successful struggles as on the
question of the affidavits, against
work load "suddenly" imposed on
the workers, and against the wage
proposals of the Rieves. But all these
were "defensive" struggles. In none
of them were we carrying through a
rounded-out program which we had
developed on the basis of an over-all
study of the industry or of the par-
ticular shops involved. I think the
Party Resolution, in calling for a
real turn toward the working class,
should help the Party correct this
method of living from hand to mouttr
and call for the development of a

real, rounded out, over-all study of
a program for each industry and
each shoP' 

* ,r n

Finally, not jl{st Communist trade
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unionists, but the whole Party must
discuss and be concerned about the
question of labor unity.

In all countries where fascism tri-
umphed, this happened first of all
due to the division in the labor move-
menL It happened because the Social-
Democrats and the reactionary trade
union bureaucracy held the workers
back from struggle, while they sur-
rendered step by step to the advance
of fascist forms in the state apparatus.
In our country, the same process is
taking place. The Murrays, the
Rieves, and others are urging class
peace and capitulation to the de-
mands of the employers. They make
their offensive against those who call
for struggle in the interests of the
workers.

It is on this basis that labor unity
is developing. In our state the C.I.O.,
A. F. of L. and A.D.A. signed a
pact against Wallace as well as

against the Communists.
Will we bc able to unite the work-

ers, in spite of these reactionary
leaders, for struggle---or will they
paralyze the working class and thus
repeat the role of similar leaders in
Germany? What must we do con-
cretely to unite laborl How con-
cretely can we loosen the strangle-
hold of certain leaders on the labor
mcrvementl

As our Draft Resolution states, we
must develop the united front from
below-we must develop unity of
the rank and file, on a program in
the interests of the workers. But it
is necessary to draw the organiza-
tional, as well as the political, con-
clusions from this fact.

For example, at the steel workers
convention in Boston, Nick Migas
opposed the No Wage Increasg nc
fighron-grievancevpolicy of Murray,
with a program mimeographed and
distributed at the convention. This
program responded to the needs of
the steel workers. It received no sup-
port in the hysterical atmosphere of
this conventiorl although Migas' own
local stood by him. This episode
shows tlat it is necessary to prepare
rank and file movements around such
programs, as is now being done in
the steel industry. The same is true
with respect to the struggle against
the injunction in the casc of the
maritime workers. Thus, the united
front from below must take organ-
ized form, mobilizing the Left and
progressives independently from be-
low, itt good time, for coming strug-
gles. The letter of Blackie Meyers
calling for action against the injunc-
tion on lune z4 and for collection of
money for the struggle to be made
"available to the union" if Curran,
Stone, and Lawrenson refusc to
make the union's money available is
an example of the fact that the Left
must now proceed to concrete forms
of organizins raok and filc move-
ments from below This is especially
true, since the reformist leaders and
Social-Democrats inevitably will
move in the direction of the expul-
sion of the militant workers from
the unions.

'We now place emphasis "particu-
larly on the united front from be-
low." Does this mean that we are
through with all attempts at united
front "from above?" In my opinion,

it should not mean that. The united
front from below should be used to
force unity on specific actions with
other leaders of the labor movement,
reformists, and Social-Democrats, on
questions afiectilg the existence o[
the trade unions. For example, the
Left must still publicly urge and de-
mand united action against injunc-
tiong as in the case of railroad, mari-
time, etc. It should demand united
action against state anti-labor bills,
for the repeal of the Taft-Hardey
Law, and against a new Mundt Bill.
The fur workers convention recently
made such a general appeal for unity
of labor. This should be concretized
in appeals for unity on specific ques-
tions. But all such appeals for unity
must be so directed that the workers
in thc unions with Right-Wing
leadership see clearly who wants to
unite labor to save the unions and
who doesn't. In this way the Social-
Democrats and bourgeois-reformists
will either bc forced to involye their
unions in the struggle or face ex-
posue before their own workers.

Many comrades in LeftJed unions
" do not agree with this outlook. They
wish to work only from below and
to make no efiort to force the Right-
wingers, who infuence large sections
of the workers, into united actions.

In Germany, failure to do this suc-
cessfully was a contributing factor
to the victory of fascism. In France,
the Communist Party forced kon
Blum and the Socialist Party to par-
ticipate in the Popular Front. In
I*ft-Wing Qommunism, Lenin made
a special point of this. What should
be our approach ? Many mistakes
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have been made on this question and
they have been costly. 

.We must bc
careful not to swing from one ex-
treme to the other when correcting
our aPProach' 

* n

I hope that any shortcomings in
the proposals I have made for turn-
ing the Party toward the workers
will be seized upon and improved.
I hope there will be more and better
proposals for developing mass com-
munity movements in support of
labor's battles and against injunctions.
I hope there will be many proposals
brought forward for developing con-
centration work and for involving
the whole loadership of the Party and
the whole Party in this work. I hope
there will be better proposals for
developing forms of the united front
from below and a program in the
industries and shops. I hope there
will be better proposals as to the role
our Press can play in this regard.

Because if there are, then the main
point that I am driving at will be
achieved, namely, turning the face
of the Party, in this pre-convention
discussion, fully toward the working
class and especially toward the big
factories.

Our Party can perform miracles of
organization when it sets its mind to
any question. That is as true of our
campaign on the Mundt Bill as it is
of our efforts in a financisl drive.
This same energlr devotion, and or-
ganizing ability must now be applied
to turning the whole Party toward
winning infuence among decisive
sectkrns of the working class.
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THE NEW PEOPLE'S
PARTY AND THE NEGRO
PEOPLE

By THEODORE R. BASSETT

Trrn Dnnrr Rrsor.urrolr states that
"The role of the Negro people in
the struggle for peace and democracy
rs growing in importance in the
North as weli as the South." It points
out that "In the struggle for equal
rights and national Tiberation, 'the

Negro people are learning in ever
larger numbers that Wall Street im-
perialism is the main enemy and that
the fight for peace is also a fight
against Jim Crow and for equal
rights." It points out rhat the new
peopJe's party "has wide support
amcng sections of the Negro peo-
ple." It stresses the need "to combat
more effectively the Social-Demo-
cratic and other reforrnist agerlts of
imperialism who are seeking to con-
fuse and mislead the Negro masses."

It is in the light of these passages
of the Draft Resolution that I should
Iike to discuss three new develop-
ments that have taken place in the
Negro liberation movement as a re-
sult of the rise of the new parry.

GROWING MASS SUPPORT
FOR THE NEW PARTY

First, growing mass support for
Wailace and the new party is devel-
oping among the Negrb people,
more so than in any other section of

6oo

the population. Cutting deeply into
Republican and Democratic ranks,
this support also includes broad sec-
tions of independent voters, as well
as the bulk of the million new Negro
voters in the South, who are rallying
to the new party around the issuei
of equal rights and peace. This grow-
ing support for Wallace and the new
party among the r4,ooo,ooo Negro
people is shown in many ways.

The Southern Youth Negro Con-
gress poll of 4,ooo Negro college stu-
dents showed 58 per cent for Wal-
lace, 16 per cent for Dewey, 13 per
cent for Truman, 9 per cent for Eis-
enhower and 3 per cent and r per
cent respectively for Srassen and Taft.

The Research Associates poll of
the Negro vote for the Chicago
Sun-Times before and after the Wal-
lace Chicago Stadium Rally in early
April, showed 14 per cent for Wal-
lace before and zz per cent after. A
city-wide vote in a similar poll gave
the vote for Wallace as 7 per cent
before and rr per cent after. These
polls indicate the greater responsive-
ness of the Negro people to the
Wallace campaign, as compared with
that of thq people generally.

Particularly noteworthy are the
developments within the 6oo,ooo-
strong N.A.A.C.P., in which there is
much pro-Wallace activity among
local leaders and the rank and file in
all sections of the country.

Supporting Wallace are the Okla-
homa Blacft Dispatch, the Macon
World, the California Eagle, the Des
Moines Obseruer, and the Connecti-

cut Chronicle. Favorable editorials
have appeared in the Boston Chron'
icle.

The growing Negro support for
Wallace can be seen in letters to the
press, in attendance at Wallace meet-
ings, in day-today activity in build-
ing the new party, and in the fight
for the right to vote in the South.

Likewise supporting the Wallace
peace movement and the new partY
is a growing circle of Negro leaders
among whom are such nationally
known figures as E. Franklin Frazier
of Howard University, outstanding
sociologist; Paul Robeson; Frank
Marshal Davis, executive editor, As-
sociated Negro Press; Magistrate

Joseph H. Rainey of Philadelphia;
Oscar Dunjee, editor and publisher
of the Oklahoma Blac\ Dispatch
and member of the National Board
of the N.A.A.C.P.; and others
equally prominent.

This is some of the evidence rvhich
demonstrates the sr-rpport being de-

veloped among the Negro people for
the new party.

TI-IE Ctr-IANGE INSIDE THE
NEGRO LIBERATION
MOVEMENT

Secondly; a sharp cleavage is tak-
ing place within the Negro liberation
movement. Tliis , is shown, on the
one hand, by the new and growing
unity of the Negro masses around
the new party and the coming to the
fore of the outstanding personalities
mentioned above; and, on the other
hand, by the desertion of the F.D.R.

program, and the coalition built
around it, by a significant group of
Negro leaders.

The new unity being developed
among the Negro people is a higher
development of their liberation
struggle during the New Deal
period. It is a higher development
for the following reasons. First, it
is taking shape as part of the devel-
oping broad democratic people's co-
alition, which, in contrast with the
labor-democratic coalition of the
New Deal period, is more con-
sciously anti-imperialist, anti-fascist,
and anti-monopoly. Secondly, the
alliance of labor and the Negro peo-
ple, to be discussed more fully below,
is already striking new and deeper
roots. Thirdly, growing out of their
rich political experiences of the past
two decades, the burning needs of
the moment, and the general world
democratic upsurge, the struggles o[
the Negro people are assuming a

new militancy, and a heightened
determination, particularly in the
South, to win "freedom in our time."
Fourthly, in contrast with the New
Deal period, the unity of the Negro
people is developing more strongly
down below, which in itself is an
expression of the deep-going urge
for unity among the Negro people.
Fifthly, as evidenced by their activity
in today's economic and political
struggles, in the trade unions, and
in the new party movement, the
Negro workers are more and more
assuming their historic role as the
leading and decisive force within the
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national liberation moyement of the
Negro people. Finally, the new unity
among the Negro people taking
shape around the new party, is not
developing under the influence or
leadership of Social-Democracy, but
in opposition to it.

Particularly active in trying to tie
the Negro people to the Truman-
Marshall Plans are Lester B. Gran-
ger, Executive Secretary of the Na-
tional Urban League, man Friday
for the Jim-Crow mi[tarists and
author of a series of Red-baiting
articles in the Amsterdam Ncar;
John H. Sengstacke, editor and pub-
lisher of the Chicago Dclendo and
chief national banner-bearer for Tru-
man; Walter White, Executive Sec-

retary of the N.A.A.C.P.; and
Gloster Current, National Director
of Branches of the N.A.A.C.P.

Finally, included in the Commit-
tee for the Marshall Plan is a bi-
partisan group of Negroes, among
whom are Justice Francis E. Rivers;
Dr. Charles S. ]ohnson, President of
Fisk University; Dr. Charles H.
Tobias, Director of the Phelp-Stokes
Fund; Walter White; A. Phillip
Randolph, President of the Brother-
hood of Sleeping Car Porters; and
Truman K. Gibson, |r., Chicago at-
torney and former Civilian Aide to
the Secretary of War.

Examples of the anti-Wallace ac-
tivity of the NA.A.C.P.leaders men-
tioned above are the efforts to
oust Magistrate ]oseph H. Rainey,
N.A.A.C.P. Branch presidbnt and
candidate for Congresi on the Wal-

lace ticket; the N-AA.CP. pro-
Truman political conference of zo
national Negro organizatioas; the
non-partisan staternent issued by Roy
Wilkins, Assisunt Secretary of the
NAA.C.P., designed to quell the
pro-Wallace "revolt" among thc
rank and file and ofrcials of local
chaptersl and the "Keep An Eye on
the Communists" editorial in the
April Cisis, official organ of the
N.A.A.C.P.

THE ALLIANCE BETWEEIV
LABOR AND THE NEGRO
PEOPLE

Thirdly, a double process has been
under way with regard to the alli-
ance between labor and the Negro
people.

On the one hand, this alliance, in
the form in which it had previously
developed, has been undermined be-
cause, in the main, of the support
being given by the dominanr C.I.O.
leadership to Wall Street's program
of world domination, and the re-
sultant weakening of labor's suuggle
for Negro rights. This trend away
from a fighting alliance with the
Negro pmple began when the C.I.O.,
under the growing infuence of its
Right Wing, began to back-track in
the struggle for the special demands
of the Negro people. This was fur-
ther aggravated by the increasing
capitulation of the Muray forces to
the Right Wing, especially in the
absence of su.fficiently aggressive ac-
tivity on the part of the Left-Progres-
sive forccs. THis trend, which was

already noted by the Negro people,
even immediately following the war,
especially on the question of senior-
ity, came to a head during the past
year under the impact of the Tru-
man-Marshall Plans.

On the other hand, a basis for
developing on a qualitativdy higher
level the alliance of labor and the
Negro people is bcginning to come
into being. This is resulting from
the new impetus being given to the
struggle for Negto rights by the new
party movement and by the growing
support the new party is recciving
from the rank and file of organized
labor. This, in turn, will'have a pro-
found infuence in strenSthening and
broadening the new peoplc's coali-
tion developing around the Wallace
movcment and its anti-imperialist,
anti-monopoly program.

In spite of the mounting evidence
of the Negro people's increasing sup-
port for the new people's party, it
would be a serious error to assume

that the Negro people as a whole
have becn won for the Wallace can-
didacy. The progressive forces should
not in the least underestimate the
eflect of the agitation of the Pro-
Truman forces among the Negro
masses. Particularly dangerous is

their use of the "no chance to rvin"
and the "lesser evil" arguments.

THE "NO CHANCE TO WIN''
ARGUMENT

Walter White, for examPle, grves

the following argument for not sup-

porting the candidacy of Henry A.
Wallace or the new party:

[Wallace's] attempt to lead a third
Fny in 1948 is dangerously, pcrhaps
tragically ill-advised.

We need a third pany in tlrc country
'because both of the maior parties arc
afiected with dry rot If there were a

ghost of a chance of the third party
getting on the ballot of each of the 48
states, that would be a horse of a diffur-
entcolor....

A third party would be magnificent
if it had a ghost of a chance to succeed,
but it has not.r

The answer to Mr. White is that
the new party is necessary now even
if it has "no ctrpnce to win."

With both major parties in the
grip of the imperialists and war-
makers, the American people, in-
cluding, o[ course, the Negro masses,
necd a new political instrument with
which to wage the fight for their
most pressiDg immediate needs, for
peace, democracy, and security.
' fust as the Republican Party arose
on the basis of the great issue of
slavery, so the new party is being
created out of the pcople's strugglc
against thc imperialist program of
Wall Strcet. Furthermore, t}te new
people's party can elect fighting pro-
gressives to Congress, including a

number of Negroes. The new party
plans to run nine Negroes for Con-
gress, 2 in New York, z in Chicago,
and r each in Cleveland, St. Louis,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and
Macon, Ga. At this w;iting, six

Tcbkoso Defnd*, Jenuary 24, 1p48.
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Negro candidates have already been
nominated, five for the House of
Representatives and one for the Sen-
ate. Three of these are from South-
ern and border states. As to state
assemblies, three Negroes have al-
ready been nominated in one state
alone, California.

The "Declaration of Voters"
adopted by the N.A.A.C.P. Confer-
ence of more than zo national organi-
zations on March 27, called for the
following minimum legislative pro
gram:

"r) To establishe a Fair Employ-
ment Practices Committee with
effective enforcement powers;

"z) To invoke federal sanctions
against lynching and,

"3) To abolish the poll tax as a
requirement for voting in the federal
elections. . . ."

When Walter White rejects Wal-
lace and the new party on the
grounds of "no chance to win," he
fails to take the most obvious prac-
tical step to carry out the legislative
program of his own organization.

Can anyone doubt that the candi-
dates elected on such a ticket, and
constituting a progressive bloc, would
be active champions, not only of the
above minimum three points, but the
full program of dre N.A.A.C.P.i

Can anyone doubt that the greater
the support to Wallace and the new
party, the larger the number of gen-
uine progressives in the Brst Con-
gress ?

Can anyone doubt that if the
rnembership of the N.A.A.C.P. were
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rallitd in an enthusiastic campaign
that it could add materially to that
number?

Certainly, this cannot be denied by
Mr. White, whose denunciations on
more than one occasion of Republi-
can-Democratic collaboration to kill
the legislative program of the Negro
people, is a matter of public record.

Moreover, an active campaign of
the Negro people in support of Wal-
lace would undoubtedly result in the
election of a number of Negro and
white progressives to city councils
and other municipal offices. In addi-
tion, can it be denied that a big vote
for Wallace, plus the election of a

number of Wallace Congressrnen,
plus a strong new party movement
with the corresponding building up
of people's organizations and joint
mass action around burning issues,
would serve as an effective check on
reaction even without the victory of
Wallace in 1948? In a word, is it
not true that the bigger and stronger
the new party comes out in the elec-
tions, the greater chance the peace-
loving democratic masses will have
to halt the drive to war, the greater
chance to check inflation, repeal the
Taft-Hartley slave labor law, pass
Federal antipoll tax and anti-lynch
bills and other measures urgently
needed to protect the citizenship
rights, lives, and welfare of the
Negro masses ?

Hencg it should be clear that on
the most "practical" grounds the
Negro people should do their utmost
to get out the maximum vote for
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Wallace and all third-party candi-
dates and to build the new party.

The "no chance to win" argument
also overlooks the deep-going and
lasting character of the new people's
party. The developing third party
signifies the beginning of a far-
reaching political realignment, of the
historic breakaway from the classic
two-party system of capitalist class
rule in the U.S.

Ever since the Republican Party
betrayed its allies, the Negro people,
and joined hands in 1876 with the
former slaveholders to enforce the
present barbarous system of national
oppression of the Negro people, the
rnaintenance of Jim Crow and the
"rvhite supremacy" theory upon
which it rests has been part and
parcel of the policy and practice of
the capitalist class and its trvo-party
system.

Flence, the rise of the new party, as

part of the worlJ democratic up-
surge, heralds the break-up of the
nat;oDal lirri-Crow two-party system,
:rnd placcs in the hands of the Negro
people and their allies a powerful
political rveapon. It presents the
most serious challenge to the Jim-
Crow system since B.econstrLlction
and opens up an entrre new stage
in the historic fighr of the Negro
people for full cidzenship status.

In fact, the developmeilt, on the
irlsis of rnass struggle, o[ rire new
pcople's partv from the third to the
1;rst party, as the potritical instrument

^l a bio:1,:l collition of all the demo-
cr.eric forccs o[ the people, is boLmcl

to lead to a drastic curbing of the
power of Wall Sfeet and the mo-
nopolies. A people's anti-fascist, anti-
imperialist government, emerging
out of the victory of sr-rch a, first party
and such a coalition, would provide
the political basis for the enforce-
ment of tlie Bill of Rights, the r3th,
r4th, and r5th Arnendmenrs to the
Constitution, a Ilederal civil rights
lalv, and the carrying out of the
century-overdue agrarian reform of
the semifeudal Sor.rth. In short, it
rvould lay the basis for the fulfill-
ment of the uncompleted democratic
tasks of the Civil War and Rc-
construction.

Hence, the deep-going lasting
character o[ the new party and tbe
intimate concern of the Negro pco-
ple in giving it n-raximum supporr,
even thoxgh it may not win the
Presidential o{fice in 19,i8. Had nor
the I{epublican Party, in somervhet
similar circumstances, entered the
campaign in 1856, even though ir
had "no chance to rvin," it woulci
not have come out victorious in r8(ro.
Ftrence, the Negro people must rejcct
decisively the acivice oi Waltcr
White ,rot to vote lr.rr Wallece bc-
cause he has "no chlrnce tc lvi n."

THE "LESSER EVIL"
AR.GUMENT

The Chicagct l)tfenle'r, treadinc
Negro .,veekly, Ieerful ol the inroeds
Wallace und thc rrc\!' p.i1-ty a:e mul<-
irg anrong ti're l"r'r-,.tio u-utsr,f;, irts
consistentir, 1rt,1,1,1,,1-frt l'or','v:i.'l i.lrr
"lcs.tcr clii" ulqrrt:-tcrr:.'l'lrc i-tt{ti;,ict'
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declared, for example, ot March z7:

The third party represents organized
political protest. In some respects it
reprcsents a negative approach to our
problems. This protest is aimed chiefly
at President Harry Truman.

The Wallace folk must also admit
that the chief beneficiary of a large pre
test vote against Mr. Truman must in-
evitably be the most reactionary element
in the Republican Party. AII political
ob,servers agree that if Mr. Wallace
carried a heavy vote, the old guard
Republicans will win in a walk.

And, further, at a tirne when many
of Truman's supporters were aban-
doning him and searching frantically
for some "miracle" candidate, the
Delender stated (Aprii 17) :

The great imponderable in the com-
ing presidential election is the Negro
voters of the northern and border states.
They followed F.D.R.. into the Demo-
cratic ranks, and only Harry Truman
can keep them there. His policies as a

senator, as vice president and as presi-
dent have won their confidence in the
rnan who believes in real democracy
and who is determined to make it
work.

Of course, Roosevelt won the sup-
port of the Negro people, but on
what basis ? On a program of social
and economic reform, through
whictr labor and the people, includ-
ing the Negro masses, made signifi-
cant gains by mass action and organ-
ization" But what of Truman ? Can
it be said that he is following in
Roosevelt's footsteps ?

The plain fact for the r4,ooo,ooo
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Negro people is this: Wall Street's
plan of world conquest, which is
being carried forward by Truman,
will make fim Crow here more
bloated and arrogant. The Negro
people will not be able to gain their
freedom by supporting a Truman
who carries the banner of the bi-
partisaa foreign policy of keeping
alive semi-fascist and reactionary gov-
ernments and their native Rankins
and Eastlands, as in Greece and
China; of maintaining in power the
colonial exploiters of the peoples of
Africa; of seeking to prevent in
Europe and throughout the world
the realization of long overdue eco-

nomic and social reforms, similar in
many respects to those for which the
Negro people have been struggling
for decades; and of furthering a

"cold war" that is carrying guns and
poverty, "Anglo-Saxon supremacy"
and Jim Crow, into every corner of
the earth.

A convincing answer to the "lesser
evil" argument is also given by the
fact that President Truman has

failed to take a single step to rally
his fellow-Democrats in Congress
for passage of measures afiecting the
Negro masses. He has betrayed a

telling "helplessness" and silence in
face of the rnounting lynch terror
against the Negro people. President
'Iruman, for example, supprtssed the
directive of the F.E.P.C. to the Capi-
tal Transit Company in Washington
ordering them to cease their Policy
of not hiring Negroes for positions
of skill, and thus vrrtually gave the

death blow to the expiring agency.
This is how Mr. Truman "fights"

for Ntgro rights, for "real democ-
racy"! This is how President Tru-
man will "fight" for his hypocritical
civil rights program, which would
never have been projected if not for
the militant upsurge of the Negro
masses and the bold stand of Wallace
and the new party; and, hence, Tru-
man's need to maneuver to win the
Negro vote in the Northern and
border states.

What is more, the Negro people
are feeling the brunt of the Truman
domestic policy dictated by Wall
Street, the fierce onslaught against
the people's Living standards and
civil liberties, which is the counter-
part of the reactionary foreign policy.

First, the Negro masses, robbed of
their wartime gains, and in lower
paid iobs with a greater percentage
of layofis, have already been hit
harder than any other section of the
population by the infationary spiral
which wiII soar still higher with the
further unfolding of the swollen
war economy necessitated by WalI
Street's program of conquest. The
outbreak of a cyclical crisis, which
is beir,rg accelerated by the Truman
foreign and domestic policies, will
have a particularly devastating efiect
on the Negro masses.

Secondly, the Negro workers in
industry are the rnost sharply afiected
by the drir,re to weaken and destroy
the trade unions through the Taft-
Hartley slave labor law.

Thirdly, of the Iargest pcace-time

budget in the nation's history, xlmost
one-half is devoted to war prepara-
tions. Consequently, there is a drastic
curtailment of appropriations for
housing and health, etc., that is, for
measures most urgently needed by
the Negro people. At the same time,
the growing domination of the mili-
tary over all spheres of civilian life,
and the proposed revival of the draft,
are extending Jim Crow and segre-
gation and giving them powerful
support throughout the nation.

Fourthly, President Truman's anti-
Soviet foreign policy, his Red-bait-
ing, his witch-hunting loyalty order,
his deportation drive against foreign-
born anti-fascists, and the anti-Com-
munist hysteria growing out of these
measures, are encouraging a wave of
mob violence which is particularly
threatening to the Negro masses.

Historical experience demonstrates
the indivisibility of anti-Commu-
nism, anti-semitism, anti-Catholi-
cism, and racism. The Southern
lynchels and the Northern police
sadists will be emboldened in their
barbarous attacks upon the Negro
people when terrorist gangs can with
impunity attack Wallace meetings,
jail and persecute Communists,
break up their meetings and loot
their homes; when they can tar and
feather trade union leaders and de-

stroy and pillage fewish synagogues.
This is how President Truman is

making "real democracy" work!
There is not one whit of real dif-

ference between the two old parties.
There is one single bipartisan Wall
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Street program carried on by both
major parties, and unquestionably,
the Negro people rvill be the greatest
sufierers from this bipartisan policy
of war, hunger, and reaction.

Truman and the Democrats are
therefore no "lesser evil" for the
Negro people.

TIIE TASK IN 1948

A million Negroes u,ill vote in the
South in November. In eight North-
ern states the Negro people hold the
balance of power. They can likewise
becorne a decisive force in nine other
states in the North, in the West,
arxoDg the border states, making a

total of 17 states with 295 electoral
vr.rtes. Thus, the vital importance of
bringing the full weight of the lib-
efation movement of the r4,ooorooo
Negro peo.ple to bear in the elections,
in the fight for peace, progress, and
the rvell-being of the entire net;on.

However, an enormous amount of
rvork must be done if the Negro
masses are to be won in decisive
uurnbers to dre Wallace movement
and the new party, if the existing
sentinnent is to be further built upr

rncl converted into active support,
encl if the developing Wallace pro-
gram for Negro rights is to be con-
cretized ir-r eacfr locality and carriecl
into rction. This can be done only
if every Wallace-for-Fresidenr Com-
mittee or cL-rb in the shops, neigh-
borl-ronds, and organizations rvorks
()Lrt :r specific prosram of action
eround the special demaucls of the
Negro people and wages a struggle
for thern. It is in helping rr-r Cevelop

such concrete programs and methods
of struggle that the advanced work-
ers can help to mobilize the white
masses in struggle for Negro rights.

Only in this way can the Negro
people be swept into motion in deci
sive support of Wallace and the new
party, building up a powerful united
Negro people as a sector of the anti-
imperialist peace front. Only in this
way can the alliance between the
Negro masses and labor and the
progressive forces be further built
and strengthened.

A firm grasp of the significance
of the new developments within the
Negro liberation movement, and the
tasks outlined immediately above,
will among other things, help make
possible the necessary "sharp turn in
our struggle for Negro rights," called
for by the Dr:rft Resolution. Our
Party has, to a great degree succeedectr

in overcoming the paralyzing efiects
of Brorvderism on our struggle for
the rip;hts of the Negro people. Nev-
er-theless, despite the substantial and
vital corrributions we have made in
this connection with this struggle
since the Emergency Convention, we
hlve not yet learned how to carry the
fight for the special demands of the
Negro people to the broad masses
and mobili,ze thern in sustained and
ef[ective activity. Hence, it is par-
ticularly necessary, i[ the full force
of the Negro people is to be felt iLr

r948, that our Party grasp the
urgency of practical work in further-
ing the organization down below o1

mass struggle for the special de-
mands of the Negro people.

SOME CONSIDERA.
TIONS OF THE CHINA
ISSUE

By FREDERICK V. FIELD

IN onorn to consider certain aspects
of the Draft Resolution for the forth-
coming National Convention of the
C.P.U.S.A. it is necessary once again
to evaluate American imperialism in
the Far East and particularly the sig-
nificance'of the great victories now
being won by the Chinese Liberation
Armies. It is necessary to examine,
critically, the failure of American
progressives, including the labor
movement, to grasp the deep sig-
nificance of Far Eastern events and
to develop concrete struggles around
these events. It is also necessary to
note that the leadership given by the
Communist Party on this issue has
had shortcomings.

The Draft Resolution states that
in the present situation, when Amer-
ican imperialism seeks to dominate
the world, "the American labor
movement has a special and solemn
duty toward the international labor
movement and the anti-imperialist
forces everywhere. The more rapa-
cious and peace-destroying Wall
Street's policy becomes, the more
affirmative and consistent must be
the anti-imperialism and proletarian
internationalism of American labor."
The Draft Resolution then adds this
important comment: "Let us face
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the facts: the American labor move-
nlent in its major sections has to date
not accepted this responsibility."
These words are especially pertinent
to the Far Eastern situation.

SIGNIFICANCE OF CHINA'S
LIBERATION

There is emerging in China the
largest and most important of the
-new type democracies. Liberated
China already embraces a population
of over r7o million people in an area
comprising nearly all of the Man-
churian provinces, most of North
China, with thick fingers of land
penetrating deep into Central China.
Unlike the situation at V-J Day
when the Liberated Areas formed
islands more or less isolated from
each other, Liberated China is today
with few exceptions geographically
contiguous. Significant parts of the
New China have already been under
progressive leadership for several
years. Two large administrati_ve
groupings are now developing under
coalition governments, one for North
China and one for Manchuria.

As in the new type of democracies
of Eastern Europe, the New China
is developing under the leadership of
the Communist Party. The New
China, also, as in thl case of the
democracies of Eastern Europe, com-
prises a broad coalition, made up
of the workers, farmers, intellectuals,
small and middle class merchants,
and professionals which is rapidly
consolidating and extending the
struggle for peace and security
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against the warmaking forces of
feudalism and imperialism.

Referring to the victories of the

Chinese Liberation Armies and par-
ticularly to their seizure of the initia-
tive from the American backed
Kuomintang, Mao Tse-tung recently
said:

of liberation from the defensive to the

offensive cannot but bring iubilation and

encouragement to these oppressed na-

tions. At the same time, it is also a

form of aid to the oppressed peoples

now struggling in various countries ot
Europe and the Americas.*

The significance of this great

event, and particularly its signifi-
cance to their own struggles, has not

has correctly reflected the change in
world relationships taking place in
Eastern Asia nor the enormous con-
trib,ution which this change is mak-
ing to our own struggle for Peace. A
correct theoretical evaluation of post-

war events in the Far East has not

* From a report to the Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party, December 2t,1947-

been translated into concrete strug-

sles which would give direct aid to
r-he heroic work of the democratic
oeooles of the Far East and also

Itr.^ngth.n and enrich our own fight
on th; domestic front and against the

Truman-Marshall bipartisan foreign
policies.

WALL STREET INTERVENTION

The weaknesses and contradictions
of American Postwar imPerialism
are revealed in its blundering Far
Eastern policies. Since the end of
the war there has been no Place in
the world where Wall Street has

intervened on so vast a scale or in
such a variety of ways as in China.
The cost to the American taxpayer

Air Corps. A vast militarY Program
to train ind equip Chiang Kai-shek's
armies and to give them strategical
as well as tactical leadership has gone

forward under the ironical name of
MAGIC (U.S. Military Assistance
Group in China). A similar Program
has bien undertaken for the Chinese
navy, based upon an American built
and operated naval base at Tsingtao
and involving, among other things,
the gift to Chiang of several hundred
U.S. naval vessels.

Chiang's armies have been trans-
ported to the civil war front bY

American planes and naval vessels.

American troops have guarded Chi-

ang's lines of communication. Enor-
n dumps

Chiang's
extended

mitlions of dotlars' ,"*,n i*:itl;'j
equipment has been and is bein!
transferred to Chiang from Okinawa,
Tainan, the Philippines and other
Pacific Islands. Under American
subsidy and leadership and through
the agency of Chineie compradoie
puppets, such as T. V. Soong, Wall
Street is trying to convert South
China into a productive arsenal for
the feudalists. American agents have
stormed, threatened, bribed and
blackmailed Chiang Kai-shek to
bring some semblance of reform to
his rotten government. A certain ap-
pearance of reform was needed io
make the program more palatable
to.the American taxpayer. The Kuo-
mrntang government, moreover, has
been such an inefficient and corrupt
stooge that it has not been able to
serve its American imperialist master.

Yet, despite this vast imperialist
outlay and the variety and intensity
of the Wall Street efiort, the Chinesl
People's Liberation armies have
steadily moved forward and the coa-
lition against the Chiang Kai-shek
government has steadily broadened
in-social composition and grown in
influence. In China, where American
imperialism has made its greatest
effort since the war, it is meeiing its
most disastrous defeats.

creates great problems for it. There
doubtless were influential groups
within the imperialist circles who
hoped to make short work of the
Chinese situation by forcibly extend-
ing the sway of reaction throughout
Eastern Asia soon after V-J Day, so

that the main force of American
power could then be directed ro
quashing democracy throughout Eu-
rope. There were other imperialist
circles who felt that as a minimum
a holding operation against democ-
racy could be effected in the Far
East, postponing a more aggressive
consolidation of imperialist infuence
there until after the growth of de-
mocracy was truncated in Europe.
Certainly, no section of American
reaction has at any moment written
ofi the Far East from its plans.
While there have been conflicts
among the reactionaries as to which
of the major fronts, Europe or the
Far East, should first be conquered
and which simply held for future
aggression, there has been no divi-
sion over the belief that evenrual
domination of both fronts was essen-
tial to the imperialist program.

In this connection, the significance
of postwar events in the Far East,
especially in China, has been that
American imperialism has neither
been tion nor
even holding
opera pointed
out a

The failure of American imp_erial- The Chinese people,s Liberation
ism to achieve its purposes in 

-china 
Army . has reversed rhe counter-
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ang Kaishek. It is the turning point
from growth to extermination in more
than r-oo years of the rule of imperial-
ism in China.*

THE CHINA ISSUE AND
THE ELECTIONS

If American labor and progressives

certain sectors of the imperialist
camp, who have seized uPon the
failure of the China Program for
their own tactical advantage. Ever
since last fall, with the publication of
the Bullitt "Report" in Life, the ex-

treme Right Wing of American re-

action, which is to be found mostly
in the Republican Party, has-kept up
an unceasing campaign of ProPa-
ganda directed against the Truman
Administration and on behalf of a

much more vigorous Pursuit of im-
perialist interests in the Far East'- 

Their attack upon the Administra-
tion is an ill concealed piece of dema-

gogy; for the Truman government

* lbili'
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Republican parties. Yet this crowd
hai felt thatln an election year they
could shift the blame for the failure
in China, in which theY fullY share,

to other shoulders. They seek to ex-

nloit the fact that the Far East is

ih. ..ror, vulnerable sector in Wall
Street's PolicY.
Their p also re-

flects th mPerial-
ists that be Paid
to the old countries of EuroPe and
more to the domination of the unde-
veloped and heavily PoPulated re-

eioni of Asia. We may anticiPate in
ihe coming months a sharP conflict
among the imperialists on this issue.

We must look forward to the ques-

tion of China being made a maior
one in the Presidential camPaign.

Whether the evidence comes from
the reactions of imperialists or from
xctual events, it is clear that impe-

iust this. The initiative being now
hrdy in the hands of the PeoPle's

Libeiation Armies in China, the im-
'perialists have no choice but virtually
io abandon this vital sector or inter-
vene with vastly more Power than

PRECONVENTION DISCUSSION 6r3

I

I
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they have so far been able to muster.
Under present-day circumstances
they cannot greatly increase their
Far Eastern efforts without slacken-
ing their drive elsewhere; and the
Iatter course would lead not only to
defeat for them in Europe but to
worse conflicts in their own camp.

AMERICAN LABOR HAS BEEN
SLOW TO REACT

This is the situation which the
American labor movement and its
allies have been slow to grasp and
of which they have been slow to take
advantage. The Draft Resolution for
the forthcoming National Conven-
tion of the C.P.U.S.A. correctly poses
the problem by calling attention to
the "unprecedented scope" of "the
struggle for national liberation" in
all colonial and dependent countries,
and by pointing to "the basic fact of
the world situation" as being "the
growth of the camp of peace and
democracy and the weakening of the
camp of imperialism and reaction."
This is a point which must be fur-
ther analyzed and must be developed
in terms of tactical struggle in the
course of the discussion of the Draft
Resolution.

The task of anti-imperialists would
be furthered if during the discussion
period and in the National Conven-
tion a number of questions relating
to the Far Eastern issue were clari-
fied. A few of these questions may be
mentioned. There is, first of all, the
principal question with which this
article has been concerned, namely,

the significance of the victories being
won by the Chinese democratic
movement to our own struggle
within the main citadel of world
imperialism. The bearing of the Chi-
nese issue upon the strength or weak-
ness, upon the problems and contra-
dictions, and upon the pace and
direction of American imperialism
requires intensive and continuous
study and clarification.

While the Chinese and American
scenes are in many ways in sharp
coDtrast, we have, nevertheless, much
to learn from the experiences of the
Chinese Communist Party. Through
the translated writings of the leaders
of the Chinese Communist Party
and particularly of Mao Tse-tung
these experiences are increasingly be-
coming available to us. Many of
them are immediately pertinent to
our own problems; ail of them serve
to deepen our understanding of
Marxism-Leninism. Much of this
material should be brought forward
during the discussion of the Draft
Resolution.

We have much to learn from a

skillful dissection of the class enemv.
There are contradictions, conflict's,
confusion and problems among the
leading American capitalist circles.
Some of these, as they relate to the
China issue, have been referred to
in this article. The subject deserves
far more study than it has received,
if we are to work out a resourceful
and correct tactical approach.

China is the most important, but
not the only issue of American Far
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Eastern policy. The U.S. is trying to
remold Japan into the form of fas-
cist reaction. Like western Germany
for Europe, it is being rebuilt to play
the role of arsenal to a reactionary,
Wall Street-dominated Far East.
American imperialist ambitions to-
ward Japan are linked with those
toward China and are governed by
related conflicts and cpntradictions.
And the chain extends across South-
ern Korea, the Philippines, Indo-
nesia, the Malay peninsula to India,
where U.S. finance-capital is seeking
to restore the old colonial exploita-
tion. The relation of these issues to
one another and their relative im-
portance in the struggle against re-
action must be clarified.

Finally, among these preliminary
suggestions for discussion there
should be mentioned the relation of
the China question and the other

Far Eastern issues to the day-to-day
struggle in this country on concrete
issues, the relation of this whole sec-

tor of American foreign policy to fhe
election campaign and particularly to
the New Party movement, the close

linking of these policies which are

based upon the maintenance of cheap
Far Eastern labor to the speci6.c

struggles of American labor. In short,
the contribution which an under-
standing of these trans-Pacific events
and developments can make to our
whole anti-imperialist struggle for
peace and democracy.

Our Chinese comrades are destroy-
ing American imperialism in the
Far East. Let us, American anti-
imperialists, at least accept and make
use of the historic contribution
which they are making toward our
own welfare.

I[)T()I-(}GIGAI l[/t)RK

lro THI C. P.

{}F HUN$ARY-
By MATIAS RAKOSI

In rrs por,rcv the Communist Party
is guided by the theory elaborated by
Marx, and further developed and ap-
plied in the epoch of imperialism,
proletarian revolutions, and the build-
ing of Socialism by Lenin and Stalin.
This theory, states Comrade Stalin,
demands that the Party' should be
able to find at the given moment the
particular link in the chain of pro-
cesses which, once grasped, makes it
possible to hold the entire chain and
prepare the conditions for achieving
strategic success. The point is, he
says, to be able to judge which of the
tasks facing the Party is the task of
the day, the solution of which is the
central issue and ensures the success-
ful carrying out of all the other tasks.

In the light of the above a review
of the work of the Communist Party
of Hungary since the liberation shows
that in each given period we were
able to find the corresponding link in
the chain. The main thing in the
period immediately after the libera-
tion was to secure the consolidation of
the democratic forces. The next link
in building up Hungarian democracy
was the land reform, which was foi-

- " R_eprinted fuom For a Latting Peace, lor a
People't Democrary, Orgao of rhe Infoimation
tsureau of tbe Communist and rvorkers panies
Belgrade, No. 11, April Lj, 1949.

6rs

lowed by economic rehabilitation.
The elections held in 1945 showed
that reaction constituted a serious
threat to the foundations of our de-
mocracy not only politically but also
economically by devaluating our cur-
rency. In the circumstances our Party
deemed it essential to put an end to
inflation and stabilize the currency,
considering this an important link
which, to quote Lenin, "must be
grasped in every possible way in or-
der to retain the whole chain and
thoroughly prepare. the going over
to the next link." The success of sta-
bilization strengthened the economic
foundation of our democracy, and
helped to defeat reacrion which had
become entrenched in the Small-
holders Party. Then followed the na-
tionalization measures and the Three
Year
cal s

Hun
cond
workers' parties and for consolidating
the national democratic front. This ii
the task facing us today.

The next link in the chain is un-
questionably that of raising the ideo-
logical and theoretical level of our

purjng the past rhree years the Party
has been so taken up with day-to-day
work that it has paid but scant atten-
tion to theoretical training. We have
not, as yet, placed on the order of
the day the developmenr of Marxist
theory on the basis of Lenin-Stalin
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ous Party
is absolute
it is born
whelming majority of the students

attended only three-week courses or

courses of even shorter duration. The
figure rzo,ooo shows that five-sixths
of our members have not had any sys-

tematic theoretical training whatso-
ever. An idea of the magnitude of the

task facing the Party in the sphere of
education can be had from the fact
that over 90 per cent of the members
joined the Party after the liberation.' 

Then there are other circumstances

which threaten to lower the Marxist-
Leninist ideological level of our Par-
ty. The exposure of the right Social-

Democrats made our Social-Demo-
cratic comrades realize that the ex-

istence of rival working-class parties
was altogether unnecessary, and that
this inter-party rivalrY was most
detrimental not only to the interests
of the working people but to FIun'
garian democracy as a whole. A spon-

taneous movement for the formation
of a united workers' party gained
ground among the working class.

Thousands of Social-Democratic
comrades expressed their desire to
join our Party. For the time being
we have stopped recruiting new
members but thousands of peoPle
impatientl
entry into

The qu
two parties was decided at the recent
congress of the Social-Democratic
Party. However, as stressed bY the
leading Social-Democratic comrades,
the ideological basis for fusion must

IDEOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL WORK IN HUNGARY 6,7
methods, have not made a thorough
study of the essential problems linked
wittr the growth of Hungarian de-

mocracy. Lenin said that Commu-
nists must constantly enrich Marx-
ist theory in all spheres if theY do

not want to be behind the times.
It must be acknowledged that we

did not pay the necessary attention to
deepen Marxist
theory. by the
danger said:

If fo er Party
propaganda begins to limp, if the
Maixist-Leninist education of Party
cadres begins to suffer, if the work
of raising the political and theoretical
level of these cadres grows weaker, and
the cadres, as a result of this, cease to
be interested in the perspective of the
Party's forward movement, cease to
understand the justice of the Party's
cause and become people without per-

ers in any branch of State and PartY
work, the better and more fruitful the
work itself, the more efiective the re-

sults of the work, whereas the lower
the political level and Marxist-Leninist
con..iousness of the workers, the
greater the chances of interruptions and
failure in the work. . . .

To avoid disruption and failure in
our work we have placed on the or-
der of the day the task of raising the
theoretical level of our Party. We are

devoting much more attention to po-
Iitical education than all the other
parties taken together. Over r2o,ooo

members have graduated from vari-

be Marxism-Leninism, so that in a

few months' time thousands of for-
mer Social-Democratic members of
the united party will be fully justi-
fied in demanding that we acquaint
them with the teaching of Marxism,
further elaborated by Lenin and
Stalin. But this is only one aspecr of
the tasks facing us. Apart from ,the
Social - Democratic comrades our
Party is being joined by the people
from the peasant population and by
the intelligentsia. For instance, in the
province of Zemplen alone 5,ooo
small peasants, teachers and doctors
joined our ranks in the month that
preceded the closing of recruitment.
These peasant people have come to
us not because they are acquainted
with Marxist-Leninist theory but be-
cause of their convictions, which
have taken shape in the course of
three years observation and experi-
ence, that our Party is the most cor1-
sistent and honest partn is the party
that most successfully represents and
defends the interests of the working
people in Hungary. These peasants
and representatives of the intelli-
gentsia will bring with them not only
their sentiments of sympathy for our
Party but also various prejudices and
mistaken conceptions. Unless we
take timely measures to provide
thousands of new people who will
be joining our ranks during the com-
ing weeks and months with the min-
imum theoretical and ideological
education then the theoretical livel
of our Party, none too high at the
moment, may be lowered still more.

Should this be so our Party will

work, we must place on the order of
the day raising the
theoretic arty.

TheP ftireparty,
in discus reached the
conclusion that we have a number of

Bure_au itself regarding the essence
of .the _people's democracy, views
which doubted the thesis'that the
peoplet democracy is an important
stage in building socialism.- Some
doubted that nationalization and
state control had resulted in qualita-
tive changes in the economii struc-

cided to set up a permanent commit-
tee that will make a Marxist-Leninist
study of the problems of our democ_
racy, will control theoretical work
and expose all inimical ,,theories.',

This Committee includes the leading
theoreticians of our party. o
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As we know, ever since the end

of the war the Communist PartY of
the Soviet Union (Bolshevik) has

devoted serious attention to theoreti-

cal and ide
eliminating
sphere. On
the Central
detailed criticism shortcomings in
Soviet literature, philosophy, theatre,

cinema and musii, and outlined the

paths n so-

iirli.t been

initiat moc-

racies. The time has come for us,

Hungarian Communists, also to set

aboui raising our theoretical level'

We must draw the dailY Press into
this work. In the Soviet Union the

newspapers widely feature Cenual
Commiitee and Government deci-

sions on ideological questions. We
must see to it that the SunduY cdi-

tion of the newsPaPer Sabad NeP

makes a point of dealing with urgent
ideologicil Problems. ExPerience
shows-that tliere is considerable in-
terest in theoretical matters and it is

imperative for the future develop-

ment of our PartY that we satisfY

this demand as best as we can.

Our theoretical magazine Tar'
shadalmi Semlie should, in future,
give place to theoretical articles. It
Ihouli criticize in the first Place
works claiming to be Marxist but
which frequentlY contain serious

theoretical errors.
In order to coPe with the new

tasks in the sPhere of PartY educa-

don we are reorganizing and extend-

ing our Party siirools, reviewing the

curriculum and the materials used

in studies. Much of the material we

is necessary also to elaborate new
methods of self-study since the old
methods are unsatisfactory.

In view of this we shall have to
reor.ganize the publication of theo-
retical literature. The job of raising
the theoretical level of our members
is hampered by the fact that certain
Marxist works are either not avail-
able in translation or are out of print.
Party members who know only Hun-
garian have no idea at all of the bulk
of the works by Lenin and Stalin.

The principal task of our Party
now is to master Marxist-Leninist
theory and to raise our theoretical
level. The successes and prestige won
by our Party are due, in the first
place, to the fact that the Party was
guided and inspired by Marxist-
Leninist theory. If we fail to raise the
theoretical level of the Party, we
shall freeze its development, and this
will lead to major errors. We are
interested that our Party in the
future, too, shall march in the van-
guard of the people, that it will in
ever greater measure serve the cause
of securing the prosperity and devel-
opment of our country. That is why
we must study and develop Marxist-
Leninist theory-the faithful compass
of our Party. Today this theory rep-
resents the main Lenin link which
we must seize with all our strength.

MARXISM AI\ID IDEAI-ISM: A REPTY

AND A REJI}IIIDIR

lln our issue ol May, 1947, we published a oitical reaieu by Betty
Gannett ol the pamphler, Marxism and Modern Idealism, by lohn Lewis,

ern Quarterly (London). lrotn
to be publis.hed. in Poliric in thc
reply was occasioned by Bctty

Gannctt's reioinder auhich ue deemed neccssary to publish ,jointly with
Dr. I*wii article, in thc interest ol luller clarifiation ol the' issues
inuolued..-Ed..l

MARXISM & IDEALISM:
A REPLY

thought but also of philosophy,
secondly, that there have been great
divergences in philosophy itself, one
tendency becoming irrationalist and
subjectivist to the last degree, the
other reaching a new form of
materialism which is generally
known as 'naturalism.' This form
has definite affiliations with dialec-
tical materialism.

Now just as Marx, Lenin and
Engels always insisted on a thorough
study of the whole philosophical
tradition and . emphatically repu-
diated the philistinism which would
discard Descartes, Spinoza, Kant,
Locke, Hume and Hegel as mere
'bourgeois idealists,' so we must
acquaint ourselves as fully as the
founders of Marxism with the philo-
sophies from which they gained so

much, especially Hegel. And we
must both politically and ideologic-
ally get rid of the notion that re-
gards all non-Marxists as "one reac-
tionary mass" and recognise that the
proletariat has allies in the ranks of

By JOHN LEWIS

Bruy Gawr.rETT's cRrrrcrsl,r of my
little booklet on Ma:rxism and Mo-
dern ldealism falls into the kind of
error which we were hoping was
quite dead. There has been i wel-
come change from the old days
when both in philosophy and eco-
nomics we quoted slabs of Marx and
Engels at one another like Bible
Christians arguing about the prophe-
sies of the Book of Daniel. Today,
especially in the Soviet Union, bur
also in Great Britain, France and
the United States, a Marxist feels
competent to think and argue in
terms of the trends of ry47 rather
than in those of 1847. Thii means
two things, firstly, that Marxism
itself has been immensely strength-
ener, developed and enriched by the
progress not only of scientific

6rg
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trary "It is standing on its head and
must be turned right side up."
(Marx). In other words, in the
phrase I used to which Betty Gan-
nett so strongly objects, it must be

"revolutionised." What does this
mean ? Hegel's mistake was to derive
the changing material universe and
historical development from chang-
ing and developing 'idea.' Every-
thing that Hegel saw as a prior
logical unfolding, Marx saw as the
unfolding of the historical world.
All Hegel's laws are true, but they
are true of the actual world. Being
precedes the consciousness of being.
Of course Marxism is 'the opposite'
of Hegelianism but that is to define
it in terms of Hegelianism not to
sweep everything that Hegel taught
us contemptuously away. Opposites
are dialectically related. They are
not the flat negation of one another.
Socialism is the opposite of capital-
ism, but when you negate something,
as Hegel shows, the old is not
destro'yed but taken up into the new
and transformed. We accept and
uplift what we negate, so we include
within Socialism, but in a higher,
altered form, many of the essential
elements of capitalism, for instance,
manufacture by machines, socialised
production, etc. Engels was emphatic
in pointing out that neElation is nor
destruction. You negate a seed if you
crush it to powder, said Engels, but
that is not Hegelian or Marxist nega-
ticn. We negate it by planting it,
rvhen it disintegrates and gives birth
to a new plant which bears many

the bourgeoisie and also among tech-

nicians, rd-inist."tors, scientists and
scientific p hilosophers.

All this is far more clearlY recog-

nized in the Soviet Union than it is

in the West. Not only are all the
classics of philosophy' widely read

and studied, but F{egel on whom
Betty Gannett pours unutterable
scorn circulates in editions of zoo,ooo,

the largest circulation anywhere in
the world; and Alexandrov's recent

History of Western Philosophy does

full iustice to the positive contribu-
tions of the classical philosophers,
especially Hegel, to Marxist thought.

Betty Gannett leaves the imPres-

sion that she has never read anything
written on Dialectical Materialism
during the last forty years* and that
a great deal of the work of Marx,
Engels and Lenin is quite unknown-
to her. There is no evidence of
familiarity with the German ldeol'
ogy or Philosophy and Political
Economy or Lenin's PhilosoPhical
Note Boo\s which are devoted to an

intensive and appreciative study o[
Hegel. I find no trace oI any studY
of Plekhanov or Riazanov, or Shiro-
kov's Tert Booft ol Marxist Philo-
sophy or indeed any of the large
.rrr-b.t of current philosophical
works now published in the Soviet
Union. If Betty Gannett were to visit
Moscow she would find herself just
forty years behind the times and I
have no doubt that she would disap-
prove of all the Marxist philosophy

-alJti.', Dialecticdl and Hittoriczl Mdteridlilm
is of course a very ruly work.

now being written in Soviet Russia'

sterilitv in politics.
No# l.t me get down to Patti-

culars. Out of a mass of misunder-

standing, mistakes and distortions
I want 1o take the most imPortant,

don of relativity.

r. Hegel

Is Marxism revolutionized Hegel-
ianism or is it a flat denial of a theory

sophical view of a comPleted and

fixed universe.
b) He made time and actual his-

t".y, ..ntr"l concept in philosophy'
c) He showed that everYthing is in

motion and that new things arise

as the world evolves, new entities,
new properties, new laws.

d) 
-He 

pictures the form of the
new society arising within the womb
of the old until it bursts forth from
it just as a chicken bursts from its
shell.

e) Marx followed Hegel when he

showed that capitalism contains ,the

germs of socialism as a contradiction
within it.

f) For Hegel a thing is not the
sum of its parts, higher forms of
organization acquire new modes of
behaviour.

g) So'everything is in constant
movement as a result of its own
inherent nature and its interactions
rvith other things in the lJniverse.

h) Hegel saw the process of dev-
elopment taking place in conformity
to three laws, which Marx adopted

r. The unity o[ opposites
z. The negation of negation

3. The transformation of quantity
into quality.

The whole thing is admirably set

forth in Riazanov's Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels or more recently in
Howard Selsam's What is Philo-
sophy (International Publishers) and
Alexandrov's History ol Western
Philosophy (Moscow).

Now all this is only the baldest
summary of what every instructed
Marxist recognises as the pern\anent
contribution of Hegel to Marxism.
For Marx takes over the uhole o'f

tkis. To talk of destroying Hegelian-
ism is sheer nonsense. On the con-
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similar seeds. It is clear that Betty
Gannet[ does not understand the
meaning of such fundamental
Marxist terms as 'opposite,' 'contra-
dictions' and 'negation.' To sum up
these brief notes on the reladon of
Hegel to Marx. 'We do not destroy
the theories of Hegel, "we discern
the rational kernel within the mys-
tical shell," as Marx said.

2. The Nature and Property of
Things.

Modern science has made it abun-
dantly clear that we must abandon
the naive realism (for which ap-
parerrtly Betry Gannetr stands)
which imagines that each material
entity is a substantial essence pos-
sessing the sensed properties of say
yellowness, hardness, squareness and
so on which we perceive, and no
other properties inconsistent with
these. On the contrary all such
knowledge is strictly relative. It is
true 'as far as it goes' z,e, wnder the
particwla:r conditions ol the obserua-
tion. That is what I mean when I
say that we can only say that a thing
is thus 'as far as I know.' I mean
this quite literally. I mean that this
is as far as our ftnoouledge taftes us
at present. It may take us farther to-
morrow, in which case I shall have
to qualify my present knowledge
considerably. But however much we
extend, correct, qualify and refine
our l<nowledge, each stage is a cor-
rect description of some part of the
external world under certain limit-
ing conditiozs. Is lead harder than

iron? No, not if the lead is moving
slowly in relation to the iron; but a

rapidly revolving disc of lead rs

harder than iron and will cut it.
What is the colour of a thing? It de-

pends very often upon the tenPe-
rature at which you observe it.
Things change in colour as you heat
them. Is HzO hard or soft? It de-
pends whether it is below freezing
point. This is why Lenin again and
again insisted on the endless a2-
prorimation of knowledge to its
object; the only absolute is that the
object is external to us and material,
what tt is we know only in part and
imperfectly. This does not deny the
externality and materiality of the
object or the authenticity of either
the properties or the laws, but always
relates them to the special conditions
under which the knowing takes
place. As modern scientists have
pointed out every kind of observa-
tion is itself selectiue, it excludes the
possibility of finding out some
things by registering others. When
light falls on a moving electron it
alters the velocity of the electron, so

you cannot find its position and its
velocity at the same time. If you
locate its position you lose its veloc-
ity, if you measure its velocity you
have no notion where it is. Strange
but true.

3. The Relationo| Nettuorft

In what sense is a thing 'con-
stituted by its relations'? Stalin said:*
"The dialectical method therefore

* Stalin: Dialectical and Hittorical Materialism,

holds that no phenomenon in
nature can be understood if taken
by itself, isolated from surrounding
phenomena, inasmuch as any pheno-
menon in any realm of nature may
become meaningless to us if it is not
considered in connection with the
surrounding conditions, but divorced
from them; and that, vice versa, any
phenomenon can be understood and
explained if considered in its in-
separable connection with surround-
ing phenomena, as one conditioned
by surrounding phenomena."

It is clear that if you sever a thing
from all its relations it ceases to exist
as that thing. It becomes something
else. Man today is the kind of man
he is in character, habits and disposi-
tion because of his environment, his
upbringing, his status in society
(wage slave or owner), his member-
ship of a trade union, his close link-
age in social production with his fel-
low workers, his American citizen-
ship, his Roman Catholicism, etc. If
you strip a man of all his conditions
and relations, it is like peeling an
onion, there is, at the end, nothing
leTt.

Nor is it to deny objectivity, when
we assert that "properties exist only
in determined relations, all proper-
ties are relative."* Shirokov in his
standard Textbooft on Dialectics as

used in all Soviet Colleges, devotes
three chapters to the complete rela-
tivity of all properties of objects. I
have earlier given examples but here

n Shirokov: Textbook ol Marxht Pbilosopbl.

is another one. Fish may be said to
have the fixed characteristic of pos-
sessing two eyes. This we now know
to be not a fixed characteristic, for if
a few pinches of a simple salt
(magnesium chloride) are added to
the water in which a fish (Fwndulus)
is developing, that fish will have
not two eyes, but one. Countless
similar examples can be given to
show that by themselves the factors
responsible for the characteristics of
animals are not able by themselves
to produce a normal type. The
animal is constituted not only by its
genes but by its environment, by its
relations. But I notice that Betty
Gannett is totally uninterested in
scientific facts and the concrete
meaning of dialectics. She confines
her arguments to abstractions and to
endless quotations from the classics,
like a Plymouth Brother arguing
from the Bible about who are elected
to eternal Salvation. Nowhere do I
say, as I am said to, that "the ex-
istence of the object ceases to have its
independenc." (my italics) as if its
very existence is constituted by mind.
What I do say is that in ftnowledge,
the manner of our knowing, the
level of our experimental technique,
the historical stage of our science,
condition our knowing, so that what
we know depends on us ,J cuell as
the obiect. The very words 'as well
as the object' are sufficient to make it
perfectly clear that I am not reduc-
ing the obfect to a construct or fic-
tion of the mind. My whole pamph-
let indeed energetically refutes that
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whole notion and for Betty Gannett
to attribute any such idea to me is
indefensible.

That fact that what an obiect is
cannot be specifred if you sever it
from all its connections does not in
the Ieast mean that the object does

not ex;st apart from our knowing
it. Again and again I insist on the
existence of the material obiective
world apart from our consciousness.

Betty Gannett's misrepresentation of
my position here may not be de-
liberate but it is inexcusable. She ap-

parently confuses the fact that all the
qualities of a thing are knowable,
i)., capable of being known, with
their actually being known. Stalin
and Lenin are not saying that we
can notu actually describe a thing
completely; on the contrary our pro-
gress into the 'still not known' is an
infinite one and perfect knowledge
of a thing under all conditions will
never be reached; but there is

nothing in the nature of things or in
the nature of mind to make it impos-
sible for man to know; each new
aspect is knowable. Nowhere do I,
as Betty Gannett says I do, question
the atrthenticity of what we aheady
know, it enters as Shirokov says

"into the iron inventory of perma-
nent scientific knowledge"l but
everywhere, with Lenin, I insist on
"the relativity of all our knowl-
edge,"ii but I do not thereby exclude
the admission of absolute truth. Can
knowledge then be relativc and
absolute at the same time ? Of course

* Ieoin; lldteialitn md Emphio-Cilticitm,
p.108.

it can, as Marxist philosophers have
argued for years. It is absolute in the
sense that each item of knowledge
is really and absolutely true wnder
such and such conditions; it is ab'
solutely true that the obiect really
exists in the material world; the sum
total of knowable truth is (as it
were) there waiting for us to find it
out; nothing of the total truth is
unknowable, so that our increasing
knowledge is an endless approxima-
ion to the fullness of the facts. It is

perfectly plain that Betty Gannett
has simply never come across this
perfectly ordinary Marxist formula-
tion and meeting it for the first time
she is bewildered and shocked and
rejects it out of hand. But as Shiro-
kov says: "The refusal to admit the
unity of absolute and relative truth
leads inevitably to the admission of
one of these to the exclusion of the
other, leads either to the changing of
theory into dogma, or to a direct
denial that theory is a reflection of
actuality and therefore capable of
furnishing a scientific basis for the
revolutionary changing of actu-
ality."it

Betty Gannett is also wholly in er-
ror when she insists that all those
who stress the "variability and in-
finite potentiality of things" (as of
course Engels does when he says

that we should consider things as

processes) necessarily conclude that
scientific knowledge of the laws of
naturc is impossible. Practically all
scicntists, and I suppose most philo-

-iT)roook ol lvlarxisr Pbiloto\htr, D. 129.

sophers agree with them, hold both
the variability or relativity of quali-
ties, and the objectivity and reality of
such things (e.g., molecules) and
laws. The number of sceptical philo-
sophers is rather small, though they
make a noise out of all proportion
to their numbers. Most scientists are
not sceptics or idealists at all.

4. Pragmatism and the Relatiuity ol
Knowledge.

Pragmatism is, philosophically, a

back number. It has nothing to do
with knowledge being relative to the
conditions of knowing; it does not
say 'as far as I know.' It says 'I
cannot know at all, and so I must
be content with a substitute for
knowledge, faith.'

Pragmatism must not be confused
with the imperfection of our knowl-
edge'and the fact that new scientific
discoveries reveal unexpected de-
ficiencies, errors and partialities in
laws hitherto thought to be com-
plete (e.g., Einstein's theory com-
pared with Newton's1 the break-
down of Boyle's Law as described
by Engels ir Anti-Diihring, p. ro5,
etc.) "Anyoner" says Engels, "who
sets out on this field to hunt down
final and ultimate truths which are
pure and absolutely immutable, will
bring home but little, aparr from
platitudes and commonplaces of the
sorriest kind." Lenin, of courser "rec-
ognises tlze relatiuity of all our
ftnowledge." He does so, cxactly as

I do, in the sense of recognising that
all knowledge is given under his-

torical conditions which deterSnine
the degrees of our knowledge as it
approaclres truth by tn endless ap-
proximation.

Betty Gannett is bitterly opposed
to Lenin and all subsequent dialec-
tical materialists here in standing for
a new kind of 'Marxism' which we
might call Gannettism, which in her
own words "rejects the assertion that
all knowledge is relative." That she
completely fails to understand
Lenin's assertion that there is an
absolute withh the relative is clear
from the fact that she takes this to
mean that knowledge is not relative.
Whereas what Lenin is saying is
that it is both absolute and relative,
so that the difierence between them
is not absolute, but relative. "There
does not exist a fixed immutable
boundary between relative and ah-
solute truth." This is iust what I
have been saying all the time.

I should like to devote a paragraph
to Betty Gannett's refusal to allow
any positive and constructive ele-
ment in idealism, a position which
she backs up by a quite absurd
misunderstanding of Lenin. I can-
not repeat my whole argument,
which, following Alexandrov, tries
to show how the Cartesian Dualism
of mind and matter arose. Betty
Gannett is quite uninterested in
Descartes and Kant and the whole
development of European philo-
sophy and shows no evidence of hav-
ing given a moment's thought to
what Kant was driving at. He is
for her just a stupid and reactionary

\
I
I
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idealist, so away with him. Marx,
Engels, Plekhanov and Lenin and
all the rest of them however, are

deeply interested in the fact that
Kant saw that knowledge is not the
passiue reception of sensation, but an
active selective, constructive pro-
cess. This conception Marxism
eagerly took over, repudiating the
passive conception of Locke, Feuer-
bach and the mechanists. This ele-

ment in idealism is of course the
"critical and dynamic approach" to
knowledge, which Betty Gannett,
repudiates, and it does not imply
the false element in idealism, that
we only know our own minds. That
is why Lenin lully accePts this ele-

ment in idealism. Betty Gannett
shows how she misunderstands and
distorts Lenin's famous paragraph
on the one-sidedness of idealism by
putting into her quotation from
Lenin her own italics, as if the em-
phasis were Lenin's not her own (a
practice to be regretted in contro-
versy). Lenin says perfectly plainly
that idealism is only nonsense from
a mechanistic standpoint, i.e., that
only a mechanist can possibly call
idealism sheer nonsensel from which
we can conclude that whoever calls
it nonsense, like Betty Gannett, is

shown thereby to be a mechanistic
materialist! Lenin then says that a

dialectical materialist does n o, say
that it is nonsense, but says that it is
one-sided; i.e., that it takes one side
only of the truth, and neglects the
other, thereby presenting a {alse but
by no means a nonsensieal theory. In

this respect the theory is like that of

one-sidedness, (and that means put-
ting back the other side surely) we
destroy all that idealism stands forl
we do not, any more than we destroY
the truth in Hegel. Idealism as such
is refuted but the important things
it stood for, the keinel of truth
within it, are preserved. Idealism
was a protest against a passive theory
of knowledge, as found in me-

chanistic materialism. Dialectical
materialism does full justice to the
activity of the subject in knowing
as well as to the healthy materialism
of the mechanists, the priority of
matter to mind. It thus preserves,

not in a one-sided form but full
orbed, the important truth which
for nearly 2oo years was overlooked
by all other philosophers, especially
by materialists, until Marx and
Engels, who learnt it from Kant and
Hegel, restored it to materialism.
Betty Gannett distorts this to a

coarse eclecticism which simply
lumps together and reconciles ideal-
ism and mechanistic materialism in
a higher synthesis. This is the crudest
misrepresentation of my point of
view. I go out of my way to sayr
"not eclectically by tying up mind
and matter side by side, but dialectic-
ally, by a return to the original unity
on a higher level." Dialectical ma-
terialism does full justice to the truth
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that each was standing for; it re-
pudiates the falsehood that each fell
into; but it is of course not a mere
adding together of a falsity of ideal-
ism to the falsity of mechanistic
materialism, which is simply absurd.

Betty Gannett asserrs that in criti-
cising mechanistic materialism I am
setting up a straw man, because the
struggle with mechanistic material-
ism is long passed. This unfortun-
ately is not so. The fiercest of poli-
tical struggles in the Soviet Union
between r9z4 and r93Z was between
Stalinism and the mechanistic ma-
terialism of Bukharin, Trotsky,
Frumkin and Bogdanov. Bukharin's
widely read Theory ol Histori'cal
Materialism is really mechanistic
materialism and as such, it was
responsible for every imaginable
political error. He was criticized
both for these errors and for the

Lenin

::xil:
in the

'Marxism' of many theoreticians of
other parties, not excluding the

American Party. This is PartlY due

to a failure to see how radicallY
dialectical materialism departs from
mechanistic materialism, in other
words from the total rejection of the
rational kernel of idealism instead
of really taking the trouble to master
the positive contributions of Hegel
and Kant to our notion of an ever
changing, ever developing world, in
which opposite characteristics inter-
penetrate, in which things constantly
manifest new, unexpected and op-
posite properties in new relations, in
which our knowledge is both re-
lative and absolute, and above all in
which Dialectical Materialism itself
must never become a mere dogma
totally divorced from life and science
and changing conditions, but a live
portion of total human thought,
deriving new conceptions from the
living philosophy of our day just as

Marx and Engels did in their time.
As Lenin once said: "We cannot
limit ourselves to Communist con-
clusions and imbibe only Commu-
nist slogans. You will not create
Communism that way. You can be-
come Communists only when you
have enriched your minds with the
knoyledge of all the wealth which
humanity has created."

- + Stalio oo Bukhario zs a theoreticiat: prob-
lemt ot' .Leninism, p. 275; see also -anv pagisof -criticism in the Textbooh ol Marxii pbiio-
toPblt.



MARXISM & IDEALISM:
A RE.JOINDER

By BETTY GANNETT

IN rnr nrvrnrv* of the pamphlet
Marxism and Modern ldeaJism, I
maintained that Lewis too often
gives us a non-historical treatment
of materialism and idealism and
blurs the hese
two basic that
he genera dia-
lectics wi at-
tributing to idealism as a whole a
dynamic and critical essence; and
that in connection with the theory of
knowledge he at times treats reiati-
vism as the essence of dialectics,
thereby tending to creare doubt in
the capab.ility of human knowledge
to attain objective truth.

Lewis' reply has in no way weak-
ened the general correctness of this
criticism. If anything, it is borne out
by the elaboration, in Lewis' reply,
of the very ideas I criticized.

Dialectical materialism is the ac-
tive revolutionary thecretical weapon
of the working class in the struggle
to transform the worlcl. It therefore
cannot be relegated to ivory tower
cliscussions. This has been amply
stressed in the recent discussion on
the philosophical front in the Soviet
Union as brilliantly summarized by
Comrade Zhdanov.** That is why

" Betty Gzonett, "On a Study of Marxism and
Idcalism," l?ol.itical. Affairc, May, 7947.{ * A. A. Zhdanov, "On the History of Philo
sophy," Political Afraitt, AWil, 194a.
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Communists, even those who are
not specialists in philosophy, must
concern themselves with theoretical
questions arising in the realm of phi-
Iosophy.

Let me therefore amplify my criti-
cism in the light of Ler,vis' reply.

In the reading of Marrism and
Modern ldealism I was disturbed by
the fact that Lewis treats mainly the
avowed theological and irrationalist
idealists. He does not subject to criti-
cism the current idealist philosophi-
cal schools r,vhose genealogy can be
traced to Mach, and beyond to Berke-
Iey, and Hume, that is: pragmatism,
instrumentalism, "logical positivism,"
"logical empiricism," the whole se-

mantic school, etc. These hybrids of
idealism are, for their subtlety, the
more dangerous and therefore most
necessary to be exposed.

The reason for my misgiving is
made clear by Lewis' reply.

Lewis, in his opening paragraph,
speaks of divergencies in philosophy
between the "irrationalist and sub-
jective" schools and the rise of a "new
form of materialism which is gener-
ally known as 'naturalism'" and "has
definite affiliations with dialectical
materialism." In another passage hc
points out that "the number of skep-
tical philosophers is rather small."
This leaves no other conclusion but
that the main trend in the camp of
professorial philosophy today is the
"new form of materialism."

What is this "new form of mate-
rialism" ? Lewis cannot avoid aniwer-
ing this question by telling us to "ar-
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gue in _terms of the trends of ry47
rather than in those of 1847." Wheth-
er now or a hundred years ago, the
demand of science is for concrete-
ness.

In fact, one cannot help but ask
the question: What is this "new
form of materialism," coming as it
does after dialectical materialism ?

Is it the "neo-realism" or "neu,tral
monism" of Russell ? Is it the philos-
ophy of "emergent evolution" of
Morgan or Alexanderl Is it the phi-
losophy of Whitehead, whom Lewis
quotes uncritically on several occa-
sions in his pamphlet ? Is it the vari-
ous shadings of "logical positivism"
and the semantic trend which adver-
tises itself as the "curer of all evils"
by eliminating the imperfection of
language and its use ? Or, is it per-
haps the pragmatism . of Peirce,
]ames, Dewey and their followers
in the United States (which accord-
ing to Lewis is already a dead let-
ter) ?

These schools of bourgeois thought
pretend to have discovered a philoso-
phy that stands above idealism and
materialism. They are the so-called
"third force" in the struggle between
materialism and idealism. But the
contemporary political scene has
shown us that the "third force" is a

disguise for serving one force-the
imperialist-against the other force

-the anti-imperialist. So also in phi-
losophy, the "third force" is a dis-
guise for serving one force-the ideal-
ist-against the other force-the ma-
terialist. The hostility of these philo-

sophical currents to dialectical mate-
rialism well betrays their service to
imperialism.

Their use of "scientific data," of
"material facts," cannot hide their re-
nunciation of the objective material
source of human knowledge, hence
of all scientific knowledge. In the
forty years since Lenin wrote his
great work, Materialism and Empirio-
Criticisrn (whose devastating analy-
sis of the empiricists then is today
equally valid for the "new schools"),
the retrogression and decay of bour-
geois philosophical thought has
markedly intensifi.ed. This process
became inevitable with the setting
in and further deepening of the gen-
eral crisis of capitalism.

This is the salient point that a

Marxist must emphasize when speak-
ing of "modern" philosophy.

Is this to say that there are no
individual philosophers who are
moving away from idealism and
skepticism in the direction of mate-
rialism ? Of course not. But to the ex-
tent that they are, they are moving
in the direction not of a "new form
of materialism," but tor.vard dialec-
tical materialism, toward Marxism.
In the United States, Professor Roy
Wood Sellars, and a number of men
who have gathered around him, i[-
lustrate this. And these philosophers
can be helped finally to adoPt the
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charge would indeed be a serious onb,
were it borne out by text in my re-
vrew.

Lewis lists Hegel's positive con-
tributions. One could perhaps extend
the list. But for what purposel Is it
to prove that Hegel was a dialecti-
cian? Who denies that?

In my review I take issue with
Lewis in referring to Marxism as
"revolutionized Hegelianism" and I
state in part the following:

Hegel, it is well known, was the
most advanced bourgeois philosopher,
in fact the greatest thinker of bourgeois
classical philosophy. Hegel's philosophy
represented the culmination of Ger-
man classical idealism. Contrary to r8th
century materialism, which viewed the
world as static and fixed and not in a
continuous process of development,
Hegel outlined the basic features of
dialectics, the laws of motion in nature,
society, and human thought.

But Hegel, while outlining the dia-
lectical process, developed the laws of
dialectics in an idealistic form, as the
dialectical development of the Absolute
Idea, with the real world as the reflec-
tion of the Absolute Idea. . Thus
despite the great depth and richness of

ist trends.

crete, to state from which ',new form

riched and developed since its crea-
tion by the genius of Marx and En-
gels. The achievemenrs in the na-
tural sciences (whose recent discov-
eries are a brilliant confirmation of

been the basis for the further de-
velopment of Marxism by Lenin and
after him by Stalin. Anj this devel_

bourgeoisie is not capable of creat-
ing a "living philosophy." This was
abundantly shown by Lenin.

II
Lewis accuses me of a gross "un-

derestimation of Ffegel," o1 pouring
"unutterable scorn" upon him. Hii
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Certainly this statement cannot be
characterized as either "underestima-
tion" or "unutterable scorn" of
Hegel. It is an attempt to give, in
sketchiest outline, the basic defect of
Hegel's dialectics in relation to his
basic contribution.

What then is the central point of
the controversyl It is the relationship
of dialectical materialism to Hegel-
ian dialectics.

Lewis'picture of the Hegelian dia-
lectic leaves out the qualitative dis-
tinction between Marxian dialectics
and Hegelian dialectics.

After enumerating the positive con-
tributions of Hegel, Lewis says:

Now all this is only the baldest sum-
mary of what every instructed Marxist
recognises as the permanent contribt-
tion of Hegel to Marxism. For Marx
takes over tlte tultole ol this. To talk
of destroying Hegelianism is sheer non-
sense. On the contrary "It is standing
on its head and must be turned right
side up." (Marx.) In other words, in
the phrase I used to which Betty Gan-
nett so strongly objects, it must be
"revolutionised." What does this meanl
Hegel's mistake was to derive the
changing material universe and histori-
cal development from changing and
developing "idea."

Earlier he says:

IHegel] pictures the form of the
new society arising within the womb
of the old until it bursts forth from it
just as a chicken bursts from its shell.

Marx followed Hegel when he
showed that capitalism contains the
germ of socialism as a contradiction
within it.

IJnfortunately, Lewis here echoes
the view taken by Harold Laski and
others that Marx acted as mere com-
piler and editor of antecedent con-
tributions in philosophy. Marxism is
treated primarily as an "evolution-
ary" development from the "pastr"
especially from Hegel, and not as a
qualitatively new theory of philoso-
phy, a "philosophy which for the
first time has become science."
(Zhdanov.)

Marxism discerns in the philoso-
phy of Hegel the basic contradiction
between his idealist, mystical system
and his dialectical method. If Hegel's
dialectic method contained within it-
self the notion of ever-lasting change
and development, his dogmatic ideal-
ist system (his Absolute Idea) pro-
claimed the end of all development.
To gloss over the contradiction be-
tween the system and the method
is not to understand why Hegel's
dialectic method was necessdrily dis-
torted and contradicted by his ideal-
rst system,

How does Engels deal with this
question I

Engels, after showing dialectical
development as a "process of becom-
ing and passing away, of endless
ascendancy from the lower to the
higher," says in no uncertain terms:

. . . in Hegel the above development
is not to be found in such preiision.
It is a necessary conclusion from his
method, but one which he himself
never drew with such explicitness, And
this, indeed, for the simple reason that
he was compelled to make a system,
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and, in accordance with all the tradi-
tional requirements, a system of philos-
ophy must conclude with some sort of
absolute truth. . . In this way, how-
ever, the whole dogmatic content of
the Hegelian system is declared to be
absolute trtth, in contradiction to his
dialectical method, which dissolves all
dogmatism. Thus the revolutionary side
becomes sruotrhered beneath the over-
growth of the conservative side. (My
emphasis-B.G.)*

So, too, Zdhatov, after showing
that Hegelianism was the last of the
systems which "laid claim to the
knowledge of absolute truth in the
ultimate sense," states:

Hegel counted on solving all con-
tradictions, but fell into a hopeless con-
tradiction r,vith the dialectical method
which he himself had divined but not
understood, and hence applied incor-
rectly.

It is false to speak of Marx taking
over "the whole" of the dialectical
method of Hegel. Marx not only
freed the Hegelian method from
its mystical, idealist husk and confu-
sion (isolated it from the "dung-
hill of absolute idealism"-Lenin),
but fundamentally reworked the dia-
lectical method itself, for the first
time transforming dialectics into an
instrument of scientific knowledge.
This is the meaning of turning it-
the diaiectic method and not Hegel-
ianism-"right side up."

Only when the dialectical method
has a materialist foundation, can dia-

* Frederick Engels, "Feuerbach," Kal Marx,
lelccted lN/orht, Yol. I, pp. 422-23,

Iectics become a science of thought
which reflects truly the laws of de-

velopment of nature and society.
Only then can it serve man as a

guide in his activity of reacting upon
and transforming the world.

An additional point must not be

overlooked. One cannot'help but in-
fer that Lewis also exaggerates the
contributions of Hegel in applying
the historical outlook to the devel-
opment of society. To say as Lewis
does that "Marx followed Hegel"
in showing the "germs of socialism"
in capitalist society is really to belittle,
and therefore to distort, the world-
transforming significance of histori-
cal materialism. For while Marx crit-
ically analyzed the present society
to reveal the process into the future,
Hegel congealed the social present
in i static and reactionary mold.

Engels (in Dialectics of Nature,
Luduig Feuerbach, and elsewhere)
showed that Hegel was unable con-
sistently to apply the historical out-
look to the development of nature,
let alone social life, precisely because

he rvas an idealist. In the sphere of
the history showed
that Hegel y little"
and thar p is "the
most obsolet '* Marx,
who formulated the science of his-
tory, thus drove idealism, as Lenin
often said, from its last refuge.

Marxist philosophy is a profound
qualitative "leap" from all philo-
sophical systems of the past, creat-

'V. I. Lcnin: Pbilotofh*al Notebooks, \us'
siao Edition, p. ?)1,
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ing a new scientific world outlook,
opining a new stage in the historY
of philosophy. Only with the rise

of the modern working class was it
possible to make an end to the old
unscientific philosophy and to create

a philosophy of a new type. The an-

tithesis between idealist dialectics

and materialist dialectics is the con-
fict between the bourgeois and ,the
working-class world outlook.

III

The sections in the reply of Lewis
on the "nature and ProPerty of
things" and the "relational network,"
despite many consistent dialectical
obsirvations, contains the source of
Lewis' exaltation of relativism in dia-
Iectical movement.

When Lewis asserts that the state-

ment "our knowledge of things is

relative" means this is "as far as our
knowledge takes us at Present," one

can have no quarrel with him. But
when he introduces the phrase "as

far as I know," that is an entirely
different question, because here is a

concession to solipsism, subjectivism,
and skepticism. In what way? In that
the subject "I" is taken as the basis of
knowledge and consequently there
can be no objective knowledge, all
knowledge being relative to the in-
dividual. Knowledge "as far as it
goes" means, for Marxists, the his-
torical limitations of knowledge de-
termined by the level of social ex-
perience, social practice, limitations
which are continually being trans-

cended by practice. The historical
limitations of knowledge are tem-
porary, relative. The limitless devel-

oprn.rrt of knowledge in unitY with
expanding .social practice is perma-
nent, absolute.

It was no incidental Phrase in
Lewis which prompted the criticism
that the "as far as I know" aPProach
could not but lead to relativism and
skepticism. The pamphlet is replete
with many passages of which the fol-
lowing is but a single examPle:

Knowledge, we see, is not a "reading
ofi" of the specification of an object,
but a statement of the re sult of a

Pdrticular relationship between thc
krrow.r and the known at a particular
moment and under the unique corldi'
tions of that moment Knowing is a

two-way business in rvhich the way /
approach what 1 know, what 1 do in
oider to find out lvhat it is, the con-
ditions of my krowing, are quite as

important as what the object is in
itself.x (My emphasis-B.G.)

Where would this theory of knowl-
edge lead us in relation, for example,
to a scientific study of capitalist so-

ciety? According to Lewis, we would
have to say, "as far as I know" the
society in which we live is capital-
isml "as far as I know" its main
contradiction is between the social
character of production and private
appropriation; "as far as I knowl' it
is creating the conditions for its re-
placement by socialism. But these

ire only zry conclusions, as a result
of my particular relationship to caP-

" John Lewis, Marxivn md Modern ldealitm,
p.17.
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italism,. under the unique conditions
of my knowing at this moment.

devoid of the firm, scientific knowl-
edge that could serve the working
class as a powerful instrument in itl
struggle, that could infuse the work-
ing class with confidence in the truth
and ultimate victory of its cause.

How does Lenin ihow the dialecti-
cal relation of absolute and relative

says:

proposition are relative, now expand-

itg, qoy shrinking with the growrh of
knowledge.n

In my review I discussed Lewis'
use oI the phrase "relational charac-
ter of reality," together with his
statement that "reality can be truly

- :.t. , Lenio.__selected lyork!, Internatiooal
Publishers, Vol. X-I, p. 197.

if imperfecdy known only as a con-
struct in which mind and nature are
partners." I pointed out that this
position could lend itself to an in-
terpretation that "reality itself is a
relational construct of the mind and
nature, and that therefore without
mind reality would not.be.',

Lewis replies that what he meant
by "reality constituted by its rela-
tions" is the infinite connections and
interconnections of the objective
world. He cites the very important
quotation from Stalin on our inabil-
ity to apprehend reality when iso-
lating phenomena from their inter-
connection with surrounding phe-
nomena. In the context of hii aigu-
mentation, however, the formula-

properties are "strictly relative.,, In
fact, it would seem, the "reality con-
stituted by its relarions," dissolves
the thing into its relarions.

Thus, at one point Lewis states:

- It is clear that if you sever a thing
from all its relations it cerses to exii
as that thing. It becomes something
else. Man today is the kind of man hE
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of all his conditions and relations, it is
like peeling an onion, there is, at the
end, nothing left.

If Lewis wants to prove that it is
impossible to .secure a true knowl-
edge of reality when phenomena are
isolated from their numerous (really
infinite) connections in the world, he
is, of course, correct.But above, as
in other places, Lewis goes beyond
this concept, and takes the direc-
tion of pure "relationism." His ex-
amples do not help to show the re-
lationship of the quality of things
to their connections, and the ability
of man to know things in their con-
nections. Lewis, instead, gives a to-
tally one-sided emphasis to the diffi-
culty of knowing things in their
changes and relations, with the con-
clusion that must be drawn that it
is impossible to say anything definite
about anything.

To know a thing is to know ir in
its relations. But, to reduce and dis-
solve the thing to its relations is to
eliminate matter. The British idealist
T. G. Greene used precisely this
method of reducing things to rela-
tions, and then made relations the
creation of thought in order to
achieve his idealism. The consistent
Marxist position is that things can
neither exist in an isolated state, nor
be known outside of their relations
to other things that constitute the uni-
verse. The point must be insisted
on for materialism that relations do
tlot "constitute reality" but that real-
ity consists of things, processes,
events, in all the complexities of

their relations.
"In life, in movementr" Lenin

stated, "everything exists both in it-
self and for others, in relationship to
something else, and so continually
transforms itself from one state to
another."*

But Lewis holds:

Fish may be said to have the 6xed
characteristic oI possessing two eyes.
This we now know to be not a fixed
characteristic, for if a few pinches of
a simple salt (magnesium chloride) are
added to the water in which a fish
(Fundulus) is developing, that fish will
have not two eyes, but one. Countless
similar examples can be given to show
that by themselves the factors respon-
sible for the characteristics of animals
are not able by themselves to produce
a normal type.

According to Lewis, then, since the
laboratory experience with Fundu-
lus can produce a fish with one eye,

the fish with two eyes is no longer
the normal type. By the same token,
if a philanthropic manufacturer has
somewhere at a certain moment
willed his plant to his workers, this
must be taken as proof positive that
we can no longer say there is an
irreconcilable struggle between the
classes! What Lewis' example in
reality proves is the opposite of its
intent. For the very fact that we are
able by changing the conditions of
the existence of Fundulus to pro-
duce a new characteristic in the fish
is proof that our knowledge of the

'Y. I. Leoin: Pbil'otobbical Noleloo,€, Russian
editiou, p. 83.
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fish is adequate to make such experi-
ments.

_- 
Similarly with other exarnples.

Whether lead is harder than ir-on,
and under what conditions, has been
scientifically proved in the laboratory
and_in production. For the quality of
hardness of both lead and iron is
measumble. The speed at which the
lead or iron must move to determine
their relationship is also measurable.
And the s

been scie s

therefore f
the iron.

Of highest significance in connec-
tion with this entire phase of our dis-
cussion is the following passage from
Engels:

^ In the first place, every qualitative
infinity has many quantiiative grada-
tions, e.g., shades oI color, haidness
and softness, Iength of life, etc., and
these, although qualitatively distinct,
are measurable and knowable.

may be entirely absent in one of them.*

Not qualities, but "things uith
qualities"-here is the test ;f mate-
rialism! Any departure from this
position is approach toward idealism.

-To investigare rhe specific quality
of things does not mean to- view
things as finished objects given for all
time. Scientific investigation demands

. *Frederick Engels, "Notes to Anti-Duehring,',in Dialcctict ol Narure, p- )2J.

the study of the internal definiteness
of things (the study of the self-movc-
ment peculiar to them) as the basis
of establishing their relations to orher
things. Thus, when objects (in con-
stant self-movement) change, their
mutual relations also change. In the
self-movement of an object its con-
nection to the surrounding world is
established. In turn, the surrounding
connections help us to apprehend the
unique self-movement of things.

The following example is ofiered
by way of illustration.

Marx, in studying sociery, did not
deduce the inevitable development
of society toward socialism from the
general analysis of society. Marx
studied the laws of capitalist society,
the specific laws of a definite social

socialism. The knowledge of rela-
tions of capitalism to the past and the
future establishes that capitalism is
not an et his-
torical fo the
laws of i be
replaced so-
cialism, not automatically, of course,
but by the actions of the class ex-
ploited by capitalism.

Quite at variance with this ap-
proach to the knowledge of things
in their relations is the position which
the element of the relative assumes
for Lewis, in cognition.

MARXISM & IDEALISM: A REPLY & A REIOINDER 6zl

For Lewis the relative element of
dialectical movement proceeds from
a relatiaist conception. This element
is for him the most essential and the
dominant aspect of the relation of
relative and absolute truth. It is seen

in his subjective "I" as the basis of
knowledge. It is seen in his attribut-
ing the properties of things to speci-

fic conditions, rather than showing
that the difierent properties of things
express themselves in different con-
ditions. It is seen in his statement
that "Qualities do not merely inhere
in substances but are given in the re-
lationship of the observer to the ob-
ject,"* rather than in insisting that
qualities inhere in the object regard-
less of the time or point at which the
observer perceives it. It is seen in his
examples which imply that it is im-
possible to say anything definite
about objects because of their chang-
ing conditions and relations. It is
seen, finally, in his statement that a

thing is "constituted by its relations"
instead of a constituted thing existing
in given relations.**

r John Imis, Mtxism ad Mod.qa ldealitn,
p.15.

* * I deem it io place, in concluding rhis phase
of the discussioo, to correcr an erroneous statemeot
in Lewis'answer which reflecrs on my intellectual
ro tegflry.

Lryis sates that "Betty Gannett shows how
she misunderstands aod distorts Lenin's famous
pangraph on the one-tidedaet of idealism by
putring into her quotation from lenin her own
italics, as if the emphasis wcre lenin's and not
her own (a practice to be regrerted iq contro-
versy)." The rader can check on the cor(eftness
of my quoration from lenin by referring to rhe
final paragraph of page 84 of Lenir's Selected
Wukt, Yol. XI ( Ioternational Publishers, New
York. 1941\.-8.G.

IV

In the concluding section of his
reply Lewis repeats his thesis that
Marxism took over the "'rational
kernel' of idealism."

It is unnecessary to restate here the

points made in the review in refu-

tation of this thesis. But one is justi'
fied in asking, since Lewis speaks

of the relation of Marxism to ideal-
ism: Where is there a single pas-

sage in the works of Marx, Engels,
Lenin, or Stalin, to show that Marx-
ism took over the "'rational kernel'
of idealism" ?

The passage that Lewis can find
states specifically that the "rational
kernel" was the dialectical element
in Hegel, ancl that it r.l'as extracted,
not uith, but from Hegelian ideal-
ism, which Marx termed as "the
mystical shell." Lewis will find that
in the writings of Marx, Engels,
Lenin, and Stalin, all idealist schools

of philosophy are subjected to the
most annihilating criticism; and that
the earlier materialists were criticized
not for their materialism, but for
the mechanistic and hence inconsist-
ent materialism, which opened a door
to idealism. And it could not be

otherwise. For "Marxism arose, de-

veloped, and triumphed in a merci-
less struggle against all representa-
tives of the idealist tendencY."
(Zhdanov.)
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THr nrcrNrr.y DECEAsED (April zr,
1946) Lord John Maynard Keynes
was one of the most influential econ-
omists in contemporary bourgeois
literature. His theoretical wlrks
have provoked a great deal of com-
ment in capitalist countries. All dis-
cussions among bourgeois econo-
mists during the recent period have
revolved primarily around the works
of Keynes.

In contrast to many professors,
Keynes was not a scholar who con-
fined himself to the study. He took
an active parr in guiding the eco-

. + Translated fot Political Affaht from the Bul-
letin .of the Academy of Scienies of the U.S.S.R..
D_rvrs]on ot Economics and Law, No. 4, 1946, pp.
301-3t9.

6:8

nomic policy of England. He was di-
rector of the Bank of England and
advisor to the state treasury. His
plan for financing the war, presented
in his book Horu to Pay for the War
[r94o], was the basis of the British
government's financial policy during
the war. Keynes came forward with
his own draft plan for postwar regu-
lation of world monetary circulation.
He was leader of the British delega-
tion at the Bretton Woods interna-
tional currency conference. He
headed the British delegation during
the negotiations on the U.S. loan to
England in ry45.

Keynes'writings are of great inter-
est to us for the reason that in them
present-day tendencies of develop-
ment in bourgeois political economy
find clear expression. 

,G

Keynes'first economic work, which
appeared in r9r3, dealt with the spe-
cial problem of the monetary circula-
tion and finances of India (at this
time he was working on a govern-
ment commission on Indian mone-
tary circulation and finances).
Keynes became widely known in
r9r9, after the publication of his
much talked-of book, The Economic
Consequences of the Peace. "No-
where has the Versailles Treaty been
described so well as in the book by
Keynesr" wrote Lenin.* At the
Second Congress of the Commu-
nist International, Lenin emphasized
the instructive nature of Keynes'

+ V. L Lenin, Selected lVorks, Vol. VlI,p. 289.
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conclusions, in that theY were

"drawn by an acknowledged bour-
qeois, a iuthless oPponent of Bol-

Ihevism, which he, Iike an English
philistine, pictures to himself in a

monstrous, savage and brutal
form."* In this work Keynes still
wholly aligned himself with eco-

nomic liberalism.
Soon afterward, however, his de-

He points out that the gold standard
is bound up with lowering of wages,
growth of unemployment, sharPen-
ing of economic crises, etc. Gold is

to be reduced to the position of "a
constitutional monarch, shorn of his
ancient despotic powers and com-
pelled to accept the advice of a Par-
Iiament of Banks." But gold must
remain on the throne, because of, as

Keynes wittily remarks, "the pref-
erence of Englishmen for shearing
a monarch of his powers, rather than
of his head."

An important landmark in the de-
velopment of Keynes' views is his

I lbid.., YoL X, p. 184.

article "The End of Laissez-Faire"
(roz6). In this article the funda-
i,6",it task of his later literary and

scientific work is already formulated
with great precision. This task con-

sists in the "improvement" of capi-

talism. Keynes stresses, as his pro-

found conviction, that caPitalism
"wisely managed, can ProbablY be

made more efficient for attaining
economic ends than any alternative

which shall be as efficient as possible

without ofiending our notions of a

satisfactory waY of life."* He re-

talist private property.
In r93o there appeared a major

work by Keynes, A Treatise on

Money, which contains a detailed
analysis of the problem of money'
Several of the postions outlined here
(for example, on savings and pro-
ductive accumulation) were later re-
linquished by the author. The work
should be taken, therefore, merely
as one of the steps in the formation
of his economic views.

,e*n
The world economic crisis of r9z9-

33 had considerable influence on the

-* 

J6hn" Maynard Keyoes, "The End of Laissez-
Ezie," Euayt in Persruation, 1937, p.32L.
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further evolution of Keynes' views.
If earlier his principal attention had

been concentrated on questions con-

nected with disturbances in mone-
tarv circulation and the socio-eco-

.ro-i. results of these disturbances,

now his attention was riveted to a

new problem: how to Prevent, or at
least mitigate, crises of overproduc-
tion. These problems occupied one

of the central places in all subsequent
works by Keynes.

In r93r appeared an article bY

Keynes, "Proposals for a Revenue
Taifr" (published in the New States-

nnan and Nation in March, r93r), in
which he repudiates the free trade
policy formerly defended by him and
appeals to the necessity of going over
to protectionism. This problem is
posed by the author in connection
with the much broader problern of
methods of combating economic
crises. He establishes two basic forms
for such a policy: the "expansionist,"
which seeks a solution mainly in the
extension of production by taking
every kind of measure to stimulate
the expansion of social demand, and
the "restrictionist," directing chief at-
tention to lowering production cosis
through all sorts of measures, includ-
ing the lowering of wages. Keynes
gives all the advantages to the first
variety of "anti-crisis" policy. But he
notes that this variant has its diffi-
culties, connected with the expan-
sion o[ demands on the budget and
the deterioration of the foreign
trade balance. By way of ngutraliz-
ing these dificulties he proposed the

esmblishment of a customs tarifi (r5
per c articles,

5 per several

kinds
An the fur-

ther development of KeYnes' views
is his brochure, The Means to Pro's'

perity
social
lever
direct
nomena, for achieving a rise in
prices, growth of emPloYment, etc.

AII measures of a restrictionist type
he rejects in principle, remarking
that such measures can imProve in-
dividual enterprises or branches at

the expense of other enterprises and
branches. He considers it necessary

to expand total expenditures for con-
sumption and production needs. Re-

viewing the existing situation, Keynes
comes to the conclusion that the
possibilities of expanding individual
ixpenditures are limited. In this
connection he ascribes special signi-
ficance to the growth of public, and
particularly of state, expenditures, as

a means that should compensate for
inadequacies in demand on the part
of individual consumers and private
capitalists. This growth in public
expenditures should proceed primar-
ily in the form of a development of
public works, to which Keynes then
attributed great significance. He
cornplains that hitherto the state has
spent large funds on construction
only in time of war. The develop-
ment of public works should, in his
opinion, provide impetus for the de-
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velopment of a series of production
activities, since nerv workers will
appear with additional demand for
consumers' goods.

In this work Keynes exPresses

another of his favorite ideas: the

dependence of national income on
the general volume of emPloYment.
He writes that it would be a mistake
to think that there exists a dilemma
betrveen schemes for increasing em-

ployment and schemes for balancing
the budget. "There is no possibility
of balancing the budget excePt bY

increasing the national income, which
is much the same thing as increasing
emPloYment'" 

* *

In ry36 appeared Keynes' book
The General Thcory of Employ'
rnent, Interest, and Money, in which
is presented the most systematic ac-

count of his conceptions. Several of
the ideas previously proclaimed in
fragmentary form, on the necessity
of preventing crises by stimulating
social demand, expanding state ex-
penditures, developing public rvorks
on a large scale, receive full expres-
sion in this rvork. It occupies l c.n-
tral position in the literary produc-
tion of l(eynes. All his later: rvritings
on economic theory are con)mentar-
ies on this worl<. It defines the physi-
ocnomy o[ Keynes as an economist.
It defines his place in the history of
bourgeois economic science.

Keynes' book The General Theory
of Entployment, Interest, and A4oite v
lu'd considerable infuence on world

bourgeois economic literature. nt be-

came the center of all theoretical dis-
cussions in the sphere of political
economy during the last decade. It
became the gospel of the new direc-
tion in bourgeois economic thought,
which has inscribad on its banner the
struggle for transition to a "regulated
economyr" to control of the economy,
to what bourgeois economists call a

"planned economy." In essence, ttris
is a rrratter of the further strengthefl-
ing and developrnent of state-capital-
ist enterprises, which during the war
have grown to such iarge propor-
tions.

In his articie "The Future of
Keynesian Economics,"* Wright
notes that today it is custornary to
divide all economists into two carnps

-Keynesians 
and anti-Keynesians.

The influence of Keynes grew
stronger especially during the war,
when the intervention of the state in
the economy grew sharply. During
this period the idea o[ a "regulated
economy" enioyed great popularity.
Reflec-ting this fact, the English jour-
oal The Banrter, in its issue of De-
cernber, 1944, \rlrote: "We are ali
Keynesians nowadays."** In the.for-
eign literature one frequently rneets
with the resounding phrase the
Keynesian revolution""

Of course, in connection with
Keynes' writings one cannot speani of
any revolution, or of any overturn,
not cven of any advance whatever

* David McCord 'Wrighr, "The Future o{ Key-
oesiao Economics." Anerican Econortic Rei,icu,
Iorc, 1945, p. 285.+" Tbe Banker, D*ember, 1944, p. tO7.
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in economic science' KeYnes could
not accomplish this advancg because

he relies on the methodologY, and
vulgar politi-
pupil of the
hall, and on
problems of

value, capital, source of profit, etc.,

he shareJ the views of his teachers.
In his article on Marshall, KeYnes

wrote that on the question of value
Marshall had said everything and
that after him nothing could be added
on this question.*x

Marshall's theory of value (o.,
rather, his theory of price, for Mar-
shall denies the sLrbstance of value)
Keynes compares with the Coperni-
can system. But this "Copernican
system" is purely eclectic and vulgar;
it represents an eclectic mixture of
two vulgar theories-on the one hand
the tleory of marginal utility, on the
other the theory of cost of produc-
tion. Marshall considered that price
is determined by the character of
demand and supply. He determines
demand by marginal utility, and sup-
ply by cost of production, which he
makes dependent not only on labor,
but also on the notorious "abstinence"
of the capitalist.

moods and views of bourgeois circles.

To this must bc added the fact that
Kevnes' views have had considerable
infuence on the theoretical works
of Laborites. For instance, the most
prominent of the Laborites occuPy-

ing themselves with economic mat-
teri [G D. H.] Cole, who consid-
ers himself a follower of []ohn A.]
Hobson, in his recent works rePeats

the principal tenets of Keynes almost
word for word.

The theoretical works of Keynes
represent an attempt to reconstruct
bourgeois political economy in cir-
cumstances of the general crisis of
capitalism. In the first place, this
reconstruction refects the fact that
present-day bourgeois economists are
no longer in a position to keep silent
about such "disagreeable" facts as

mass unemployment. In the second
place, it represents spasmodic search-
ings by the bourgeoisie for new
methods of fortifying the staggering
capitalist system, particularly on the
basis of national economic planning,
which has produced such brilliant
results in the U.S.S.R. In the third
place, it represents an attempt to
flirt with the workers and broad
democratic circles in general.

Keynesl works interest us, not be- * ik *
cause they indicate anything new
in the development of scientific po- The chief "innovation" of Keynes
litical economy, but because they consists in his attempt to create a gen-

give theoretical expression to th; eral theory of employment.

- 
" F* Marr, characterizrion 

trn order to elucidate the meaning

cconq.y w cabitat, ,rr. ,, ,t1,.I""'"tff"lit"flTl oJ this theory, which now occupies
ri.r,.,s,_p. )3.n.-Ed. ' -_- ----.- --- the center of attention among Eng_

" Joho Maynard Kevoes. Euau in Biosrattbt. ,. , ;
1913, p. 222. llsh boUrgeots ecOnomrsts, lt lS neces-
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sary to clarify some of Keynes' prem-
ises. According to his doctrine, con-
temporary capitalism has one verY
serious fault-mass unemployment.
Keynes is forced to acknowledge
that this is not an accidental, but an

organic fault, and that it has taken
on such proportions as make it no
Ionger tolerable. Chronic mass un-
employment bears concealed in it a

serious threat to capitalism, But

ably curtailing unemployment, while
preserving the foundations of the
capitalist order. The answer to this
question he seeks in a theory of em-
ployment which is supposed to ascer-

tain the factors determining the gen-
eral volume of employment, the dy-
namics of employment.

In bourgeois political economy un-
til recent times, the point of view
widely held was that in the "normal"
situation, which is the point of de-

parture for economic theory (and the
normal situation is identified by bour-
geois economists with that of equili-
brium), all the actual production consider unemployment as an acci-
factors, including labor power, are dental phenomenon. He was forced
fully loaded. From this point of to acknowledge that the full employ-
view labor power must be consid- ment of labor is by no means a

ered a scarce factor, which limits the normal and universal fact. Theory
possibitrities for the extension of pro- must also take into account instances
duction, because it is in short sup- of partial, incomplete employment.
ply. The scarcity of labor power (or Hence the conclusion that full em-
"Iabor") is elevated by the bourgeois ployment is not a self-understood
cconomists into one of the funda- fact, but a case which ,eq'ir-ifc$ e.\-

6+r

mental dogmas of economic science,

into a most important condition of
operation of the law of value. Ob-

unemployment only, as the result of
a deviation from the theoretically
assumed case, occurring, for example,
in connection with insufficient labor
mobility, with the fact that workers
fail to accommodate themselves to
changed dcmands for labor Power
in various branches of production.
In some branches a surplus of labor
power appears because in other
branches t}ere is a shortage. Start-
ing from such an approach to the
question, ,the well-known English
economist Cannan asserted that gen-
eral unemployment is impossible,
that only partial unemployment is
possible.

In the face of a growth in unem-
ployment in the r92o's that was un-
precedented in the history of capi-
talism, Keynes was conapelled to
raise the question of revising this tra-
ditional dogma. He was forced to de-
clare that economic theory cannot
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planation and is possible only under
definite conditions. Full employ-
ment must be striven for and not
taken as a condition that can be as-

sumed as existing from the start.
The fundamental conclusion, for

the sake of which Keynes' book The
General Theory ol Employrtent, In-
tcrest, and Money was written,
amoLlnts to an admission that full
employment canrot be attained by
purely automatic means, in a spon-
taneous fashion, through the mech-
e,nisrn of capitalist competition. Full
employment, according to Keynes,
can be realized only on the basis of
definite state regulation of the econ-
omy, o11 the bcsis of a system of
measLrres of economic policy actively
influencing social dernand. In this
way Keynes tries to introduce some
sort of theoretical basis into the slo-
gan of a "planned" narional econ-
orny, nor/v sc popular among Britisl-r
bourgeois public figures.

The meaning of dre I(eynesian
theory of employmenr consists in an
attempt to repl:rce ail sorts o[ chance
rnethods ancl variants of "planning"
capitaLsm, so widespread in bour-
Eeois economic literature,'by a sys-
tematic theory, which would deduce
all these ruethods from an analysis
of the factors rletermininq the gen-
eral volume of production and in-
vrlst me nts' 

,,1. y.. 16

''. irc srarting point of their theory
rrlt cmploymcnt is thc 1>ropositio:r
tlr:rt rlt the loot of ali the ec,rnomic

difficulties of present-day capitalism
lies the inadequacy of demand. The
peculiarity of Keynes'view is that he
looks upon consumers' and produc-
ers'demand as two independents, de-
veloping to a considerable degree in-
dependently of each other, so that a

big rise in one type of demand can
compensate for an inadequacy in the
other type of demand. In connecEion
with this, Keynes establishes the ex-
istence of two rnethods of increasing
the eflectiveness of demand-in the
first place, measures stimulating the
expansion of consumers' demand, in
the second place, measures forcing
productive accumuladon (invest-
ment). Keynes' doctrine is based on a
combination of two theories--under-
consumption and inadequacy of pro-
cluctive consumption. He indicates
that underconsumption would not
be such a great cvil, were it pos-
sible to compensate foi- it by a growrh
in productive accumulation, inas-
much as the latter leads to a general
growth in employment and conse-
quently in national income. I-Iere
Keynes ignores the facr that wirh ttie
inteusification of capitalist accurnu-
tration the contrrCictiol betrveen pro-
duction and consumption grt*,,
more acute.

1'hc rhcory of undcrc,rnsunli)tiul
occupies an important place in the
system o[ [r.cynes' economic views.
I-ike other exponenrs o[ this rheor.v,
ire takes as his initiatr premise the
primacy of consumption, dei--larinsl
that consumption is the sole lim antl
object c.,f evcry kind iii economic ac-
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tivity. "Aggregate demand can be
derived only from present consump-
tion or from present provision for
future consumption."* "Thus, since
the expectation of consumption is
the only raison A&re of employment,
there should be nothing paradoxi-
cal in the conclusion that a dimin-
ished propensity to consume has, ret.
pdr.,** a depressing efiect on em-
ployment."**x Keynes repeats the
usual error of defenders of the un-
derconsumption theory. He ignores
the fact that in conditions of bour-
geois society consumption develops
subsequent to production. He con-
siders the contradiction between pro-
duction and consumption indepen-
dently of the whole system of capital-
ist contradictions.,k'(,t,t The essence
of Keynes'theory, which is known in
literature as "Keynes's law," amounts
to this, that the dimensions of per-
sonal consumption grow along with
the growth of individual income, but
not at the same rate, in other words,
that there is a relative decline in ex-
penditure for personal consumption
lnd, correspondingly, a rise in inter-
est on saved income.

Keynes does not pose the question
o[ the social roots of this "law," its
historical limits, its dependence on
the antagonistic conditions of dis-
tribution of bourgeois society. He is
inclined to treat this "law" as an eter-

i!
'" Tbe Generut Theory, p. 2ll.
'"'" Ibid., p. 212.

nal necessity, flowing from peculiari-
ties of human nature, as an immut-
able psychological law, which can be
put down beside Gossen's notorious
law of diminishing utility. Even
bourgeois economists have been
forced to note the groundlessness of
such a treatment. Thus, for example,
in articles by Staehle* and EIiz-
abeth W. Gilboy** it was pointed
out that "Keynes' law" is insep-
arably connected with the existing
system of distribution, with the con-
centration of huge incomes in the
hands of share companies, which use
a considerable portion of these in-
comes to form capital reserves. In
these articles it is noted that, were it
not for the existence of such enor-
mous diflerences in wealth, the reg-
ularities established by Keynes in
the movment of consumption would
fall away.

The basic fault in Keynes' con-
sumption doctrine consists in his
ignoring the class nature of con-
sumption in bourgeois society. He
sets up a single law of consumption
for all classes, forgetting that work-
ers' consumption is of an altogether
difierent nature from capitalists'
consumption. Workers' consumption
is subordinated to the law of value
of labor power, the law of relative
and absolute impoverishment; where-
as the consumption of tle capitalists
is determined by the dimensions of

{ Hans Staehle, "Shon-Period Variations in
the Disrributioos of Income," Rwieu ol Eco-
nomic Statittict, Aueust, 1937.i* Elizabeth !7. Gilbov. "The Prooensir to
Consume," Quartuly !orrhal ol Ecoto'mict,'Nv
rember, 19J8.
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surplus vdue, which secure to the
capitalists an increase in luxuries
along with a simultaneous increasc
in capital accumulation.

lnstead of the qualitative differ-
ence in the conditions of consump-
tion of the individual classes in bour-
geois societies, Keynes establishcs
only quantitativc difiorences accord-
ing to the relative weight of interest
on saved income.

t * '*

The faultiness of the Keynesian
methodology is plainly manifested
in his consideration of the question
of the expedience of introducing
certain corrections in the existing
system of social distribution. On this
question he went through a certain
evolution. la The Economic Coi-
sequcncet ol the Pcace Keynes saw a
basic justification for the enormous
inequality in wealth that is charac-
teristic of bourgeois society in the
fact that it creates favorable condi-
tions for capital accumulation. In
Thc General Thcory ol Employ-
ment, Interest, and Money Keynes
rejects this argument. He brings for-
ward a ncw consideration, that thc
prcscnce of great inequality in wealth
has an unfavorable influence on con-
sumer demand, inasmuch as a signifi-
cant percentage of saved income is
seen to be in the higher income
groups. In the interest of strengthen-
ing consumcr demand Keynes con-
siders it expedient to adopt measures
that should to some extent mitigate
the existing inequaliry in the dis-

tribution of national income (for in-
high taxes on
ps). ActuallY
purely rhetori-
at bottom de-

signed to create among the workers
the illusion that it is possible to im'
prove their condition while preserv-

ing capitalist wage slaverY.
The thcory of underconsumPtion

is not new. But with the KeYnesian
treatrnent it acquires new features,
reflccting modern sociocconomic
conditions. The old defenders of this
theory (in England its most eminent
exponcnt was Hobson) laid chief
stress on the disproportion bctwecn
thc growth of production of, consum-
crs' goods and the demand for tlosc
goods, whereas from Keynes' point
of view this disproportion plays a
subordinate role. He sees the prin-
cipal cvil in the growth of monctary
accumulation. He counterposes mon-
etary accumulation (saving) to Pro-
ductive accumulation. Keynes par-
ticularly cmphasizes the fact that
monetary accumulation by no means
always signifies a grorarth in produc-
tion acoumulation. Thc philippics
directed by Keynes against monctary
accumulation reflcct thc fact that in
the epoch of the gencral crisis of capi-
talism there is formed an enormous
mass of inactive capital, not being
used either for consumption or for
the expansion of production. This
mass of capitals is a dead weight on
the national economy. Keynes con-
sidere it neccssary to draw attention
to the social danger connected with

the freezing of enormous masses of
capital. His underconsumption thc-
ory reflects, as in a crooked mirror,
an extremely important tendency of
present-day capitalism.

Keynes thus sces the basic evil in
the growth of monetary accumula-
tion, or saving. He looks upon sav-

ing as an embezzlement bf the pur-
chasing power of society. In sharp-
ening his struggle against saving,
Keynes thinks it necessary to rise
to the defense of such reactionary
ideologists of wasteful consumption
as Malthus. He charges bourgeois
political economy with underrating
Malthus, who, he says, was ddend-
ing correct positions in the polemic
with Ricardo on the question of
markets. Keynes thinks it necessary
to encourage all types of consum-
ption, even the most wasteful and
paradoxical (some of Keynes' follow-
erg for example, [Joan] Robinson,*
went so far as to say that in time
of crisis it would not be a bad idea
to organize such works as . . . the
construction of "pyramids").

'it * *

The central place in the system of
Keynes' economic views is occupied,
however, by thc question of produc-
ers' rather than consumers' demand.
He pays particular attention to analy-
sis of the factors impeding produc-
tive accumulatioh. In this sphere the
decisive role is, in his opinion, played
by two factors-the profitability of

' Vqs atd Man ol Rob*il&np, edited bv
Donald Tyerm, 191), p. 21,

capital, or, in his terminology, the
marginal efficiency of capital, and the
rate of interest on loans. KeYnes
shows the general tendency character-
istic of vulgar economy, which is ex-
pressed in the complete severance of
monetary and industrial capital. Ac-

that with the expansion of capital its
profitability declines. Keynes starts
from the premise that the entrepre-
neur will extend production and pre-
sent a demand for additional capital
until the average rate of profit is
equal to the average interest rate. In
such a treatment great significance
is ascribed to the level of interest on
loan capital as a factor limiting
productive accumulation. One of
i(eynes' favorite ideas is that tle
struggle against crises and uncm-
ployment can be developed only by
means of a struggle againsc interest,
by means of cheap or evcn free
credit. In order to give this thesis a

foundation Keynes decided to revise
the theory of interest.

The principal "innovation" intro-
duced by Keyucs in the theory of in,
terest consists it dcfning interest'st
a purely "rnonetlry phenomenon."
The interest ratc depends, according
to him, on the one hand, on the
demand for ready money; on t}e
other hand, on the supply of money.
The basis for the existence of interest
is seen by Keynes in the so-called
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"liquidiry-preference," i.e., in the cap-
italists' striving to Preserve their
wealth in the most liquid form, the
form of ready rnoney. In other
words, liquidity-pre{erence is the
tendency toward the forrnation of
monetary hoards (hoarding). Ac-
cording to Keynes, the preference
for cash determines the level of the
interest rate. The higher the capital-
ist values this liquid forrn of wealth,
the less ready he is to be parted from
it-the greater must be the comPen-
sation for his temporary renunciation
of the possession of the most liquid
forrn of wealth. In other words, the
rate of interest expresses the degree
of preference for money in compari-
son with other forms of wealth.

The rate of interest, according to
Keynes, is found to depend on two
factors-on the "liquidity-preference"
and on the quantity of money in
circulation. The rate of interest varies
directly as the degree of "liquidity-
preference" and indirectly as the
quantity of money. Hence his con-
clusion as to the dependence of the
interest rate on currency policy.

Keynes' theory of interest reflects
as in a crooked mirror certain tend-
encies of capitalist production which
manifest themselves most forcefuliy
during a crisis. At the most acute
moments of the crisis the striving to
preserve capital begins to play a sub-
stantial role, overshadowing the basic
stimulus of the capitalist to get a
large profit. Precisely at such mo-
ments the need for credit expresses
not so much a demand for loan capi-

tal as a demand for ready money,
since the majority of capitalists have

capitals at their disposal, but in com-
modity, i.a., non-liquid form. The
acute need for credit at such mo-
ments is connected with the need
for means of payment, necessary for
the liquidation of debts' At those
moments the possession of cash is
for the capitalist a matter of life and
death. The question as to whether
the capitalist will succeed in fore-
stalling bankruptcy or not depends
on the possession of cash. At such
moments the rate of interest on loans
may reach the level of the rate of
profit, since for the capitalist the
meaning of the credit transaction lies
not in enrichment, but in the preser-
vation of his own capital. At the
same time, the capitalist is very un-
willing to part with cash. All these
phenomena express an exreme
sharpening of the contradiction be-

tweer commodity and money. "The
use-value of commodities becomes
valueless, and their value vanishes
in the presence of its own independ-
ent form. . . . As the hart pants after
fresh water, so pants his [i.e., the
capitalist's - Transl.] soul after
mone/r the only wealth. In a crisis,
the antithesis between commodities
and their value-form, money, be-
comes heightened into an absolute
contradiction,"*

Keynes' method amounts to this,
then, that he took certain tendencies
characteristic of crises, isolated them
from capitalist reproduction, from

r Karl Mau, CaEital, Yol. I, p. 11r.

the basic process of production of
surplus value, and endowed them
with an absolute character. As a re-
suit, ilterest is presented as a purely
"monetary phenomenon," independ-
ent of capitalist profit. Given such a
framework, the problem of loan cap-
ital as a specific form of capital, fell
altogether out of the picture. In
Keynes' notion capitalist credit in-
volves only the transfer of money,
not of capital.

The erroneous identification of
money and loan capital underlies
Keynes' thesis on the dependence of
the interest rate on the quantiry of
money in circulation. In Volume III
of Capital Marx showed with ex-
haustive completeness that "the mass
of the loan capital is quite difierent
Irom the quantity of the currency."*

IJow often the same piece of money
may figure as loan capital depends, ai
we have shown above, on

r) How often it realizes commodity
values by sale or payment, hence trans-
fers capital, and, further, how often it
realizes revenue. How often it gets into
other hands as realized value, whether
of capital or of revenue, depends, there-
fore, obviously upon the volurne and
mass o[ the actual Lransactions;

z) This depends on the economy of
paylnents and on the development and
organization of thc credit sysrem;

3) Finally, on the concarenation and
velocity of action of the credits

Capitalist pracrice provides numer-

' Karl .Marx, Capital, Yol. m, p. 586.
" Ibi4tr., p. 597. (Tmnslatioi bf Ker Edition

e Ir.nged slighrly ro correspond to original German.
-Translator. )
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ous illustrations of the proposition
that a change in the quantity of
money in circulation does not always
correspond in direction and inten-
sity with the movement of loan
capitals.

The Keynesian theory of interest
bears very marked traces of the gen-
eral crisis of capitalism. The tradi-
tional bourgeois doctrine is premised
on the notion that the drive for the
accumulation of monetary hoards is
characteristic only of the most back-
ward producers, of the hinterland
that is not drawn into the whirlpool
of modern commerce. Therefore it
considers it possible to abstracr from
this drive as untypical, uncharacter-
istic of the developed capitalist order,
whereas Keynes gives the hoarding
tendency a prominent place. In doing
this he puts forward a very curious
line of argument. He writes that
money as a store of wealth is a
barometer that indicates the degree
of our disrust in our own calcula-
tions and notions about the fu-
ture. Keynes calls special atten-
tion to the capitalists' lack of
confidence in the morrow, the fear
of new iflveJtments, the preference
for holding capital in liquid form,
even though this will not bring a
profit. It is not accidental that, after
a more detailed analysis of the
motives that give rise ro "liquidity-
preference," particularly after a con-
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sideration of the motives that mani-
fest themselves in the sphere of spec-

"bears." Keynes ascribes special sig-

nificance to the latter. Thee are the
ones who display a tendency to con-
vert shares and valuable paper of all
sorts into hard cash. It is procisely
the "bears" who are the living em-
bodiment of "liquidity-preference."

Keynes' theory of intcrest has two
objects in view. In the first place,
it strives to discredit interest, to show
its negative role in the national eco-

nomic development. On this point
the outlook of Keynes differs from
the traditional English treatment of
interest as the "price of abstention."
The latter treatment was connected
with the notion that interest stimu-
lates "savingr" accumulation of capi-
tal, and thus creates the conditions
for expanding production. In con-
trast to this defense of interest,
Keynes strives to show that interest
is based on the tendency to retain
capitals in monetary form, i.c., it a

form not directly fit for production,
and so in a sterile form. The stronger
the stimulus of "liquidity-prefer-
ence," the harder it is for capitals
to enter production. Hence, the con-
clusion suggests itself that the maxi-
mum lowering of interest is needed.
Cheap credit is viewed as the prin-
cipal lever for the realization of ex-
tended reproduction. Keynes puts
forward the point of view that if one

manages to get rid of moneY caPital
and reduce interest to zero, then
capitalist economics will lose most
of its negative traits. Such an atti-
tude to money capital reflects moods
that have arisen in some bourgeois
circles in the epoch of world-wide
economic crisis, when the "drop in
prices made the position of debtors
(manufacturers, artisans, Peasants,
etc.) intolerablg while, on the other
hand, it placed the creditors in an
unpreccdentedly privileged position.
Such a situation was bound to lead,
and actually did lead, to the mass

bankruptry of firms and of indi-
vidual entrepreneurs."*

In the second place, Keynes strives
to demonstrate the possibility of reg-
ulating interett. He makes the rate
of interest dependent on the mass of
money in circulation. With the
growth of the latter, the rate of in-
terest must fall. Hence the conclu-
sion that tle leading credit institu-
tions, by regulating the quantity of
mone/r have at their disposal a most
important lever for affecting the in-
terest rate- And inasmuch as oppor-
tunities for productive accumulation
and increase in capital invesunent
depend on tle rate of interest, it
turns out that the fate of extended
reproduction lies in the hands of the
state, which through the credit mech-
anism can influence the "business
cycle." Thus the Keynesian theory
of interest is an important link with
the aid of which its author tries to

'Jmeh Salla, Iprioitm: Selected Vritha,
1942, p. 1OA.
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prove the possibility of "planning"
capitalism. But for this reason, of
course, it does not become any more
correct. on the contrary, its wrong-
ness only provides a new illustration
of the insubstantiality of the thesis
that the bourgeois state disposes of
the necessary levers for administer-
ing social n:**:*. 

_

Keynes' thcory of interest is alto-
gether powerless to cxplain the eco-
nomic difficulties experienced by
coDtemporary capitalism. For inter-
est has existed through the whole
extent of capitalist development and
even in pre-capitalist formations. In
the rgth century the rate of interest
was in any case not lower than dur-
ing the last decades. How explain the
lusty development of capitalism in
that former epochl Why are the
high tempos of that time beyond the
strength of contemporary capital-
isml For an answer to this question
Keynes turns to the third factor
which,-according to his teaching,
determines the general volume of
employment,
of efrciency,
capital- The
tury capitalism lay, according to him,
in the fact that at that time the
profitability of capital was consider-
ably greater. Therefore a high rate
of interest could, without much
trouble, be combined with a high
rate of profit. Today the situation
has changed. Today even a not very
high rate of interest creates serious

obstacles to the growth of capital
investment. Thus it turns out that
the main source of the economic
difficulties of contemporary capital-
ism must be sought not so much in
the problem of interest as in the
problem of the efrciency of capital
investrnent. The latter problem
comes forth as the decisive link in
the whole concepti{on of Keynes. Yet
this problem receives at his hands an
altogether incorrect solution.

On this point the viciousness of
Keynes'methodology and the vulgar
character of this theory are particu-
larly clearly expressed.

Keynes does not occupy himself
with the problem of thc source of
profit. In his main work, The Gen-
erol Thcory ol EmplaTnent, Intcr-
cst, ofld Money, he only touches this
question in passing. The basis for
the fact that capital yields incomes
exceeding the costs of its recoupment
Keynes finds in the scarcity of capi-
tal. Hence flows one of his leading
ideas, that with the expansion of
capital its efficiency or profitability
falls. This conclusion, as we shall
see below, has decisive significance
for his evaluadon of the perspectives
of capitalist development. Keynes'
attention falls mostly on the question
of the factors deterrnining the fuctu-
ations in the profitability of capital.
On this quertion he continues the
worst traditions of vulgar political
economy. Keynes' innovation con-
sists in the fact that he makes the
profitability of capital depend not so
much on revenue received as on
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anticipated revenue. Suc\ an ap-
proach opens a broad vista for the
acknowledgement of the influence
of all sorts of psychological factors.
The capitalist's calculations on the
future, his evaluation of the perspec-
tives of developmer,-t, his hopes, fears,
expectations, etc., are transformed
into an independent power deter-
mining the movement of entrepre-
neurial revenue. Keynes himself ad-
mits the extreme inaccuracy of all
the capitalist's calculations on the
future;* nevertheless, he attributes to
these calculations a decisive influence
on the movement of profit. In this
instance Keynes is in essence only
generalizing the practice of those
who play the stock market-in stock
exchange speculation, gamblers' cal-
culations on the future play an inde-
pendent role in determining the
movements of securities.

The protrusion into th'e fore-
ground of purely psychological
factors is clearly expressed in Keynes'
cycle theory. Crisis, from his point of
view, signifies a sharp and sudden
liquidation of the optimisric illusions
predominating among entrepreneurs
during the upward phase. Moods of
excessive optimism give place to
moods of excessive pessimism. The
roots of such sharp fuctuations must
be sought, according to Keynes, in
the peculiarities of human nature, in
its inherent instability and proneness
to be carried dway in one direction
or another.** Starting from such a

* Tbe Gueral Tbeoty, p. L4).*+ Ibid.,, p. l6L.

conception, Keynes characterizes the
upswing as the phase when super-
optimism triumphs over the rate of
interest, ir., when capital invest-
ments are made which a sober reck-
oning of the existing interest rate
could not justify. Economic crisis,
according to Keynes, is primarily a
crisis of excessive optimism. Needless
to say, such a psychological explana-
tion skims along the surface of phe-
nomena, is least of all capable of
ascertaining the fundamental causes
of economic crisis; the fluctuations
in the moods of capitalists are a
purely derivative factor, conditioned
by changes in the cause of the capi-
talist cycle. This sort of explanation
is a typical example of the vicious
circle in logic' 

* ,F

Thus on the question of thc effi-
ciency or profitability of capitals, just
as on the question of the movernent
of consumption, Keynes appeals, as

to a last resort, to immutable psycho-
logical laws of human nature. But
how, on the basis of immutable laws,
can one explain the peculiarities of
the modern phase of capitalist devel-
opment ? Keynes himself senses the
unsatisfactory nature of his own psy-
chological theory and therefore, in
order to explain the lower profitabil-
ity of capitals in the 2oth cehtury in
comparison w-ith the rgth century,
he no longer resorts to psychological
expositions. In explaining this fact
he refers to the huge abundance of
capitals, to the inordinate growth in
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their numbers. In other words,
Keynes appeals to the notorious law
of diminishing productivity, an in-
ferior variant of the "law of the
diminishing fertility of the soil."
Needless ro say, the theory o[ the
Iaw of diminishing productivity is
groundless. But if eien for the mo-
ment one were to concur in this
theory, then, as has been remarked

unchanged, results in violation of the
optinium proportions and a fall in
the unir pr.oductivity of rhe factors
that have grown unilaterally.''' y.r
Keynes.does not at all assume such
a disproportionare grow,th of indr-
vidual produlction factors.

it may be admitred, indic:rtes
C. I-anclatrer, that KeyneS presurnes
an e:;cessive grora,tlr of capital as
r;r,mp;lrel1 rviti-, lalaor. ilut, froro tirc
starrdpoint ol ti e llr,r,
of climinishing evcrl
t hils variant oII r rhe
solution of ti're hrnd.
"Sr-rch an ans\4'er," says Lanclaue r,
"rvould vitiate Keynes' wholc enaiy-
sis since it rvould then follor,l tl-iar
rrlrundance of capital creates the rnost
l-;rvorable emplol,msnl situation, and
lhercfore the decline in thc efficiencv

of capital which is supposed to be a
consequence of that abundance crn,
not create unemployment."*

Thus the Keynesian explanation
of the fall in the profirability of
capital is based on a series of erro-

profit and, consequently, of value.
Secondly, this explanation presup-
poses a purely fetishistic treatment

a simultaleous growth of all pro-
clucti., .r"l^,r.n 

,€

In one place in The General The-
rtry ol Employment, Interest, and
Money Keynes tries to de6ne the
concrete causes of the more favorable
:;ituation of capitalist enterprises in
the rgth century as cornp,rirC u,ith
rhe zoth. He sees these causes in the
rr,.pid growth of populatioLr, tech-
nical inventions, in the discoverv oi
new iands and markets, in the gen-
eral state of confidence and even in
ihe frequently recurring wars (ap-
proximately every ten years).**
These ideas receive a rnore cletailed
claboration in the rvorks of [tr. R.]

'Carl Landauer, "A Break in K,vncs'r 'I\enrr
,i Ioerest." Arnerirar F..oromi. Xeaici,' Jiiel,

1 911, p. 262.
' * Tbe Gqaeral TbLory, p. )Oj.
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Flicks (Valwc and Capitol, ry39),
[Alvin H.] Hansen (Fiscal Policy
and Business Cyclet, g4r), and
others. The essence of this sort of
theory is that the source of the enor-
mous increase in the difficulties of
realization in the epoch of the gen-
eral crisis of capitalism must be
sought in the slowing down of popu-
lation growth, in the impossibility
of discovering new countries, in the
slowing down of the tempos of tech-
nical development (although facts
refute such an assertion with regard
to technical development). The
fundamental sense of this theory is
to obscure the chief cause, which is
inseparably bound up with the gen-
eral crisis of the capitalist system and
the domination of capitalist monopo-
lies. It is most characteristic o[
I(eynes that in his basic work he has
not a word to say about monopolies.
FIe tries to explain the sharpening
of economic difficulties in the present
epoch, while abstracting from the
most important feature of capitalism
in its highest stage-the dornination
of monopolies. Yet it is obvious that
the restrictionist policies of the mo-
nopolies, which are interested in the
srimulation of cartel prices, are one
of the rnost important factors sharp-
ening economic crisis, delaying re-
covery from it, hindering the devel-
opment of new investments.

Thtrs the essence of Keynes' theory
is reducible to this, that the general
volume of employment and its cor-
relative national income is deter-
mined by three variabrle factors-the

function of consumption, the effi-
ciency or profitability of capital, and
the rate of interest. The rnain prac-
tical conclusion drarvn by the author
from his analysis of 'these three
factors amounts to an assertion that,
given present-day consumption tend-
encies and the present-day relation-
ship between profitability and inter-
est rate, the spontaneous mechanism
for regulating the economy cannot
guarantee full employment. Keynes
sees the way out in a transition to
a so-called "regulated economics"
and primarily in state regulation of
capital investments. "I conclude," he
writes, "that the duty of ordering'
the current volume of investment
cannot safely be left in private
hands."* Keynes does not himself
provide a detailed description of
practical methods for the "regula-
tion" of capitalist economics. This
question is worked out in detail by
his followers and by economists
whose position is close to his. The
most detailed program of this sort
was elaborated in the well known
book by Beveridge, Full Employ-
rnent in a Free Society (rS+).

*iB*

Thoughout his principal work
Keynes stoutly maintains the idea
that the establishment of state con-
trol of investments by no means sig-
nifies the necessity for the passing
of capitalist property into the hands
o[ the state. "It is not the ownership
of the instruments of production

* Ibicl,' p. )20.
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which it is important for the State
to assum ding to
Keynes, geniral
volume means
of a tax interest
rates, and other similar measures; it
should establish a correspondence be-
tweeq the rates of growth of con-
sumption and investment, but it
should not take a single step outside
the framework of these tisks: its
sacred duty is to protect private capi-
talist, property.** Sornetimes Keynes
juggles with the terms "socialism"
and "Socialization." Thus, for ex-
ample, he speaks of the "socializa-
tion of investments." In another
place, in considering the question of
the growth of collective-capitalist en-
terprises, he points out that "the
battle of Socialism against unlimited
private profit is being won in derail
hour by hour."+tit* But this reliance
on Socialist phraseology should not
lead us into error-Kevnes is a con-

**s8

At the end of eory
ol Entployment, nelt
Keynes puts for that
the realization of his program of
"full employmenr" should eliminate
the roots of the conflicts between in-

+ Ibid.., p. 378.* * Ibid., p. 171.

,rr;,-; Jil! Mavaard Kevoes' Etsaltt in Perrua'

dividual states.* Although he deals
with the question of the causes of
wars only in passing, still, even in
these fragmentary utterances, the
viciousness of his methodology is
clearly expressed. He tries to solve
the problem of modern wars, while
abstracting from monopoly, the
financial oligarchy, and other most
importdnt symptoms of the imperial-
ist epoch. ,He reduces the causes of
conflicts between states to the ex-
istence of unemployment. He does
not see (or does not want to see)
that state capitalism is utilized above
all for war preparations, for the
mobilization of all economic re-
sources for the needs of war, that
state capitalism is most fully devel-
oped precisely in time of war.

Keynes promoted the slogan,
"Euthanasia of the rentier." He
points out that the rentier phase of
capitalism is bound to recede into
the past. Some bourgeois writers
have pointed to the radical nature
of these conclusions of Keynes, to
the
 D

the
In a consideration of this question
it is necessary to take into account
the fact that in the imperialist epoch
finance capital, based on the coales-
cence of industrial and banking cap-
ital, plays a dominant role. Under
modern conditions the capitalist
entrepreneur is above all a financial
magnate, representing in his own

* Tbe Genetal Tbeort, p. )82.
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person both banker and industrialist.
In fact, in the "Euthanasia of the
rentier" what is envisaged is the
elimination, not of the financial mag-
nates, but of the small rentiex's, who
really act in the capacity of one-sided
representatives of money capital.
There is no need to add that the
elimination of the small rentiers rep-
resents no danger for the dominant
section of the bourgeoisie. In just the
same \4/ay, the lowering of the inter-
est rate represents no danger for it.
The latter rvill permit finance capital
to dispose of other people's money
on a larger scale and at a lower cost

'tl" o"ut"Tt'' * ,r

The authentic class pattern of the
Keynesian program emerges in par-
ticularly clear outline when he deals
with the problem of r,vages. This is
one of the mos[ acute problems in
contemporary English economic lit-
eratu{e. The dispute is' over what
u,age pcllicy can best combat unem-
ployment-a policy of lowering
wages or one of maintaining then-r
at a stable level. Some find the chief
cause of the mass unerrlployrnent in
tlre period between the two wars to
1ie in the existence of an alleged
excessively liigh wage level. Hence it
is concluded that mass unemploy-
ment can be combated only by lorv-
e.-ing wages. This point o[ view has
lreen developed in greatest derail by
the weii-knorvn English economist
l);.sou. Others, starting from the
r ,r,:,rr Y oI underconsumption. point

out that a lowering of wages has a

negative influence on consumers' de-
mand and thus makes conditions of
realization difficult, which leads
directly to a growth in unemploy-
ment.

In this controversy Keynes held
to the second view. He came out
with a critique of the adherents of
lower wages. (Several bourgeois
economists even level against Ke/nes
the charge that because of the influ-
ence of his theory on trade union
leaders, wages ciurring the r93o's
were "inelastic" and continued to be
kept at an artificially high le.rel.*)
However, if we look deeper into
Keynes' argurnent, rve shall see that
his defense of the necessity to main-
tain the wage level against hostile
rlttempts by the capitalists has an
imaginary character, that in fact he
does not renounce the offensive
egainst the working class, br:t has
chosen more delicate and refinccl
mcthods. On this question l(eyncs'
characteristic tendency to flirt with
tlre v,rorkers comes out very distinctly.

Generally speaking, Keynes does
not cleny in principie that a fall in
l!,ages can bring a rise in the profir
rbility of capital. Br-rt he thinks there
are other rnethods, rnore ex.oedient
,lor the solutiore of ttre same prob-
lern. A fall in lvages, trom Keynes'
pcint of view, can be very effective
rs r method of raising profimbility
only in case wages lvere to fal[ ;irnul-
t.eneously in atrl enterprises and

, _Iamr" Arrrrr.r }isiy. 8oi+<-, Cl.!.,t Th_tr
Na.irc, Catre, at,l Co,:r' '1, ".:'..
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branches. But a fall in wages is
usually brought about not - simul-
taneously, but over a definite, some-

times a very lengthy period of time.
In these circumstances individual
capitalists will have no confidence
that the fall in wages has come to
an end. The hope that wages will go
still lower will hold the capitalist
back from investing at the Present
time, since he will prefer to invest
in a more favorable situation.

Keynes' central argument against
the thesis that a lowering of wages
is bound to secure a growth in em-
ployment comes down to this: that
the general volume of employment
depends on the level of real, not
money wages, whereas the trade
unions, in his opinion, conduct their
struggle only on the question of
money wages; they cannot have any
influence on the level of real wages,
since the latter depend on market
prices. Keynes points out that a fall
in money wages by no means has

to bring about a fall in real wages,
for there takes place simultaneously
a fall in commodity prices. In his
General Theory of Employment, In'
terest, and Money Keynes even de-

fends the position that nominal and
real wages usually rnove in opposite
directions.* Hence the conclusion
that a fall in money wages, by bring-
ing about a rise in real wages, is
bound to reduce and not expand the
general volume of employment.

Keynes' thesis on the opposite

I Tbe Gneral Tbeort, D. lO.

movement of nominal and real
wages has aroused manY oblections
in ihe bourgeois lirerature. Thus, for
example, economist
Dunlop, ive factual
materiil o-r9r3 and

also on rst World
War, comes to the conclusion that
a rise in money wages is usuallY
accompanied by a rise in real wagc6,
whereas a fall in the first can result
in either a fall or a rise in the
second.* Ap;lroxirnately the sarre
sort of critical comments were made

by |ames Tolrin.** The lveli-known
statistician |urgen Kuczynski re-

marks that Keynes' thesis on the

opposite movemeat of nominal and
real wages is based on an elementary
statistical error. In determining
money wages Keynes starts from ex-

isting tariiT estimates, whereas dur-
ing an
greater
higher
and dur
workers receive wages lower than
these estimates. If the money wage
data are made rnore precise and the
cost of living in<lex calculated more
accurately, the conclusions will be

the opposite of those arrived at by
Keynes-during a crisis reai wages 

"

fall, during the phase of upswing
they rise.x**

of Re[ pnrl
Jownal, $eD-

X';y,',Ytr;.
7947.

* *' Jurgeo Kuczyuski, Neu Pasbimt in lYage
Tbeort, l9)7, p. 22.
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The above-mentioned thesis of
Keynes on the opposite movement
of nominal and real wages endows
with special meaning his polemic
against the adherents of the policy
of lowering wages. It turns out that
Keynes is opposed only to a lowering
of money wages, but not at all to
a lowering of real wages. The short-
co.ming of methods of lowering
money wages he sees in the fact that
these methods do not secure a fall
in real wages, and even may result
in a rise in the latter. In other words,
instead of direct pressure on the
workers in the form of a lowering
of wages, Keynes prefers obliqu-
rnethods, which are bound to result
in a fall in real wages, for example,
through inflation. In this lies the
concealed meaning of the Keynesian
theory. This circumstance is pointed
out by Kuczynski in the book cited
above.* It is also pointed out by
R.aymond Saulnier.** Keynes sees
the most profitable solution in a
moderate price rise, which means in
fact a fall in real wages. From his
point of view such a policy has the
adyantage that it arouses notably less
resistance from the workers. Another
advantage of this policy for Keynes
is that it weakens the position of the
creditors.

,G iB rt

ilhus measu.res connected with
monetary circulation are of decisive
sigli-ficance in Keynes' program.

'Ibid., p. 26.
'r Ralmond Sauluis, Conte@or4r! Mofre-toy Tbeory, 193A, pD. 306-307.

This sheds new light on the class
meaning of the nominalist theory of
mone/r whose advocate he is. Keynes
heads the tendency in bourgeois po-
litical economy which proclaims that
gold has today lost its role as the
basis of monetary circulation. Already
in the twenties he characterized the
system of the gold standard as a
relic of barbarism. ln his Treaise on
Money Keynes 's/rote:

. . almost throughout the world,
gold has been withdrawn from circula-
tion, It no longer passes from hand to
hand, and the touch of the ?netal has
been taken away from men's greedy
palms. The litde household gods, who
dwelt in purses and stockings and tin
boxes, have been swallowed by a single
golden image in each country, which
lives underground arrd is not seen. Gold
is out of sight-gone back again into
the soil. But when gods are no longer
seen in a yellow panoply walking the
earth, we begin to rationalise them; and
it is not long before there is nothing
left.*

Inhis General Theory ol Employ-
ment, Interest and Money Keynes'
new formulation amounts to the
thesis that questions of monetary
circulation should be considered in
direct connection with the character
and volume of employment. An in-
crease in the quantity of money in
circulation, according to this concep-
tion, can have a difierent effect, de-
pending on whether or not full em-
ployment has been achieved. If the
latter is realized, if the situation is

' John Maynard Keyns, u{ Treetite on Moaey
Vol. II, p. 291.
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even if there is a rise in prices, this
rise will Iag behind the rate of in-
crease of the monetary mass.

Kevnes needed this analYsis in
o.de. to, so to say, rehabilitate infla-
tionist methods, and overcome the

hostility of the masses to these

methods. It was imPortant for
Keynes to show that within certain

limits inflation is not a danger in
the national economic sensg that an

increase in the monetary mass can

be used to stimulate the growth of
Droduction, that it is one of the most

essential elements in a Program of
sffuggle for "full 

. 
emPloYment "

Flowever, in practrce lt ls rmPosslDle

to define the limits of this harmless
infation. In bourgeois countries
monetary circulation has laws of its

powerlessness of the statesmen to

Lf i"R",ion at some "reasonable"

cvcle.-'Th. 
widespread circulation of this

Banfrer ()une, 1945). The author
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remarks that inflation is a great evil,
but a still greater evil is deflation.
The author criticizes those who look
upon moderate inflation as some
kind of O""TrOrr; 

+r

Keynes is a typical bourgeois ideol-
ogist of the epoch of the general
crisis of capitalism. His theory is a
clear illustration of the sharp con-
tradictions that characterize the cur-
rent stage of bourgeois political
economy, which, on the one hand,
cannot now con6ne itself to mere
eulogies of existing economic ar-
rangements. The economic contra-

not in accord with the selfish inter-
ests of the bourgeoisie, rvith the

ly capital. Flence
otence character-
ry bor.rrgeois po_

One of the central ideas held by
Keynes is that modern capitalism
cannor develop in the old way on
thc basis of spontaneous laws, that
c)itreme, extraordinary measures such
:rs tlre "Socializarion of investrneltts"
are fear of catas_
troP o preach such
Llnu as ,,planned

caPi ds prevailing

among a considerable portion of the
English bourgeoisie are clearly ex-
pressed by the authors of the collec-
tive work of Nuffield College on the
policy of employment. They do not
conceal the enormous difficulties that
beset measures of this kind. But,
"what is the alternative to bel" they
ask at the end of their work,* and
they do not find an answer to this
question.

In an article devoted to "the future
of Keynesian theory" the Arneri-
can author Wright** writes that, if
the automatically operating mecha-
nism of capitalist comperirion is ro
be preserved, then capiralism will
more and more lose credit. One rna'v
quarrel-he adds-with individual
propositions put forward by Keynes,
but if his whole system is to bc
thrown out, the last chance of rescu-
ing capitalism will be lost.

In Keynes' theory, the bourgeoisie
sees an antidote to the radical plans
of the democratic forces which itand

reactionary tendencies, with the
preservation of the adherents of the
capitalist social order, with the de-
fense of capitalist privare properry.
According to Einzig,*** coniervatii.e

Universirr ) , Err-
on Altcr:bt W;r.

rom lY/ant:, 1944 ,
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circles today look upon Keynes as existing economic system. . - . Even i{

the oniy remaining bulwark against the . Amcricans Yoo mention Partly

G.l;Z ts;[h;;i[ pU""".r.' 'i achieve their aim, r'a', reduce these losses

d, r. to a minimum, they will not destroy

'"*".'^;,'^1lf 
'il,1':'T&i,11':i:l::|;','f ifj'};*",f ;t:#ItL'U#:

acter. It poses a utopian task-strug- They are prerervin! th. ..orro-i. ,y.-
gle with crises and unemployment tem'whicli musr i;evitably lead, and
while preserving the foundations of cannot but lead, to anarchy in produc-
the capitalist social order. Applicable tion. Thus, at best, it will be a matter,
to the proposals of Keynes-ind his n9t oJ t-!9 reorganizatior of so_ciety, not

pupils concerning the "regulation" of..1boli.shing. the old social .system
ff 'capitalism 

"r"" *hoi.'".. ,fr. which-gives rise to anarchy and crises,

' ^'::"^-. 
":: '.^.' but of restrictins certain of its badworos ot uomraoe Dtalln ln nls ln-

rerview with wells, in .o""..,io1-r :#Ji' 
rest.ctrng certarn ot rts ex-

rvith the projects of certain Ameri-
can public figures:

They are trying to reduce to a mini- ,-0,;"tf,"1: !,{T# rg'a-E,H.i.!*
r r ,r Mmitm zr New Cenrury Publisbers,mum tne ruln, tne losses causeo Dy tne 945, p. 4.

. "The core of opportunism is the idea of class collaboration.
Opportunism is the sacri-fice of the fundamental interests of the masses
to the temporary interests of an insignificant minority of the workers or,
in other words, the alliance of a section of the workers with the bour-
geoisie against the mass of the proletariat. ."

V. I. Lenin, Selccted Worfts, Vol. V, p. 2o3.
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FROM THE PREFACE TO
.'CAPITAL,'' VOLUME II*

BY FREDERICK ENGELS

Bur wrrer oro Marx say about sur-
plus value that is new? How is it
that Marx's theory of surplus value
struck home like a thunderbolt out
of a clear sky, and that in all mod-
ern countries too, while the theories
of all his socialist predecessors, in-
cluding Rodbertus, vanished without
effect I

The history of chemistry offers an
illustration which explains this:

Until late in the eighteenth cen-
tury, the phlogistic theory prevailed
as we know. It assumed that the
ess€nce of all combustion consisted
in the separation from the burning
substance of another hypothetical
substance, an absolute combustible,
named phlogiston. This theory suf-
ficed for the explanation of most of
the chemical phenomena then
known, although not without consid-
erable forcing in many cases. But in
t174, Priestley discovered a kind of
air "which he found to be so pure,
or so free from phlogiston, that com-
mon air seemed adulterated in com-

' Reprinted frcm Karl Maru, Selected Vwht,
Vol. .I, Internatimal Publishec, Nw York, pp.
347-49.

parison with it." He called it "de-
phlogisticated air." Shortly after him,
Scheele obtained the saine kind of
air in Sweden, and demonstrated its
presence in the atmosphere. He also
found that this air disappeared,
whenever a substance was burned in
it or in ordinary air, and therefore
he called it "fire-air." "From these
facts he drew the conclusion that the
compound arising from the union of
phlogiston with one of the compon-
ents of the air" (that is to say by
combustion) "was nothing but fire or
heat which escaped through the
glass."*

Priestley and Scheele had produced
oxygen, but did not know what they
has discovered. They remained "en-
tangled in" the phlogistic "categories
as they found them." The element,
which was to abolish the whole
phlogistic concept and to revolution-
ize chemistry, remained barren in
their hands. But Priestley had imme-
diately communicated his discovery
to Lavoisier in Paris, and Lavoisier,
by means of this new fact, now ex-
amined all phlogistic chemistry. He
fust discovered that the new kind
of air is a new chemical element,
and that in combustion the mysteri-
ous phlogiston does rrot depart from

* RmeSchorlmer, Aurfuebilichq Lebilscb
der Chmic, Bmunschweig f877, I, p. 11, 18.
fNote by F. Engels.]
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the burning substance, but this new
element combines with the substance.

Thus he placed chemistrY, which in
its phlogiitic form had so long stood
on 1ts head, on its feet for the first
time. And although he did not pro-
duce oxygen independently of the
others and at the same time as theY,
as he claimed later on, he neverthe-
less is the real discouerer of oxygen
as compared to the others, who had
m wrthout any sus-

pi s they had found.
he same relation

to his predecessors in the theory of
surplus value
Iey and Sche
that part of a
we now call s

ascertained long before Marx. What
it consists of had also been stated,
more or less distinctly, aiz., of the
product of labor for which its appro-
priator has not paid any equivalent.
But they got no further. Some of
them-the classical bourgeois econo-
mists-investigated at most the pro-
portion in which the product of la-
bor is divided between the laborer
and the owner of the means of pro-
duction. Others-the socialists-
found this division unfust and looked
for utopian means of abolishing this
injustici. Both remain in thrall to
the economic categories as they had
found them.

Then Marx came forward. And
he did so in direct opposition to all
his predecessors. Where theY had
seen a solution, he saw onlY a Prob'
lem. He saw that herc there was

neither dephlogisticated air, nor fire-
a-ir, but oxygen, that it was not
simply a matter of recording an eco-

nomii fact, or of Pointing out the

confict of this fact with eternal ,us-
tice and true morals, but of a fact

destined to revolutionize the whole
of political economy and offering a

key to the understanding of all capi-

talist production-to the one who
knew how to use it. With this fact

what surplus value was, he had- to

find out what value was. Ricardo's

produces value, and whY and how
it does this, and that value is nothing
but coagul
a point
grasped to
examined
ties to money, demonstrating how

exhaustive, and now tacidY gener-

ally accepted one. He investigated
the transformation of moneY into
capital, demonstrating that this trans-
formation is based on the Purchase
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and sale of labor power. By substi-
tuting labor power, the value-produc-
ing property, for labor, he solved
with one stroke one of the difficulties
upon which the Ricardian school was
wrecked, uiz,, the impossibility of
harmonizing the mutual exchange of
capital and labor with the Ricardian
law of value determination by labor.
By establishing the distinction be-
tween constant and variable capital,
he was first enabled to trace the real
course of the process of surplus value
formation in the utmost detail, and
thus to explain it, which none of his
predecessors had accomplished. Thus
he established a distinctioo within
capital itself with which neither Rod-
bertus nor the capitalist economists
had been able to do anything, but

which, nevert-heless, furnished a key
for the solution of the most compli-
cated economic problems, as is most
strikingly proved once again by
this Volume II, and still more by
Volume III as will be shown. He
analyzed surplus value itsell further,
finding its two forms, absolute and
relative surplus value. And he
showed the different but in each case
decisive role, that they had played
in the historical development of capi-
talist production. On the basis of
surplus value he developed the first
rational theory we have of wages,
and gave for the first time the basic
features of the history of capitalist
accumulation and a portrayai of its
historical trend.

ts{I(}K REUITtI/

TOWARD THE L'NMASKING
OF ,ANTI-SEMITISM*

By MORRIS U. SCHAPPES

Anti-Semitism has become a major
issue for the American people, and for
all dcmocratic mankind. In the pattern
of imperialist reaction, anti-Semitism
today looms ever larger, not only along-
side of anti-Communism, anti-Soviet-
ism, anti-unionism, anti-alienism, and
anti-Negroism, but in a kind of special
relationship to these other elements:
Negroes, aliens, union men, the Soviets,
and Communists are all in some degree
tarred by reaction as fewish or as the
dupes of the Jews. Every reactionary
movement today is itself anti-Semitic,
or is allied with anti-Semites; on the
other hand, the more consistent a pro-
gressive movement is, the more it makes
the 6ght against anti-Semitism a promi-
nent part of its program of action. No
antiSemite can be in any sense progres-
sive now; no progressive can for any
reason compromise with anti-Semitism.

Bookson the subject of anti-Semitism
are not uncommon, but those that can
be eflective in the struggle against it
are rare. As Carey McWilliams dis-
covered when he came to study anti-
Semitism, "the inadequacy of social
theory in relation to this crucial prob-
lem is a scandal for which every social
scientist in the United States should

feel ashamed." In such a context, his
own book rnakes a valuable pioneering
contribution. It is the work of a fight-
i.g progressive with extensive ex-
perience in elucidating the forrns,
methods, and purposes of discrimi-
natory practices directed against a va-
riety of national groups. Hailed by
liberals, and treated respectfully in that
conservatrve press which boasts of
"respectability," the book is already
being widely read and will be widely
felt. Of course, it has also already
drawn the fire, not only of the anti-
Semites, but also of those groups, some
of them |ewish, that resent a ma,or
element in McWilliams' analysis. To
such forces, and to the |ewish agencies
that reflect Big Eusiness interests, it is
dangerous to have it cogently argued,
as McWilliams does, that anti-Semitisra
is a device by which "privileged
groups . mask their attempted
monopoly of social, economic, and
political power." Yet, as the 6rst book
by an American in which this is the
central thesis, it is precisely in this that
McWilliams makes his contribution.
Moreover, McWilliams also perceives
that it "may wetrl be that the last great
struggle against anti-Semitism will cen-
ter in the United States." Apparently,
the United States is the arena in which
the last great struggles against manv
basic evils will center!

McWilliams offers us an excellent
guide to his book in the description of
the nature of anti-Semitism:

fu Pivilege:
Brown aod

'Caey McVillims, A Matk
Anti-Semititm in Amrica, Little,
Comlnoy, Boton, 1948, 92.75.

65
. it is today a weapon of reac-
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tion-part of the mechanism of fas-
cism--used for many interrelated
purposes: to confuse the people; to
obscure the basic causes of unrest;
to divert attention from these causes;
to cloak the real purposes and objec-
tives of reacLion; to arrest social pro-
gress; to fight democracy. Through-
out its long and devious history,
through all its various and changing
manifestations, the pertinent ques-
tions, in relation to anti-Semitism,
have always been: Who uses itl For
what purposes? Under what circum-
stancesl Against whom? And to
these queries the answers are crystal-
clear: anti-semitism has always been
used by the enemies of the people;
for the purpose of arresting progress;
in periods of social upheaval and
social stress; and against the interests
of the people. (P. 88.)

McWilliams properly looks to the
nature of our American economy and
its ruling classes for the answers to the
"pertinent questions" listed above. He
chooses to begin his analysis, however,
in the post-Civil War period of the
r87o's, "when Big Business occupied
the country like an alien armed force"
(p. tr). "To trick a freedomJoving
people into accepting industrial regi-
mentation in the name of democracy,
the tycoons of the period needed a

diversionary issue. Flence the alien, the
foreigner, the few, the Negro, and the
yellow peril" (pp. 68-69). As "the first
overt manifestation of anti-Semitism"
in the United States (p. ,g), McWil-
liams selects the exclusion of |oseph
Seligman, a New York banker, from
the gaudy Grand Union Hotel at Sara-
toga Springs in the summer of. 1877.
From this point oD, McWilliams

sketches the rising specific gravity of
anti-Semitism in the pattern of reaction
down to the contemporary scene.

Exclusion .he shows to be a system.
"It is therefore absurd to regard social
discrimination as an individual and
unorganized phenomenon. . . . A pri-
vate preiudice is one thing; a policy
of discrimination is anothef. . . . Group
discrimination cannot be efiective un-
Iess exclusion is adopted as a policy,
and this implies a consensus or agree-
ment which in turn implies organiza-
tion". (pp. r24-r25). Such exclusion
techniques extend into the colleges and
professions, and McWilliams observes
keenly that "the pressure of |ewish
students to enter the 'free professions,'
notably law and medicine, has always
reflected the bias against them in those
professions having a direct, functional
relation to the key American industries"
(p. ,:;). And he closes this fine chap-
ter with the reaffirmation that "the real
basis for the quota system . is to
be found in the structure of the domi-
nant American industries."

McWilliams is at his best in the
chapter, "In the Middle of the Middle
Class," in which he convincingly and
with shrewd insight describes "the,
anomalous position that fews occupy in
the American economy." |ews are "a
minor infuence in banking and fin-
ance," and "virtually nonexistent in
heavy industry." As for the light indus-
tries, their participation "is largely re-
stricted to the distribution end," except
in the clothing industry. Insignificant in
the magazine and advertising fields, the

fews are "important" in book publish-
ing and "the job-and-trade printing in-
dustry in the larger cities" and "sig-
nificant" only in radio and motion pic-
tures, but declining in the latter. He
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concludes that ]ews are a marginal
factor in the economy:

Generally speaking, the businesses
in which ]ews are concentrated are
those in which a large risk-factor is
involved; businesses peripheral to the
economy; businesses originally re-
garded as unimportant; new in-
dustries and businesses; and busi-
nesses which have traditionally
carried a certain element of social
stigma, such, for example, as t}le
amusement industry and the liquor
industry. Not being able to pene-
trate the k.y control industries,
Jews have been cornpelled to occupy
the interstitial, the marginal, poii-
tions in the American economy.

. . . that |ews appear to. wield
more economic power than they do
is the result of an illusion created by
their concentration in businesses
which make them conspicuous and
which place them in a direct relation
to the consuming public. Thus by
and large the traditional European
pattern of |ewish-Gentile economic
relations has been repeated in Amer-
ica. (Pp. r47-r4g.)

These generalizations are buttressed
by facts, and illuminated by insight
into the process of capitalist economics.
Consider an illuminating instance such
as the following:

In the city of Los Angeles, for'ex-
ample, the credit end of the retail
jewelry business is largely controlled
by Jews, while the "cash" stores are

iust as exclusively non-fewish. Since
both risk and losses are greater in the
credit stores, these stores must em-
phasize volume of sales and to in-
crease volume they are driven to cut
prices. On the other hand, the con-

centration of |ews in the credit end
of the business operates to the in-
direct profit and advantage of the
non-|ewish cash stores. In fact, some
of these stores use antiSemitism as

a form of advertisin9. . . . By em-
phasizing their non-fewishness, these
stores create a premium value for
their merchandise. That the |ews
are forced to operate the marginal
stores, the stores that are compelled
to ofler credit in order to exist, also
means that they are forced to fight
harder to maintain their position and
that, in doing so, they are often ac-
cused of sharp practices and high-
pressure methods, accusations which
are in turn used against them by
their non-fewish competitors. The
non-|ewish stores are naturally de-
lighted with an arrangement which
enables them to monopolize the
cream of the business and to escaper
in efiect, from the necesity of direct
competition with their |ewish col-
leagues who have been relegated to
the outer fringes of the trade. It is
in relationships of this sort, seldorn
apparent on the face of things, that
much of the economic reality of anti-
Semitism is to be found. (Pp. r57-
158.)

It is this relation in the American
economy, into which they have been
fitted by monopoly capital, that places
the fews in an exposed position so that
Big Business can divert mass antipathy
from itself onto the heads of the
fewish masses. In the early stages, Big
Business operates indirecdy, using the
crackpot anti-Semitic agitator, whose
function it is "to encouarge the open
expression of'anti-semitism on the part
of the latent anti-Semite." McWilliams
notes, of course, that "the reality upon
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which crackpor anri-scmirism is pre-
dicated" is "the anti-semitic bias in^the
structure oi the American economy."
Very recently, moreover, the most reic-
tionary sections of Big Business have
begun to identily themselves more and
more openly with the Gerald L. K.
Smith type of "crackpot" as they move
more directly onto the road to fascism.*

Almost equally telling and original
is McWilliams' chapter on tt.
fewish Stereotype." Hi is more intent
on explaining how this particular
prejudiced sr€reotype came into being
than in describing it at length or in
contributing defensive.refutations of

fews will, like

'y:#,lyhi:
prejudice, they

out the crevices,
s, in which it has

been possible to secure an economic
foothold." In this respect, he brilliantly
demonstrates, the fews are much like
the Quakers and Huguenots, who also

over, "while concentrated in the inter-
rnediate socio-economic positions, |ews
function to some extent in all levels of
society. In a time of general crisis,
therefore, when social uniest has begun
to permeate the middle as well as the
Iower classes, fews usually make a
more vulnerable and a more plausible

* Io the form in which this chapter, "The
Eurctico of the Crackpot," appared io JethbLife- October aod November, l!4J, it was fuller,
sharper, bolder and truer.

target than other minority groups. If
a minority is confined to the lower
levcls of society, it can be baited for a
variety of purposes; but it cannot serve
as a general rarget against which the
hatreds of all disaffected groups can be
directed." (P. ,Zg.) The fews, how-
ever, being in all levels, can be attacked
at all levels.

Such being the case, good-will pro-
grams, interfaith rituals, and other
straws that middle-class fewish and
non-]ewish groups have seized upon
to "combat" anti-semitism, are reeri to
be not only ineffective but irrcletant.

. McWilliams,, ::&"#, t[ ::
I out- of which
it arises exist, the illusion itself will
persist. For as long as fews occupy a
special niche in the economy, it 

-will
appear as though they were 'different'
and the diflerence sensed will be ra-
tionalized. The source of this feeling,
however, is to be found in social rela-
tionships, not in those outward ma-
nifestations of difference, real or
imagined. which are seized upoo to
justify discrimination." (P. r8z.)

By fixing attention concretely on the
social relarionships instead of on the
antiSemitic rationalizations and "argu-
ments," McWilliams has rendered an
important service.

What have been selected, of course,
are some of the passages and sections
that are an index to the highlights of
McWilliams' positive achievemenr.
They explain why the anri-Semites are
up in arms, and why the Anti-Defama-
tion League and the American |ewish
Committee are covertly seeking to
discredit the book. The book ls a
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weapon in the fight against anti-
semitism'**1 

*,
There are serious shortcomings in I

NIasrt lor Priuilege that need to be
noted. McWilliams' chief difficulty is
his failure consistently to ask and to
answer the "pertinent questions" he
ably defined: "Who uses it (anti-
Semitism)P For what purposesl Un-
der what circumstancesl Against
whoml"

At first, he is unsure as to who uses
anti-Semitism against whom. In the
r87o's, the older decaying groups, hav-
ing lost their economic positions dur-
ing the Civil War, confronted the new
ruling class: "Faced with a growing
competition for place and power, their
security threatened by the forces of a
rampant industrialism, the groups
identifying themselves with the domi-
nant cultural pattern sought to main-
tain that pattern at all cosrs" (pp. ,r-
r3). Exclusion was their technique.
Here, anti-Semitism is considered a
weapon used by the old defeated
classes against the new big industrial-
ists, A few pages later, however, Mc-
Williams explains that it is the new
tycoons who use exclusion against suc-
cessful German |ews in order to pre-
vent "their further encroachment on
the citadels of power" (p. r9). While
it may be possible to reconcile these
two difiering statements of user,
weapon, and opponent by redefining
the elements, IvlcWilliams makes no
attempt to do so. Generally thereafter,
however, he holds to the principle that
anti-Semitism is used by the Big Busi-
ness interests against competitor;.

In doing so, however, he frequently
wavers between the consideration of
whom anti-Semitism is used by and a

description of whom it appeals to, and
why. Thus, he tends to shift from
aralyzing the mask for privilege to
depicting the mask for frustration.
Those who are frustrated, economical-
ly, politically, socially, or intellectually
by American life, we are told in many
ways, turn to anti-Semitism. Such
frustration, it is demonstrated, is com-
mon in the middle and lower middle
clesses. As Marxists, we stress the need
of bringing the mask for privilege and
the mask for frustration into their
proper relationship. In this way the rul-
ing class can be shown to be exploiting
those it frustrates by diverting their re-
sentment onto a scapegoat who is in-
nocent of frustrating them and whose
sacrificial slaughter, therefore, can-
not release them from their frustra-
tion. But while the ingredients of
such an analysis are present in Mc-
Williams' treatment, the integration is
lacking. FIis book culminates, there-
fore, not in a summation of his analysis
of the mask for privilege, but in lauda-
tory surnmary of an article by rhe
French existentialist, fean,Paul Sarrre,
"Portrait of the Anti-Semite." Al-
though McWilliams asserts rhat "it has
remained for fean-Paul Sartre to
give us a really satisfactory portrait of
the anti-Semite," an analysis of the
portrait reveals it to be completely staric
and of no help in formulating a pro-
gram to fight anti-Semitism.

McWiliiams in places discounts the
value of the psychoanalytic approach to
anti-Semitism and briefly argues against
it that "the genesis is primarily 

"social

in character" (pp. ro7-ro8). But his ec-
lectic method of finding something use-
ful everywhere hinders him from disen-
tangling himself from both the ver-
biage and the misleading concepts of
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the psychological approach to the social
phenomenon of anti-Semitism.*

McWilliams' histoiical section is not
well grounded. He accepts as historical
fact that "the first overt manifestation
of anti-Semitism" occurred ln 1877, atd
that social discrimination came first,
before other kinds. His shortcoming is
attributable to t}le insufficient research
by American historians into the history
of anti-Semitism in this country.

Now, McWilliams wants to demon-
strate what is easily demonstrable: that
in the United States there is no history
of feudalism and, since the revolution,
no established church. The Jews here
have never, as they did in Europe,
lived in ghettos, or been compelled-to
wear the yellow badge. Therefore, "the
main limitations imposed on |ews have
been imposed by our 'private govern-
ments'-industry and trade, banks, and
insurance companies, real estate boards
and neighborhood associations, clubs
and societies, colleges and'universities."

It is necessary to point to the difier-
ences between European anti-Semitism
and the American variety. But in under-
scoring the difierences, McWilliams has
omitted the common features based
upon the capitalist system in both con-
tinents. In Europe, capitalism devel-
oped out of, and in struggle against,
feudalism. To some extent, however,
many feudal institutions, ideologies,
habits and attitudes lived on in the
framework of the new capitalist econ-
omy as the capitalist classes compro-
mised with the big landowners and the
church. Anti-Semitism developing in
European capitalist countries, therefore,
has certain feudal ties and connections.

ich
Mc!7i n7l
,4. Soc S.
Neff, iq
Jqailb Life, June, 1948.

In the United States, such was not the
case. But capitalism does not begin in
the United Srates in 1877, everL though
it is in that period that it undergoes
certain qualitative changes and hbads
toward the monopoly, imperialist stage.

McWilliams seems to see only the quali-
tative change but not the system that
underwent change.

American history, right back to co-
lonial days, is also a history of class

struggles, in which, all too often, anti-
Semitism was a weapon of reaction. It
was, of course, not as weighty an in-
strument as it is today, but the modern
qualitative changes rnust not obscure
the fact that it existed continuously
before. And how could it have been
otherwisel For one thing, our country
has been settled by those who came
mostly from those European countries
in which anti-Semitism, with its feudal
history and capitalist present, was a

factor. The immigrants brought with
them certain attitudes to ]ews, some
favorable, some unfavorable, depending
upon the political and sodal maturity
of the immigrant. Native reaction
methodically exploited and incited anti-
Semitic attitudes both among immi-
grants and native born; native and im-
migrant progressives often had to fight
back against the use of that weapon.
Thus there was economic, political, so-
cial, religious and cultural discrimina-
tion against fews long before 1877, for
there were capitalism and class struggles
in our country long before then. A full
study of the relationship of the fews
and anti-Semitism to our country in the
two centuries before the Civil War
.,vould undoubtedly cast new light upon
U.S. history as a whole and modify
fundamentally some of McWilliams'
theses, which he bases upon the inade-
quate reading of history common at
pres€nt.
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Another point to be noted is that
McWilliams underestimates superstruc-
tural factors. He neglects the role of
religion, of certain reactionary priest-
hoods, and of unhistorical church teach-
ings which have to this day perpe-
tuated feudal fables about the Jews.
The cry of "Christ-killer" was used as

a political instrument in this country
at least two hundred years ago. Even
the insufficient separation of church
and state, which has led to the incor-
porating of Christian customs into our
general civil life, has had its bearing
upon anti-Semitism. H" p.yt insu6-
cient attention to anti-Semitii stereo-
types embedded in old ideologies and
cultural images such as the Shylock-
goblin.

McWilliams also takes no note of the
fact that certain anti-Semitic views and
news were, during the past two cen-
turies, continually reported and dis-
cussed in American newspapers and
periodicals; reaction here assiduously
sought to turn those reports to anti-
Semitic ends, at the same time that Ia-
bor and progressive forwardJooking
elements attempted to use such reports
to scotch anti-Semitism.

The inclrusion of such factors would
add depth and complexity to the
analysis of the problem, and would
have saved the book from its tenclency
to economic determinism, which is
very much different from historical
materialism. Whereas economic deter-
minism oversimplifies a problem, ex-
cludes significant and operative factors,
and therefore impoverislres both the
dercription and analysis, historical ma-
terialism takes all the factors into ac-
count. It makes its evaluation of the
relative importance of the factors on
the principle that the material relations
of production determine the political,

social, psychological, ideological, and
cultural life, and are in turn infuenced
bYit' 

* * *
McWilliams' program of action to

combat anti-Semitism, although not
complete theoretically or practically, is
one which all progressives, including
Comrnunists, can well support. "The
campaign to eradicate anti-Semitism,"
McWilliams declares, "must be or-
ganized on two levels: a general attack
on the socio-economic conditions which
breed the disease; and a special cam-
paign to eliminate all forms of dis-
crimination based solely on race, color,
or creed . what the task involves
is the creation of a society in which
production is organized on some basis
other than individual seif-aggrandize-
ment. . ." (pp. zz3-zz4).

McWilliams has gone far enough to
cause the bourgeois-dominated Anti-
Defamation League to sound the alarm
against him on the ground that he
favors "restructuring the economy of
our country." But as Marxists we feel
that the basic solution must go beyond
McWilliams' vague formulation.

The contribution of this book would
have been enhanced were the full con-
clusions from the statement of the
problem presented scientifically and
boldly-that the complete and irrevo-
cable elimination of the evil of anti-
Semitism from society will be achieved
only under Socialism. In this connec-
tion as a major shortcoming in the book
is the failure to discuss and draw ex-
amples from the role of the Soviet Union
in evaluating anti-Semitism.

But this hesitation weakens his
whole point. For to understand the real
causes of fascism in 1948 is to under-
stand the nature of American imperial-
ism in r9r48. And today, in the pattern
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of imperialist reaction, anti-Semitism is
inextricably interwoven with Red-bait-
ing, Soviet-baiting, and labor-baiting,
with the Taft-Hartley Law, the Mundt-
Nixon Bill, the Truman, Doctrine and
the Marshall Plan. How blunt was Mc-
Williams' understanding of these links
can be seen from the outdated preface,
in which, failing to grasp American
imperialist strategy in the Middle
East, he reveals an exaggerated idea of
the Administration's concern for a real
solution of the Palestine problem, and
an underestimation of the role of the
Soviet Union both in relation to Pales-
tine and as one of the main centers of
|ewish life today.

In discussing his special campaign
against major forms of discrimination,
McWilliams is properly conremptuous
of the results of the kind of programs
of "intercultural understanding" that
luxuriate in Brotherhood Weeks and
"tolerance propaganda." (To add a
crushing point to McWilliams' brief
indictment, the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, one of the main
agencies of this type of "brotherhood,"
just gave an award for the promorion
of brotherhood to The Tablet, a Brook-
iyn ofEcial diocesan organ that has
achieved vast ill-repute for its Cough-
linite preachingsl-See The Tablet,
May 15, 1948.) McWilliams also ef-
fectively criticizes the so-called "silent
treatment" by which conservative
|ewish "defense" agencies capitulate to
the brawling anti-Semitic agitators.

He calls for a campaign for "func-
tional equality" which 'would include:

. . . equal educational opportu-
nities for all; equal economic oppor-
tunities regardless of race, creed, or
color; equal access to good housing;

equal access to health and medical
facilities; equal access to publicly
supported recreational, cultural, and
civic facilities of all kinds; equal ac-
cess to common crvlc coDventences,
such as hotels, restaurants, common
carriers, and places of public acco-
modation; equal enforcement of the
law; equal protection of civil and
political rights; and, as a variant of
the concept of religious freedom, a
degree of equality in personal rela-
tions (for example, the right of in-
dividuals to marry regardless of ra-

cial differences). (Pp. zz7-228.)

This campaign, he believes, requires
"the formation of 'a great, special
camp' of all the democratic forces in
the United States." He does not become
more specific. But it will be clear to
most of his readers that while such a
"special camp" will be a great tron-
partisan front, its center will have to be
the Wallace movement.

"To be efiective," says McWilliams,
"education against racism should em-
phasize the real causes of fascism."
Not only the causes, one would add,
but the main techniques, including the
fundamental lie that fascism and com-
munism are alike, a lie imbedded in
the report of Truman's Civil Rights
Committee which McWilliams charac-
terizes as "a document of great historic
significance" without even defining its
by no means minor "weaknesses,"

Shortcomings are to be noted, how-
ever, only in order that one may have
a true estimate of the value of a book
such as McWilliams has produced.
Taken as a pioneering efiort in Amer-
ican theory on the subject of anti-
Semitism, it represents a significant con-
tribution which can be used effectively.
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